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hatl .a' moment before suggested isuch
cruel measures. Torn and crushed in
the iron ‘grasp of what was more like a
;
:
18SVED BY THE
3
\great ‘monster than anything else, she
Freewill Baptist. Printing Establishment, uttered a ory, and when the’ great crush
Rev: I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
was past, these kind Italian soldiers helpm all letters on business, remittances of ad'me carry her fainting, but happily ‘un:
Xo wo &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
injured, into an ante-chamber, where ' life
All communications designed for publication
goon eame back ‘again.
shoud be addressed to the Editor. |
The body of the King was placed,
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this paper.
at the end of a beautiful hall. - Motionless
as statues, stood in the space immediately
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embassadors returned home, to meet each

not say, “Look at your ill-gotten gains!

other on the battle-field when

see how in a moment, they were swept
from your ‘grasp, leaving only devasta-

again, if ambition

‘demands it.

they meget

Marshal

Canrobert and the son of Marshal MacMa-

hon are paying homage at the Vatican today, before the tearsére dry which they
shed over the great enemy of the Vatican
yesterday. And so the world moves on.
ALsrED C. HOGBIN,
PA LN
a OL

BY

ONE

WHO

a dozen

royal

of the

A bit of type,
a newshoy’s ery;

A. passing glance, perhaps a sigh
At what is written there.

A lashing storm, a coast of dread;

_A shipwreck, and two hundred dead—
The old, the young, the fair,
The hopes of better days

ahead,

y

:

Of comfort’s store, of warmth and bread
For dear ones left ‘on shore.

A ‘sinking ship; one thought alone

Of orphan’s tears, of widow’s moan,
One ery, and all is o'er.
A happy

home, with tender tics,

Awaiting 'neath Brazilian skies
A welcome just ahead.
An infant boy on mother’s breast
As white as gleam

the breaker’s crest

That shroud the cold, cold dead.
The ships sail out, and ships sail in,
And wealth goes out more wealth to win,

And love to meet its own;
But ships go down, and cries go up,
And wealth inverts her jeweled cup
Above the dying moan.
A bending sky o'er rippling bay,

A noble ship with banners gay,
A voyage to sunny lands.
A bit of type, a newsboy’s cry—
Twe hundred soulless bodies lie
Oa Carolina’s sands,
=—8. D. Richardson in Rochester Democrat.
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BURIAL AND

ren]

OORONATION.

Victor Emanuel was the first king of
“United Ttaly, and now every patriot finds
that the liberty of Italy and

the

life of

Victor Emanuel were somehow ‘bound to-

windows and even on the roofs of the houses

crown prince of Prussia,

marched side by

side with the arch-duke of Austria, and

the ex-king

of Spain.

The

©

the system require, rest and comfort, and

funeral

car,

These

dangers

are easily remedied.

The least trouble, perhaps, where it can be
done, is to kindle a fire in the room, or

the name of the person’in whose favor the

road.

intact, opens the
vote is given.

REBUKE AND ADVICE,

tion.

means,

and

their muskets. ‘* As though the foremost

Neither do we feel at liberty to

had not enoughto bear with all this pres:
sure from behind them,” I wags just
saying

when the soldiers were swept away’ abd
all these people like an irresistible
sea
and we in the midst of ‘them came crashy

crown

and

scepter

glittering over all,remind us of what was,
but is not.

winds.

We

said

with

one

own.

opinions, and has a right to his own form
of expressing them, We trust that none
of our readers will miss either the sug-

gestions or the instruction conveyed in
the communication,

especially that which

may be gathered ¢¢ between the lines :”

last fall written concerning an incident that oc-

cured at louisvill ky speaking of a negro lady
her intelegens and dress and of her being debared of coming in to a publick room with
white people he seemed to bee hert about the
affare ifhe new as much about how fare there
inteligents reached as I do T do not think he
wood make a much ado about it it reaches Just

as far as they can get dressing they are inferer
to the white people and

they

should

not

visions In case an

election

urning

has

been

of the vote in the man

deserthed”

reached the high

and I entered the

:

will allow us to work a few years longer before -

R

Re

1

he calls us to. our final home above. Though: .
disappointed in not seeing - Jamies and party
this year, we are glad they are able to do so much at'home for our feeble mission”. M.

;

msnneralionly

H. H.

If no election is reached, another vote is

THE SAMOAN ISLANDS:
We solicit attentionto Mrs. Ramsay’s arti- -

The revoting is similar to the first,

except no Cardinal can be voted for by
‘* accessit”—as this second vote is called—
unless he has had at least one’ vote previously; and no elector can give an aecessit for the same person for whom he

cle on “ The ‘Samoan Istands,” on the first
page of the Star of Jan. 80.

fore they get through with it, even, they will.
wish it longer. Our sisters will find it an ad-

mirable article to read in the mee tings of their
|torthe’ South Sea Islands,to whom Mi.
In 1839, he made a voyage to the

itants. ‘Subséquently his bones were recovered
and taken back to Samoa,where they were in.

MISSION WORK.

curer Jornel [the Courier Journallof it and if
the freewill baptist ever expects to build up in
thesouththey will hav to quit holding the negro
hyer than the white popolation I donot say this
threw pregdis but for the good of the caus I'had

BY

terred with Christian rites. amid

REV. G. C; WATERMAN,

THE JUBILEE

Hehri=

when landing on’ Err amonga, one of" the islands of this group, he was cruelly murdered :
and his body devoured by the cannibal inhab+

2%

CONDUCTED

New

des, hoping there also to plant the gospel,

440-46

the

Ram---

say refers, after twenty-three years of marvel
ous labors joined the noble army of martyrs..

down the walling up of the great balcony
from which the new Pope will, immediately upon his election, give his first benedic-

bee

:
Apostle

:
missionary societies.
Mr. Williams, the great missionary

nal, fire their guns, and the workmen pull

tion.

Let not its length-

deter hurried readers from its perusal, for be- -

voted inthe first “‘scrutiny.” When an election is reached the artillery-menat Castle
St. Angelo, who are watching for the sig-

allowe to mix and mingle with white people
and if it insults them to be: put to themselve
that shoes there bigotry and such negros ought
not to be countinensed let alone informing

we

more

fold of the good Shepherd, and one by one he
is bringing then back to work with us in. this «
field of our early choice.Our prayer is: thatve . -

which has three di-

of the votes; second, the verifying of the
votes by three other Cardinals” drawn by
Job and alled “nicognitori,’ and third, the

taken.

Hartsells Station Ala
January the 27 1878
.
Too the Morning star
1 call your Attention to A péace printed in
the star of the date January the 9th 1878 written
by a gentleman Minister who viset ed the south |

SINGERS.

lamentations

°

of an

immense

the bitter

coficourse of

native converts.—M. M. H. H.

We are pleased to learn from the daily
A PERMANENT MINISTRY.
papers, and from private sources, that the
So many good things are packed into
Centennial Jubilee Singers have met with the Reports of the Secretaries of our Seeiesthe most gratifying success in and around
none [known] negros ever since I mew any
ties that ought to be read by hundreds
thing and I think they aught to bee educated
Boston.
They have already sung on
and make the best wee Can of them but Jet hem four occasions in Tremont Temple, once who will not see the Reports themselves,
that we feel sure of the approval ef our
bee negros and us whits
John W Akins
in connection with the Redpath Lyceum readers in quoting more of them.
We
a
Lecture Course,and at two Concerts and a
give below an extract from the Reportof
‘
BLEOTING THE POPE.
Matinee of their own.
They have won
The method of electing a Pope will be the heartiest approval of the large audi- the Corresponding Secretary of the Bducation Society upon a topic of great im-| r¢ad about with interest, since such an | enees-gathered-to-hear them;-and -have-reportance:
:
;
election is about to be held in Rome. The
ceived the warmest commendation of the
It is, perhaps, a pertinent question to raise
election is effected by the College of Car- press.’ Having passed the test of a Boshere, whether any young man of good health,
-dinals, composed of seventy persons, who ton audience so happily, we predict for with or without pecuniary means, ought to be
are the Pope's councilors during his life. them alstill greater success wherever encouraged, either by our churches and
When an election is to be held, the Car- they may go.
Our readers have noticed, Quarterly Meetings, or by the professors in:
dinals go to the Sistine Chapel,at the door probably,that they are frequently sending our schools, with the hope of ordination and!
of which each Cardinal is given a closed large contributions to the Building Fund induction into the “sacred and responsible office of the pastorate, who is not willing, with
desk containing the register for the day's of Storer College.
the facilities at his command, to put himself ix
voting, the schedules prepared for giving A MISSIONARY MOTHER'S JOYFUL SURPRISE.

exception.

One wall of a parlor
was left standing on

he kneels and pronounces in Latin the
following oath: *‘I call to witness Christ

training for his great work,

lows:

by the development and maturity

:

ceased

to think

of the

matter

| bility, though a very faint hope

as

a proba-

still

clung to

the decisions of the General Conference.

You

of his char-

acter as a man and a Christian, he shallbe able: to

stand

before an enlightened public and

speakin the name of his Lord

without

°

giving:

his hearers constant occasion to remind hith of
Paul’sinjunetion to Titus,—‘‘ Let no man de-

to wait. About noon on the 26th inst., the
mail boy appeared at the door with a hand full
of covergd packages from our far off native
land; and didn’t I jump and, grasp them, and

didn’t I eagerly look first for the letters?

thorough preparation for your work#’

The

first envelope was small and contained but little,
and was mailed at Glasgow,Scotland. Thinking
there must be a mistake I again looked at the
address; but no, it was for us; but who could
be the writer? I tore it open and read, ¢ My

A negsa-

tive answer to this question, direct or implied,
or from a sentimental desire to blossom into
public life with the dew of youth all on, or
from constitutional laziness, should be fatal to
a young man’s hopes of assistance into the

really reached that city, and in one short month
more would be with us,
The unexpected
tidings went through me like galvanism, and

ministry until he shall gain a better apprehen-

1 shouted, Thank the Lord, and looked around
for some one to whom I ‘could tell
news. Iwas entirely alone, not a

within call.*

the joyful
soul even

This glad item had almost taken

my breath away, and I found it no easy task to
calm myself enough to read letters frofl dear

James and Julia. By this time excitement, joy
and thankfulness had become too great to bear
alone; so I rang the bell, and when our boy
came, told him to he ready to leave for Dan-

..

whether it arises from a false conception of the
magnitude and dignity of the pastoral work,

dear Paand Ma,” but what could this mean? I
read on and learned that our darling Ida had

sion of what the ministry is, a clearer view of
what the pastorate demands, and a deeper
sense of his own personal duty. Had this So~

ciety made its history in the work

of minis

terial education along the line of the policy
here indicated, does anybody believe that eur
denomination would now be exhibiting the
strange anomaly of a larger number of church- less pastors than of pastorless churches? Have
we not made a serious mistake that ought at.

once to be rectified, in recognizing no differ
ence between the qualifications necessary for.’

toon at three,p. M.
the settled pastor and those requisite for tiie.
“A Tittle behind the time, old Peggy [ Mrs. | “local exhorter
and the itinerant evangeHst¥
eHStE 7
P.s pony] was at the gate. I mounted, while Should every licentiate be considered by oar churches and Quarterly Meetings,and espeeially
Guiha, a young man, went ahead to make sure
of taking the best route, and also to encourage
by this Society and our schools, as: a-eandi- .
Peggy when crossing the bad places, for there

date, by virtue of his

are not twenty rods of road in the whole eight
miles. . . When about a mile from: home,
we came to a mud hole so long and deep that
Ibegan to fear we should he obliged to return,

with

However, after considerable coaxing, driviag
and pulling, Peggy stepped from the dyke into

Ought not this Society to be foremost in’ rec-

the deep mud and water, which came nearly
up to my feet. She struggled bravely through,
but I confess I did not. feel very brave, for it
was difficult for me to keep my seat while she
was jerking and pulling her feet out of the
{ mud. * I had thought the narrow, broken,

crooked dykes almost unbearable,but they now
seemed quite a comfortable pathway.
further on, Peggy

was

carefully making

way in a deep dry cut through
she stumbled and fell.

A mile

I

her

a dyke, when

rolled

off unhurt,

gathered up my umbrella and big sola hat that
had made their escape, and was soon in the.
saddle, and passed all the ups and downs
without further mishap

till

we

came

to the

river. Here we saw a small boat on_the opposite side, but not a soul

anywhere nearit,

A

a

not

be

moral

probable

licensed

license,

for: ordination,

certainty. of

election: Is it

that

a

as

many

an evangelist

man

should"

or :exhorter

who ought rever to be ordained as a pastor?
ognizing

and emphasizing

And while it offers

sympathyy

this

distinction?

encouragement

and a share of its funds to candidates for
license as evangelists and exhorters, as important factors in the problem eof church
work, nevertheless, ought it not, with the
limited means at its command,as a matter of denominational economy, not to mention higher

who

propose for themselves the most thorough

bb
oo

Rev. DR.

Anus,

®

of Scotland,

the company for revising the New
ment, said in a recent sermon

one

of

that when: n

tament they had been

ahead

to

“The three scrutators sit aff a large
table with their backs to the altfr, so that

of relief,

.

.

Just here, the sun dropped out

* Mir. Phillipe was fn Dantoon preparing
removal

thither.

;

for his

hood.

.

Testa

way.

pice Igot him to go

-

preparation for the work of settled pastors?

the revised New Testament was published
readers would find it to be the same: Tes-

Fortwo

-

motives, to devote a constantly increasing: proportion of its funds te the assistance of those -

man on our side said we could ford the river,
but the water was up to his waist a part ofthe

reached the dry river bed, 1took a long breath
The

by. -

spise thee,” Letit be distinctly understood
that I am here speaking of young men wha.
offer themselves as candidates for ordination
and the pastorate. To all such men who believe they are called to preach, let the questian be put at the outset,—* Does:your vail’ to preach include a call te make the- most

can hardly imagine how eagerly we were
looking for that decision, and how hard it was

‘“ gerutiny” :
all present.

himself

culture,

the accumulation of mental furnishings, and. *

am electing
\wWhom before God I think
ought to be elected, and * the same as to
the vote which I shall giveat the accessit.’”
The following is the method of ‘the

they. maybe seen by

hold

there, with single aim, until, by

¢ All the accounts that had come to us in
relation to the return of our dear children this
year, have been so discouraging, that we had

~

and

Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips writes from Santi.
pore, India, under date of Nov. 29, ’77, as fol-

show us the best place for crossing, as there
was. danger of getting into. the quicksand.
Guiha led my pony, but every now and then
she made such desperate efforts to pull her
foot out of the soft, sandy bottom, that I was
in constant fear of being spilled out of the saddle into the water, which a part of the way.
nearly half covered the saddle.
When we

which hung a large mirror. The day folour Lord, who shall be my judge, that I
lowing, while hundreds stood gazing

All Rome is resting to-day
; to-morrow in amazement upon that strange phenomit will awake again. The young King enon, the glass, moved by. a gentle wind,
takes his oath to rule within the limits of turned from side to side reflecting the
ing ‘into the narrow channel. Stron
men were powerless to help themselves or€ | the = constitution; a few hundred petty ruins.
We feel like moralizing a little, and:
others, and as for women, I know nothing criminals are released from a just penalty,
to
show
the
tenacity
of
an
old
custom,
and
‘wonder
if Judge 8, looked into that glass
of any except one, and. that one, her, who
the elemency of a néw King; princes and .and read the lesson it taught him. ‘Did it
0

eat table. ' Then comes the last opera-

complished, which are, first, the countinac-g

his

before

‘and rejoice together,

since the author’ is entitled

to

over

A few rods

tent unperceived and laid , my hands upon
my
husbands shoulder. But didn’t he open his :

He then passes it to’ the

tion of the scrutiny,

and in the midst, rises tha was carried some little distance, broken Cardinal walks to the altar, carrying his
solemn pyramid, hung with its crown of open and its contents scattered to the voté held high between his fingers and
thumb. Arrived at the step of the altar,
laurels, shaded by its velvet pall covering
a dead King, and the

clamber

reads

change the communicationin any respect,

and pitying the soldiers suggests that it is a tomb;
would
be well to use harsher

and

him. ' When all the registers are marked

A LESSON.

strike the foremost over the head with

folds

How good our Heavenly Father has been to the schedules,
es,
or voting
papers,
are
threaded on a file by the aD serutator. us, and how carefully and tenderly has he
The two ends of the thread are then tied: watched over our darling children. He has.
together-and the whole placed a parton the gathered them all; [ele
in ven
nfimber] into the +

an adjoining room, and open the bed an
the same which bore . the body of Charles
.hour or two before the bed is. occupied;
Albert, father of Vietor Emanuel, was
or it may be warmed by a hot soap stone,
crowds are sweeping in from all parts of drawn by eight horses, each led by an bottles
of hot water, or the old fashioned
Italy and representatives from all over officer of the court. The car was decor- ‘‘warming pan,” or by applying heat in
Europe. Our eyes are almost wearied ated by wreaths of laurel of wonderful
any way, that a thoughtful woman can the votes, the Cardinal's seal, and matewith looking at the trappings of royalty. magnificence. One of these, from the city
find out. Extra quilts and comforters will rials for writing and sealing. The conThe streets are almost impassable.
Not of Venice, was paid for by twenty thouafford no protection. The cold and damp- clave then retire and the doors are closed.
only the hotels but all the private board- sand subscriptions of a penny each. There
Each Cardinal is enthroned under a canopy
_ing houses are filled to overflowing. Even. was one from Queen Victoria,of which it ness and dangers are in the bed.
Our good sisters are quick to takea so arranged that they can'allbe let down
the floors of the coffee houses are covered is not to much to say, that it was worthy
hint, so I say no more.
but one, when the new Pope is- chosen.
at night by those who can not get lodg- of the donor. Besides these, it seemed
On a table in front of the altar is a tablet
ings; and we know of some who have that every city of note in taly had sent its
witly seventy holes in it, and a purple box
been compelled to stay in the street all laurel to deck this funeral car. Immediately
containing
as many balls of wood as there
night for lack of a bétter place. The city behind the car came the war-horse of the
BY MRS, P, W. BELKNAP.
are Cardinals, and each inscribed with a.
government has issued a proclamation King, almost as renowned as its master,
The following incidents, which were re- Cardinal's name.
From this box are
calling upon all those who have a spare but decrepit now with age. Then six
lated
to me by a lady well acquainted drawn every morning three ¢‘scrutators”
room, to leave their name at the Capitol. empty royal carriages, the only ones in
This in a city of nearly 800,000 inhabi- the procession. No one, not even the with the circumstances, show very clearly to attend any invalids who may be conthat God even in these days: speaks to finedin their cells. On this table there is
. tants.
princes, rode upon this last journey with
his creatures, whether they will be warned also the form of oath to be used in putting
Last Saturday we went to see the new the King, and yet it was long and wearithe voting papers into the urns, and two
King receive the oath of allegiance -from some. Close behind the carriages came the and profit by it or not.
There lived not, far from St. Paul, urns with their dishes beneath them ; also
the troops.
These were disposed in three banners from every regiment in the army,
Minn., a man whom we will call Judge a box with a 8lit in the lid, to be borne
sides of a square, while upon the other a forest of banners, and then the deputaSmith. He possessed good ability as a by the ¢¢ Scrutators” to the cells of their
the assembled crowds were held back by tions from all over Italy,each one with its
business man, and more than average ex- invalid colleagues, to receive their. votes.
a single line of soldiers. King Humbert, own banner, from the lion of St. Mark to
ecutive talent in the management and ac- At the close of a scrutiny when an election
that of the small provincial towns. In
a pale, interesting looking young man,
cumulation of property.
But he was
accompanied by his brother Amadeus, the interminable array, one could count known to be overreaching and graspingin has resulted, the voting papers are dethe ex-king of Spain, and followed by an three hundred banners, of all conceivable all his dealings. The poor found no posited in a little grating communicating
by a tube chimney with the outer air. The
imposing array of ministers and generals, designs, and very many of extraordinary
friend in him, but instead one who was papers are then lighted, and the smoke
;
and a splendid guard of cuirassiers,’ rode beauty.
ever ready to grind them down, and take
into the square, and touched his hat to
The body of the King was to be deposit- from them their last hard earned pittance. which rises communicates to the people
outside the intelligence that an election
the people, who filled the air with vives. ed in the Pantheon, the most perfect relic
He lived in wealth, surrounded
by such has been reached. Every possible care is
Then the pressure of the mass became of old Rome.
Yesterday only princes, friends as wealth attracts owning a large
irresistible ; the file of soldiers gave way;
and ambassadors, and ministers of state, and beautiful estate which for loveliness of taken to prevent the Cardinals from communicating with each other, and'even ithe
there was a great rush, and soldiers and and generals and members. of Parliament
situation gnd scenery had but few equals. dinners are ‘‘ administered” separately by
people, mingled in inextricable confusion,
could find an entrance. We went to-day The family mansion, an elegant structdashed
up to the very feet of the royal | _to look upon the work .of yesterday. A | ure, stood on a swell of “land amidst | a ‘‘dapifer” (a bringer of the feast), by,
whom each Cardinal is attended. The
guard, like an incoming wave of the sea. great catafalque rose in the center of the
stately trees and ornamental shrubbery.
dinners
are severally examined by an
The papers say that the oath was taken, vast dome, flanked by thirty-two massive
At one side, a short distance off, lay a official before they are taken into the cells,
butI do not know. Like Yoab’s mes. chandeliers, and guarded by four lions in
'senger, I saw a great tumult and that is marble. Upon the sides of this marble small lake, its clear waters rippling gent- to see that no scrap of writing or message
;
of any kind is conveyed in the viands.
all. Pushing my way for a quarter of a pyramid rested the laurel crowns which ly over a gravely*bottom.
One
calm
summer
day,
while
the
famAny letters which may come in from the
mile or 80 hy the side of the King’s horse, had decorated the funeral car; and upon
ill Twas satisfied with what was to be its summit the casket concealed by a ily were from home, a great eddy of wind outer world are first read by a Board of
seen there, when the royal cortege paused black velvet canopy. Upon the casket, came sweeping down, striking only the Pellates before the "Cardinals can have
property of Judge S. Those who. yit- them, and the most. scrupulous care is
to let the troops pass in review, we hasten open to the view of all, lay the royal
nessed
it said the trees were broken like taken in every way to prevent all commued to the palace where the body of the crown, helmet and scepter.
reeds, and the mansion, grand and beau- nication with the outer world, all the offidead king lay in state, thinking to outI wish I could tell you how art has tiful, and built seemingly to last for ages,
cers, conclavists and others acting and
_ run and so escape the crowd. Strangely transformed that severe old temple into a
into fragments was as with the fulfilling their duties under solemn vows
enough, others had been moved by the canopy, fit for a dead monarch. As I sit orushed
mighty power of an unseen hand, Stranger and oaths. Three hours after sunset,’ at
same impulse, and the street was a com- at .my desk writing this evening, the
still, the placid waters of the lake seemed
Pact mass. Never .mind! we work our picture comes distinctly beiore me, but I to have been ¢‘scooped” up and poured the last ringing of a signal bell, the junior
master of the ceremony calls out, “In
way by degrees toward the center, A can not transfer it. A soft light,tempered
over the ruins like a flood, until channels
cellum, domini!—‘To your cells, my
company of soldiers are holding the peo- by colored drapery, falls down from the
ey
Plo from entering the great door, ad- single window in the zenith; folds, white were cut in the hillside. Even the gravel lords!”
The voting papers are not unlike moditing only a hundred or two at a time and black, alternately droop fully a hun- was found scattered all through the debris. Costly furniture, rich carpets, wearpha
Butgthe mass presses fear- dred feet toward the royal resting place; ing apparel, articles of taste and beauty, ern ballot-papers except that they contain
some lines of Latin, and there are peculiar
+
Abe guards struggle
in vain to banners, swathed in _crape, lean\down
hold them back. This (ih with me is from the walls above ; a thousand candles were all, with one exception, broken and regulations for folding and sealing the
scandalized atthe impatience of the crowd, give just light enough to show us that\it torn in pieces. A safe containing money, vote. Only one name is written, and each
mortgages; and other valuable papers
gether, and the people are mourning for
him, as they mourn for a liberator. Great

other,

who also takes note of eyes and greatly
wonder what brought me to .
for and passes it on to. a
thir » Who declares the vote in a loud camp ? After a little more wondering and
voice, and each Cardinal as the vote is guessing, I gave him -Cushi’s answer to
declared marks it on a register before David [“ Tidings, my lord}; and we &at down
to read

B-O

We do not feel called upon to withhold
anything, either signature, ‘or address,
from the following communication, since
the author earnestly desires its. publica-

guard,

were a dense mass of people. The cor- is in a poor condition to be taxed with an
tege itself was such as one sees only once extra effort, to keep up animal heat, in a
in a life time. All the honor of Italy was cold, damp bed, and the resultis a sleepthere, marching before and after the funer- less night, cold and hoarseness in the
congestion,
at -car; with embassies
—fromatt-the—great- morning, protracted cough,
powers of Europe. Frederick William, or consumption and death.

yourself before

did not perish, and. that you are given -second. serutator,
the Jerson voted
time in which to repent.”

KNOWS.

whose long, sweeping white plumes contrastetl'in a strange majestic beauty with
1878.
‘13,
Y
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUAR
the dark decorations of the hall. Seated
upon low séats half as many monks read
THE
METROPOLIS.
silently * the prayers for the soul of the
«Morning papers! Twu hundred lives lost!”
‘| decéased. A funereal silence pervaded the

Humble

of sight while we hada mile or more of, the-.
same kind of zig-zag, up-and-down Toute to -

the Lord and thank him that, your family

"THE SPARE BED.

Almost every family has a spare bed.
It is generally in a spare room, remote
from the living room, where it would
never feel the influence of any fire that
would usually ‘be kindled;
or in a
chamber, with no arrangement for warming it in winter.. Into this spare room
hall, filled with the same impatient throng and spare bed, company is put, frequentthat had overturned
the guard at the door ly without the least thought that there is*
below, ‘only new' every ‘head was un- the slightest danger of imjuring their
covered, and every voice hushed as if guests, This is done with the kindest indeath “himself were there. We passed tentions, out of respect to their friends,
along in’ front of the body. One hand who they wish might enjoy the best they
was vitible, and the fice, but both were have.
Strong, healthy persons, in the
deathly. ‘We moved" out again into the vigor of life, might not experience any seclear air. 'We were glad to breathe again. rious inconvenience. Not so the feeble
We felt that the cloud of death lay as low or aged. Many under these circumstanand heavy over the palace as the hut, and ces have taken a cold, that has brought on
thanked God anew for the sunshine and severe cough, sometimes congestion. of
for life.
the lungs, and even death itself.
It ought to be known, that an unocJan. 18. Yesterday took place the
funeral of the King. Up to the evening cupied bed, in a cold room in winter, not
before the number of arrivals in the city only becomes cold but also gathers moistto witness the last honors reached the ure, and is dangerous to the most robust
enormous figure of one hundred and and healthy, but especially so to the aged
thirty-seven thousand. The streets were and infirm. ‘None are more exposed to
occupied, during the entire night, by this danger, than ministers who preach
thousands who could not find shelter. The with two or more churches alternately.
funeral cortege started from the palace at Sometimes they arrive at the house where
ten o'clock, and passing through the they intens! to spend the night, late in the
principal streets, reached its destination at day, thoroughly fatigued and chilled; or
about two; and all along the way,in every at the close of the labors of the Sabbath,
open space, every street and alley, the are completely prostrate. In either case,

before him

tion and ruin.

firstof then takes a voting paper
from
the chalice, and, leaving the seals which,
seal down the name and motto of the voter

using’ fram child--

Although many changes hiasi'béen.

made, yet chapter after chapter would ler

read without noticing them, unless by
4
comparison. Dr. Angus said further that.
he thought it was worth while for fifty
men to spend ten years ‘of their lives, in

these speculative times, to abtain simply
this negative result, which is practically

a new cenfirmation of the substantial accuracy of the version in cotimon use..

y
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PRIDE

TEXT:

Papers.)

PUNISHED.

* Pride

goeth before

struetion and a haughty

de-

2 Chron.--206:16-233.

Notes and Hints,

forty years.

ed the temple?

Joash was killed
He conquer-

ed the Edomites, but was himself beaten
and despoiled by the Israelites.
After a
. reign of twenty-five years, a conspiracy
. against him was formed, from which he
_ fled ‘to Lachish but was pursued. and
‘slain.

Notice

that, after

impiety.
life often
by him.
and God
days, of

Jehoshaphat,

violent deaths were the rule among

the

kings of Judah.
Uzziah, called in Kings
Azariah, at the age of sixteen,
B.C.

2810 succeeded his murdered fathér.

For

-a

and

full

account

of

his

character

reverence,

Learn the danger

trust

become

the soul

for-

Bt
Cl A i

We

:

HOW TO STUDY.
shall endeaver here to give our

¢ But when he was strong his heart was
lifted up to his destruction.” Uzziah was
«one of Judah's most prosperous kings.
Success begets in us the sense of power,

readers an idea of the plans so earnestly
recommended by Moody in his little pamphlet, ‘How to Study the Bible.” Itis

-and, under the influence of that

space to give any

quite

feeling,

state of life has its peculiar temptations.
The rich and favored, the learned and
famous, princes and kings, as well as
them,

are

|

liable

selves

<¢ For he transgressed.”

Sin is the transgression of the law.

king knew that the law

to

~act the part of a priest, but in his pride
thought himself superior to the law.
Hence, his attempt to set aside the com: mand of God. See Num, 16:40.
«¢ To burn tncense on the altar of incense.” The altar of incense stood before
the ark,

but

the veil

of the

most

some

persons asking,

holy

place hid the ark from the altar.
It was
originally made of gold, but the plunder-ers of the temple had doubtless long ago
left nothing valuable about it.
Incense

to

the study of it, and

ask

God's

assistance, he will assuredly help you.
There are three books which I think

every

The

forbade him

Ican imagine

he takes

How can I get to be in love with the
Bible? Well, if you will only rouse your-

4{obe tempted and to fall. The * lifting
“up of the heart” denotes the feeling of

self-sufficiency.

idea of the beauty,

ment and illustration by which
captive his hearers:

“tempts men to pride and temerity. Every

with

impossible for us in our limited

strength and richness ofthe fund of argn-

we fall to recognize the narrow . bounds
-of our greatest strength.
Prosperity

thosein contrast

BY

in your life when an

eternity

of bliss or

woe may depend upon your choice,

decision

asto the course you

your

will take.

Christian

ought to possess.

The

first, of course, is the Bible. I believe
in getting a good Bible, with a good plain
print. Suppose you pay fourteen dollars
for a good Bible, the older you grow the
more precious it will become to you. But
be sure you dont get one so good you will

be afraid to mark it.

Then next I would

advise you to get ‘* Cruden’s Concordance,” and a ‘Bible Text Book.” These
books will help you to study the Word of
God with profit. If you have not got
them get them to-morrow, for every
Christian ought to have them.
+ Then I found one of the best ways to
study

ness, in the eloquence of the .sermon or
lecture, or in the sadness of the passing
coffin,saying, ¢* Choose ye this day whom

ye will serve.”

the Scriptures was to study them |

spent in studying

_ this act of devotion. .
bi
Azariah the priest.” He was the high

8 occurs, el

~ priest. Nothing else is known of him besides what is here written. © « Went in
afier him.” Uzziah profaned the holy
place. That place could be entered only
by consecrated men, the sons of Levi.
The most holy place, only the high priest
- could visit and he, but once a year. Uzziatishad already transgressed, and was

the passages

A

in which

last I couldn’t

help

loving people.
Then take another thing—the promises
of God. Let aman feed fora month on
the promises of God, and he will not be
talking’ about how poor he is. You hear
eople say—**Oh, my leanness! how lean
f am!” My friends, it is not their lean-ness, it is their laziness.

Then another way is to study one book
at a time If you take Genesis, itis the
seed-plant of the whole Bible ; it tells us

the high

of life, death, resurrection:

itinvolves all

was denominational
though he held fast

denominational

MARILLA.

’

'

Possibly you do not recognize the
voice of the Spirit in these repeated calls,

as well
mourn-

*

Bro. Fogg
not to a fault,

My friend, you have come to that point

usages,

and

but
our

desired our

advance in all that was good and true.
As a lover of the Star he proved himself one of its staunchest supporters. Be-

ing
a lad of seven years when its first
number

was

sent out

from

his native

village, it was to him a life-long friend, as
it was,

and still is, to several membersof

the old
States.

family
:

residing

in

different

He was emphatically the ¢ Minister's
Friend” and, as Secretary of the ‘* Minis-

ter’s Relief” had often replenished its
empty: treasury to meet some pressing
call that needed to ‘be attended to at
once.

He was also a great friend to the poor,
or, if you do, you may have drawn the
ras
many can testify. We clip the followportals of your heart still closer, half un-

time! Grieved by being so often turned
away, the Holy Spirit may withdraw, to
knock at the doors of thy heart no more
forever. °
:
Is there some pet pleasure, some cherished ambition, something which “in it-

self might be harmless, but which in your
case wouldbe a wrong,a sin ;—something
which you

hav treasured,

of, and dreamed of until

and thought

you

have

felt

that without it life would be unsupportable? And do you hesitate about giving
up this dear present joy, or this bright
star of ambition for the saké of Him whose
love, whose sacrifice seems

so far off, so

unreal?
Ah, here is a secret,

a

blessed

secret

known only to those who have received
to the heart's inner life the divine messenger of forgiveness and peace through
Christ.

;

¥

\

Throw aside your hesitation. Give up,
at once and forever, the pleasures which
have seemed so precious, even while

they

led you down, down, farther and

still farther from the pearly gates. Qist-

en to the call
cept Christ as
er, your joy.
your sins, and

ing from the annual report of the ‘* Home
for Aged Women” as published in the
Whig of Jan. 11: August

5th, Edmund H. Fogg,

a valued

member of this Board, passed
from the
cares and duties of earth to the joys of
the heavenly home.
Mr. Fogg was a
man in whom we trusted.
Possessed of
excellent judgment,
generous impulses
and

a heart

overflowing

with

kindness

and sympatly, he was ever ready to extend the helping hand.
We miss him
from our number to-day, but we

cherish

his memory, with the respect and

affec-

tion which a life devoted largely to the
good of others always inspires.
Bro. Fogg had given, from

time, as his méans

would

time to

allow,

to

our

Missions and Educational interests and
was a member of the Board of Trustees

of the Maine Centfal Institute at the time
of his death.
:
But it must be said, in truth, that next
to'his home he loved

Essex

St.

and gave much of effort and
its upbuilding.
At times, almost

church,

means

discouraged,

for

he

yet

worked on, and when the blessed victory

came, oh, how

he

tears, as he led one

smiled
after

through his
another

to the

water's edge for baptism, during the
spring and summer before his death,
Near the close of his life, he became
fairly enraptured with the promises, and

of the Holy Spirit, and acyour sacrifice, your help- | -never-shall we forget his last testimony
When he has forgiven all in church, the closing words of which
is walking by your side in were, ‘ These precious promises of the
ather are the jewels in the crown of bethe upward way, his sacrifice will no
longer seem a thing of the far-away past ; levers.”
In his last will he remembered the
but the darkness which now surrounds

OO pt
Vord Jane,
signified prayer. The ritualists now em- RRA
ploy it in their churches as a symbol of and I don’t know how many weeks 1. his

bent on. further trespass, when

ing.

THE DECISIVE HOUR.

His visitations for it are in this consciously saying, ‘* Not yet, not yet.”
visible. (4) No honor is won
Think again, I entreat you! Close not
He is honored whom conscience your heart against the entrance of your
approve.
(5) Beware, in these best friend, your truest joy, your only
presumptuous sins. Humility, hope. - Remember, this may be the last

ever.

‘works read the former. part of this chap-ter.

(1)

of pride in prosperity ; learn the duty of
humility in success. (2) See the liberty
of those whom Christ makes free. All
now alike through him can come to God.
Priest and people are equal in their right
of accessto God. (8) God will judge

Amaziah his son,next came
B. C.

that followed were to the church
as to the home, days of deep

Communications.

hastened

the impious man sought when he profan-

iby his servants at the end of a reign of
to the throne, in 839

alarm,

lost.
!
It may be that in the excitement of work,
“They buried him with his fathers in study, or care, you have hardly paused
the field.” As a leper his body polluted. to give a moment's thought to the call of
Living or dead he must be separated from the Holy Spirit as it whispered to you in
those not leprous. Was this the honor the stilly night, in the morning's bright-

spirit before a

Jall.’—Prov. 16 :28.

Connectéd History.

with

away. He found how rash it is for man
to defy God. In this penalty God was
merciful, for the penalty of his sin was
death. *¢ Several house.” In a house by
.| himself is meant. Jothan took his place
as a judge, to settle the controversies of
the people. “Did Isaiah write.” Isaiah
lived, atthe close of the King's reign
and wrote as an historian. The book is

Sabbath - School Lesson.---Feb. 24.
QUESTIONS

struck

* before them,

‘They spake

God to Uzziah.

a

fearlessly for

Boldness is often needed

in theminisrty and in the disciple of Christ.

“«« Neither shall it be for thine honour.”
For

all after generatlons Uzziah stands,

like the company of Korah, Dathan

cerning which

presence.

Then you will

wonder

that you could for a moment have thought
of choosing any other path. You will

no longer think it strange that Peter
speaks of this as a ‘“ precious faith}” nor
that he calls the promises ‘‘ exceeding

ing a debt of $1700.00
contracted during the
‘74, inclusive,

and

on the

church,

years of 72 and

which

has

proved

a

great burden the three years past and has
cost the church a struggle not to allow it

ice will. be yours, and the, devotion of
your wholelife will seem to you a small
for

the

‘‘ unspeakable

gift”

of

written, ' As husband, father and friend,
he was a noble example.
Ilis home was

a constant Bethel. Here he cast off all
care, and nestling in the bosom of his
family, gathered strength for the duties
of life.
But that life is closed.
His

must

be

character.

inwrought

into

his personal

He must have the the Chris-

tian’s reputation,the Christian’s apprehension, the Christian's tone and habit. He
who feels and is daily dominated by the
truth, and he alone, is able to teach ir.

and

| Portland, and soon after went to Boston,
and from thence, Dec. 1st, 1838, he went
to New Orleans, stopping for a short
who

died in

Abiraim,an example of impiety. Josephus
Exps 18 view. It can not be said too
in his account of this period, makes all strongly that on the teacher's thorough Mississippi and came to
Bangor, but remature express a horror, (by an earth-: preparation of the lesson will depend his turned
South in the fall of 1844.
In the
success in feaching.
The apt teacher
--guake), at this deed. Impiety always will teach better if well prepared; the spring of 1845, he returned to Bangor, at
- dishonors
the soul. In the estimation of poor teacher, well prepared, will ‘often which time he connected himsélf with the
Baptist church, in which he has
« God, or judged by reason, wickedmexs become apt. Both interest and power Free
been an active member for nearly a third
came
through
a
thorough
study
and
mas- disgraces man.
of a’ century.
lesson. *
wif
«Then Uzziah was wroth.” This rebuke 1.2 n ofthe the
In 1846, he ‘married, Miss Ellen! E.
study of the Sunday-school les- stungvthe ‘pride of royalty, “Censer.” A son the teacher should Have three princi- Raynes. They had three children, one

. smalk-ehallow vessel, to the rim of which

- chains were attached so that it could be
swungin thehand. Coals from the altar
*

@ were put in it, incense put on; and while

» It consunsed,
the priest swung the smok‘ ing censer back and forth, and up to« wards heaven, ‘Leprosy rose up in his
forehead.” A special judgment of God.
Leprosy was incurable. It appeared first

' + in a slight form and gradually spread over
the body, consuming if, so that one mem-

ber: after another dropped off. Lepers
swere compelled
to. live by themselves.

They rendered “unclean” to the Jew
Fe ) they

touched.

:t From; aide

“amcense altar.”
While the Xing and the
priest stood there,is meant, ‘dnd they

ust

ig

of

eternal

blessedness.

this assurance, we labor on.

With

4:B.

‘there© of the ‘‘unclean,” leprous king.
’

“Then the royal boy sends another message, summoning the heads of all his people from every department of his vast
kingdom, to appeAr together in his audience hall, to receive the royal message. Standing on the lowest step of his
glittering throne, he greets the chief rulers, and governors, and judges of his people, and utters’ these remarkable words:
* Let this our royal message to our people
be proclaimed—not as if we were doing
a great and lordly thing but, our simple
duty to our fellowmen and subjects,— that
from the 1st day of January, 1872, slavery
shall cease to be an institution in our conntry,and every man, woman and child shall
hold themselves free-born citizens; and
let it be

every man, shall

be

levied

to’ remuner-

ate the slaveholders for the loss of their
slaves.’ . . . But seeing that his astonished hearers remained rooted to the spot

normal class has grown to the number of slowly passing by, all feeling that a good
man had gone, and the days and weeks
one hundred and twenty-five.

H. HANSCOM,

I have read some hard, cruel statements
of late, in reference to the poor unfortunate beings called tramps. I have read
them in our Christian periodicals, and, to
me, it appears uijust. These are beings
that wander about our streets, are homeless

and friendless, hungry and cold.

With-

in one mile of where I sit, there is at this
very hour, one of these poor ones, with

frozen feet and

weakened

limbs,

no

kind mother, no dear sister, no friznd but
Jesus, upon the hill in the poor-house.

suffering alone.

But who

cares?

he is

only a tramp.

5

lic?

Many

of them

may be willing va-

grants, but hundreds of them are driven
to the wall.

Many of the traveling poor,

to extreme poverty,
still doubting whether they had heard by men that are crying out, ‘‘Persecute
aright, he added: ‘We bind ourselves them. Don't feed them.”

to fulfill our word to our subjects at
large, no matter what the cost to ourselves.
Go you and proclaim our royal will.’
“ When the wonderful tidings were actually proclaimed, the people listened as

have been reduced

I never see one of these poor objects of

pity, but that I think how thankful I ought

to be, that I have enough to eat, drink,
and to keep,me warm. I ask that person
that has lost his sympathy for the unforthough they beard not; at best, they dis- tunate, How came you with all these
trusted the good report, and received the things? Had not Christ, the friend of the
wondrous words as if they were merely poor, the friend of sinners,come down from
the sounding of brass and the tinkling the hills of glory, to sympathize with us,
of cymbals in their ears. ... So the we might have been more wretched than
people turned a deaf ear to the loving the poor, despised tramp. If one fall
messages of their young king, and went among thieves, shall we pass him by?

on their sad way not a” whit happier.

arrived and they found themselves absolutely * free’ men and women,

their patient,

Is this charity? Is it the Spirit of Christ?
{Beg money to send the gospel toconvert the heathen?

Let us bé

consistent.

If our suffering Saviour was on earth to-

loving hearts well nigh day without a place to lay his head, would

burst asunder

with joy. . .

The land is good men say, ** Arrest him for a tramp”?

full of flower shows, and unfurled stand- Charity covers a multitude of sins. I have
helped more than one hundred poor wan-

ards, fire-works illuminations and ‘theatrical - exhibitions. The music of ‘thou-

derers in the past

sands of choristers and the glad huzzas

will I turn away, empty, one made in the

of congregated
Let them dance,
According to
fourths of the
vious to this act
state of slavery,

image of my God, even if that image be
ever so much defaced, if it be in my power to relieve him. You may be a tramp

myriads rend the air.
and laugh, and sing.’
Mrs. Leonowens, threepopulation of Siam, preof the king,” were in a
differing in degrees and

branded with their owner's names.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN.
Mrs. Stowe's immortal
work, ¢ Uncle
Tom’s Cabin,” bore fruit also in Siam, in

few years,

yourself some day.

and never

;

0-0-6
*rore

SINFUL CONFORMITY.
In our intercourse with the world, to
avoid giving offense, we are tempted to
comply with éstablished usages and conventional forms of

expression, though we

giving freedom to 132 slaves in the harem
of

the late

king,

some

years

prior

may not approve them, and though they
This
to do not express our real opinions.

the emancipation act of the present king |is called an innocent conformity to the
ways of the world in matters indifferent.
in 1872.
Mrs. Leonowens gives the following But let us beware of the effect of it on our’
incidents: ‘‘ Among the ladies of the characters. Such compliances are small
harem, I knew one woman who, more than

sins, the aggregate effect of which is very

all the

considerable.

rest,

helped

to

enrich

my

life

and to render fairer and more beautiful
every lovely woman I have since chanced
to meet.

Her

name

translated

and no other name could

itself,—

ever have been

The habit of speaking and

acting without correspondent conviction

is of the very nature of sin. It makes
life hollow and insincere; it perverts the

understanding ; it impairs

the sense of

so appropriate,—inte ‘ Hidden Perfume.’ right and truth; it withers up the affec-

tions, and makes the intercourse of men
not exhilarating reciprocation of free and
gentine thought, but a mere exchange
of artificial signs, calculated for a given
effect, and affording no indication of the
real sentiments of those by whom they
dinner, and, as in the course of the day, are put in motion.
1Itis incalculable how
she sent so many messages telling me to much the little conventional dishonesties
be sure to come, I began to suspect that of our habitual, intercourse corrupt the

. . Her favorite book was * Uncle Tom's
Cabin,’ and she would read it over and
over again, though she knew all the
characters by heart,and she spoke of them
ag ikshe had known them all her life. On
the 3d of Jan., 1867, she invited me to

ment. So Iput on my best dress, and
made myself as fine as I could. . .

BY MRS,

When good

M, M.

Abraham

appeared in a group,

heart,

and

destroy

plicity of character

that

ingenuous

without

struck

off the fetters of our American

slaves,

particularly happy. She said, ‘I am
wishful to be good like Harriet Beecher

sim-

which true

virtue is infpossible. The surest sign of
a commencing reformation of society will

182 in all, in nice new dressés,all looking be a return to simpler

H.

Lincoln

manners,
speaking, and a more unreserved

plainer
expres-

sion of individual opinion.—J. J. Taybodies ler.
again but only to let go free once more,
and so I have no more slaves, but hired
CHRIST'S SELP-DENIAL.
servants, I have given freedomto all my
The life of Christ was one of self-denial.

Nttle did he think that, by ‘that act, he Stowe, and never to buy human
was also freeing millions of slaves in the
remote kingdom of Siam.
But, ‘according to the testimony of Mrs. Leonowens,
the English governess in the court of
Siam, such was the case,*
The present

slaves to go or stay with me,as they wish. He denied himself for thirty years all.

If they go away,to thelr homes, I um glad ; the glories and felicity of the heavenly
king, who ascended the thrown a little if they stay with me I am still more glad’; world, and' ‘exposed himself to all the
more than nine years since, was her pu. and I will give them ‘each four ticals pains and sorrows of a life on earth. He

understandingof its meaning; 2. Vo as-

aflor going to Chautauqua last year. His

A.

kaown,

son and two daughters, two dying in in- ‘pil. She thus speaks of him :
every month after this day, with their
fancy, and one
daughter Surviving him to
food and clothes.
i
‘“
Years
ago,
in
the
little
study
of
his
‘certain. the practical lessons which it comfort the mother in her great bereave- | beautiful palace,called the ‘Rose Planting
‘
Thenceforth
to express her s ympathy
:
teaches ; 3. To find the illustrations and ment. .
explanations by which it can be made . [The remainder of this sketch, which House,’ when a mere boy, on hearing of and affection for the author of ‘Uncle
lack of room obliges us to omit, describes the death of President Lincoln, he de- Tom's Cabin,’ she always signed herself
plain and impressive to his class..
.| the business relations of the deceased in clared, ‘thatif he ever lived to reign Harriet Beecher Stowe; and her sweet
=
HeLps. A good Superintendent of a Bangor, from 1849 to : the time of his .over Siam, he would ‘ reign over a free voice trembled with love and music,
New England Sunday-school said, some death.—Ep.]
and not an enslaved hation.’
]
whenever she spoke of ‘the lovely Ameri-The hour of his death (3 o'clock, Sun- Nobly has he striven to keep the aspiratime since,
- that he wanted éach’ of his
can
lady who taught her, ‘even as Buddha
teachers to have every
year at least fifty day afternoon),
was the hour in which the
dollars worth of help for their work. church was gathering for Communion, tion of his boyhood ; and as he went, day had once taught kings,’ to respect the
after day, to take his ‘seat at the head of rights of her fellow creatures.”
This may seem to many a large
estimate
for this outlay,
ar it is. doubtless larger and for which service Bro. F. had him. his government, and to’ the nightly sitO-0-0-0-b
ror
Learning of his serious
than teachers gi
ly will have in
this self made ready.
tinge, of the Secret Council of the State,
FAITH
IN
THE FAMILY.
deeade. But it is a great work in which illness, we hastened to (his chamber, to ‘he endeavored to hold unflinchingly to
Sunday-school teachers are engaged, and find ourselves outrun by the angel, at
One
of
the
most
intelligent; women I
they should bave all the good helps whose call the Christian soldier had his one great purpose. On 'the first ‘op- have ever known, the Christian mother of
portunity that offered, he urged the. abavailable.
#
:
dropped his armor to grasp the crown olition of slavery upon the Prince Re- a large familyof children, used to say
At Auburn,
N. Y., Mr. R. S. Holmes, and enter his long-sought rest. The. gent, his uncle, and the Prime Minister ;- that the education of children was emipal ends in view: 1. To reach's thorough

BY REV.

Shall such poor unfortunates receive
that a tax, according to the circumstances of each and nothing but abuse from a Christian pub-

further

When dinner was over, her slave women

him owt from thence.” -They were | superintendent of the First Presbyterian (mews went from house to house and
‘then ‘again he brought it before the
dened by the judgment
to do this. Sunday-school,has found his work great] Y | from street
to streef, ‘and in less than an mighty Secret Council, sifting at niid-:
hi
by
certain
reforms
he
introduced
J were
were alarmed
a/arl
4 in
d by seeing 1
and
hour, many were about the house or

ithe holy place defiled Died
the presence

length, they decide. . . to let the young
king bave his own way..

with their children

Jackson,

Miss., of yellow fever. This was one of
the saddest duties of his life, being then
but 23 years of age and away from all he
had ever known. In May, 1842, he left

men and women, accustomed to the hard
strife of the world, her name was the

spring forth, mature and ripen
for the Hit was going to-be-a very
grand-entertain-{ souree—of pure and noble feeling in the

garner

time at Port Gibson, Cincinnati, Pittsbur,
and Jackson.
In April, 1841, he burie

an elder brother

And at length, when her children became

abolish her system of slavery without un- dearest one they could speak ; and she who
dermining her whole constitution.’ Well,’ ‘* had fed their bodies from her own spirsaid the young king, * let it be so; but my it's lite,” who had taught their feet to walk
slaves, my soldiers, my debtors are my their tongues to speak and pray, and il- .
own, and I will free them at least, what~ lumined their consciences with the great
ever my ministers may see fit to do; for lights of righteousness and duty, held
my part, no human being shall ever again their reverence and love, increased a
be branded in my name and with my thousand fold by the remembrance of an
mark." What strange words from one so early educatoion, that had its inspiration
young. The Secret Council meet agajn in faith in God, and its fruit in the noble
and again, to discuss the matter, and at lives of upright, faithful men.— Presbyteri-

toward pay-. actually

and he also donated $200.00

great and precious ;” for the fullness of to increase by the accumulation of inas closed his active life in
this faith will rest as a sacred guest.in terest. But
your heart of hearts. Then the secret of the midst of its usefulness, so we must
the help and. rest.there is in Christ's serv- stay our words where a volume might be

says the | return

testify. These

without incurring much risk and danger

to the state and to the slave-holder. Under the existing laws, Siam could not

9

‘the Bible.
one
eternal life through Jesus Christ our
“Hour score priests of the Lord that were Revelation is the only book in the whole
Lord.
Bible
that
tells
about
the
devil
being
valiant men.” They followed the King chained ; and as the devil knows that, he
RA
ay
with the parpose to resist him by force if goes up and down Christendom, andsays,
toils aredone. At a time when Nature
EDMUND HAYS FOGG.
necessary. Their duty was to guard the “It's no use your reading the Revelation;
had ‘put on her most beautiful attire;
you can not understand the book ; it’s too
sanctuary from profanation.
Deacon Edmund Hays Fogg, who depart, when the harvest had set in; the hay had
“ Not unto thee, Uzziah, to burn incense hard for you.” The fact is, he doesn’t ed this life in Bangor, Me., Aug. 5, 1877,
want you to understand.
been garnered, and the grain was wavunto the Lord.” The reservation of pecuAnother plan, and a good one too, is aged 59 years (as announced in the Star ing in the fields and the fruits maturing ;
liar religious acts for the priesthood was when a preacher gives out a text just take of the same week), was one of the most
then it was the angel reapers gathered
‘“based on the idea that their consecration and mark it, and as he goes on preaching, active workers for all our denominaour brother (all ready and ripe for the
just
put
in
a
few
words
in
the
margin,
made them holier and-better fitted to aptional interests in Eastern Maine, and as harvest) to the garner of heaven.
» proach the holy God. Uzziah must have key-words that shall bring oack the whole he was so widely known and universally
sermon again. By that plan of making a
Men serve their generation and pass
sought the honor of being both King and few marginal notes, I can remember ser- beloved, we deem that gome sketch of
on to their reward.
Churches are built
. priest. He did not seek the the honor of mons I heard years and years ago. Every his useful life may be called for by the
for the ages, and, with the life of God in
man
ought
to
take
down
some
of
the
* God whose laws he defied, but rather
readers of the Star. We clip the follow- them, may continue till Jesus comes.
» soughtto dishenor him. ¢* Consecrated to preacher’s words and ideas, and then go ing from the Bangor Courier of Aug. 17,
And the work of our brother with us, as
into some lane or alley and preach them
“ burn incense.™Of Aaron,not of the Levites out again.
1877:
:
superintendent of our Sabbath-school for
“jt'was said, ‘he shall burn sweet inStudy the Bible carefully and prayerDeacon Fogg was born in Limerick, many years, and as acting deacon for
- cetite every»morning,” and * When he fully. Try different ways until you sucMay 15th, 1818, of highly respecta- many years, can never be lost.
His life
ceed, and when ‘you have become practi- Me.,
| lighteth the lamps at even, he shall burn
ble parents who guarded his young
life work, as that of his companion and many
cally
acquainted
with
the
great
truths
it
r incense upon it, a perpetual incense be.
with careful and prayerful care.
Being
contains, you will have less to fear from one. of a large family, he was, when quite others
here, has been given to the
« fore the Lord.” The consecration to God the world, the flesh, and the devil.
church, and the seed sown, must and
young,apprenticed
to
learn
the
carpenter’s
made the priest God’s, and what belongs
trade in Saco village, where he was much shall spring forth in abundant harvest in
$0-God partakes of God's sanclity.
~
respected, and, at that early age, became the years and generations to come. And
“Go out of the sanctuary.” Not qut of the
an active Christian worker and was baptized in Saco stream, by Rev. Mr. Fer- though one after another of our fathers
. temple merely, but out of the holy place,
the better
nald,
and united with the Free Baptist and mothers may pass on
the interior part where only the priests
land, the seed they have sown shal)
church,
.
were allowed to be.
he--must..
At the age of 20 years he left Saco for
gual

see,’ says the brave young king, ¢ no hope to God for wisdom to train them, and for
for my country until she is freed from the the spirit of the Highest to guide them,
dark blot of slavery.’ The Prince Re- She mingled prayer with counsel and regent and Prime Minister, though almost straint; and the counsel was the wiser,
persuaded by the vehement pleading of and the restraint was the stronger, for
the young and fearless king, replied: ¢ It this alliance of the human and divine eleis impossible to free a nation of slaves, ments in her instruction and discipline.

‘night in the hall of his ancestors. = «I
* See “ Romance of the Harem.” p, 267.

nently one of faith. = She, never heard the
tramping
of her boys’ feet in the house,
or listened to their noisy shouting in their
play, or watched their unconscious slumbers, withoutan inward, earnest prayer

‘denied himself the praises and adorations

of saints and'angels and' exposed himself

to ‘the blasphemies and reproaches of
men.

He denied

himself the presence

and enjoyment of God, and exposed him-

selfto the society of publicans and sinners. He denied himself everything that
nature desires; he exposed himself to
everything he dreads and abhorsi—to
poverty, contempt pain aud death:
When he entered

Godlike design;

on his:

glorious and

he renounced all regard to

his own comfort and convenience and took.
up

the. cross,—a cross infinitely heavier

and more painful than anyof his disciples:
had been called to bear,—and

continued:

to carry it’ through a rough and ‘thorny
road, till his human nature, exhausted,
sunk under the weight.

In short, he con-

Ho lived and or
for others.— Payson.

for’ himself, 4

sidered himself,
his time, his talents, his.
reputation, his happiness, his very existence, was not 3 8 Ded but Solbes 3
a)
er empl
em ‘de
.
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was an hungered, *¢ If thou be the Son of
God command these stones to be made
4 bread.”
In this as in other ways, Satan

Selections,
ONLY

GOD

AND

tried with his fiery darts every parsof our
Champion's armor, and only failed because, Jesus himself said, ** The prince

MAN.

Folly and Fear are specters twain;
One closing her eyes,

of this world cometh,

. The other peopling the dark inane
With spectral lies,

inme.”

“

evil, keep it pure and holy, must plant a
sentinel at every

hee is shadow, to Himis day
:?
What Fh the end he Knoweth ;
And not on a blind and aimless way
The spirit goeth,
before, nothing behind;
'
The steps of faith

.

tongue,

is all thou hast

and

the

exhortation,
hear

the

instruction that causeth to err—his feet,
hence David says, I have refrained my
feet from Every evil wuy, that I might
keep thy word. And since there is no
gate of the five senses by which the enemy may not, unless the Spirit lift up a
standard against him, come in like a
fldod, we have need to guard every port,
and write over every portal, * Here there
entereth nothing to hurt or to defile.”—
Guthrie.

and man.

Peopling
the shadows, we turn from Him
And from one another;
All is spectral, and vague, and dim,
Save God and our brother.
wherefore strain

Beyond thy sphere?

Heaven and hell, with their joy and pain,
Are now and here.

“I FEEL IT PULL."
ioners just

in the dusk

of evening,

holding firmly a string” and looking up
into the deep gloom.
¢ What are ycu
doing here, my little friend?” said the
minister. ‘Iam flying my kite, sir,”
replied the boy. *¢ Your kite !” said the
minister. ‘‘ I'see no kite, and you can
see none.” * I know it,” quickly dnswered the little fellow ; “but I am sure it is
there, for [ feel it pull.”

Then of what is to be and of what is done
Why
riest thou?
The past 2 the time to be are one,
And both are now.

Soul and 1.”

40+

Statistics of Intemperance.

It is often thus with the Christian.

We clip the following from the National

Liquor consumed in the United States :

of the most

Beer,

270,746,044

©

“

10,700,000

*

4

Imported wines,

a

Beer and ale,

Faljons annually

906,340,

Foreign and British
wines,

17,144,530

«

“

Liquor cdnsumed in Germany :

Beer,
Wine

We must not choose in disregard of his
will ; we must not dictate as to the manifestations with which we will be satis.

146,000,000 gallons annually.
121,000,000
“
"

fied.

Liquors consumed in France:
Spirftuous liquors

Beer
51,800,
“
"
Wine.
600,000,000
“
We estimate that the world consumes
twice as much as these four nations:

thought Brainerd ‘‘ made
rose and fell with
his

61,100,428

499,634,261

891,982,536

be modified by the cost of grapes, which
are much cheaper there.
:

The land, buildings, machinery, labor,
ete., invested in the traffic is about as follows:
and

003,414

Machinery.
$74,041,044

1,629,778
517,410

92,116,883
46,120,535

1,076,017
9,268,228

Stow.

hap ines

or unhap-

of Dr.

:

-b-B-0-0
>

Labor.

$9,405,104
15,271,432
6,304,802

190,967,633
. 746,488,070
Value of

toe much ac-

our Lord Jesus Christ.” —Memoir

Buildings

France,
The World,
.

unseen,

much in my heart. Hope is the effect of
faith. Joys are incidental things; of very
little worth as evidences of Christian
character, ‘ Therefore being justified b
faith we have peace with God throu

The cost in France and Germany would

and Ireland,
Germany,

27,920,283
117,821,020
Total

TROUBLES.
:

All trouble is not borrowed ; neither

is

it the result of a depressed ‘condition
mind.

How,

then,

shall

we

meet

of
this

Germany,

real trouble, that is the heritage of life
across which sin and death are evermore
Land
Investment.
$45,170,500 $128,616,848
casting their shadows? There are those
31,488,650
188,876,965
25,870,000
7T8.395,427 who have sought to battle alone with

France,
The World,

78,800,850
297,607,766
462,660,400 - 1,326,969,492

United States,
Great Britain and Ireland,

Cost of alcoholic

drinks in the United

States annually :

.

$725,407,028

pas cent. on the $10,000,000,000
the nation should possess,

but has been destroyed by the
trafic,
Direct loss of wages,
Ten per cent. on capital employed in

700,000,000
7,908,844
|
:

the manufacture,
Ten per cent. on capital employed in
saloons,
Charity bestowed on the poor,
Loss by sea and land,

.

25,848,081
36,254,700
14,000,000
,000,000

Court, police, hospital expenses, charity, litigation, insurance,

207,266,650

Total,

$1,866,642,208

__This nation receives in return for this
traffic:

500
500
100,000
200,000
60,000
600,000

600,000

murders.
suicides.
criminals,
PauDers:
deaths from drunkeness.
besotted dru
8,

moderate

trouble ; but out of every such trial,

drinkers

ears hence,

how-

ever bravely borne, there comes only the
sense of loneliness and loss, which is
cheerless

Direct outlay for drink,
Seven
w

spamstress who works for you, and who
is, so far as you are concerned, a fleshand-blood sewing machine, and no more.
Withoot making of her your social equal,
or

your

confidential

adviser,

you

can

manage to brighten her days, “if you care
to do so. A flower on the windowsill
of the room where

she sits, a primrose to

take home with her, the gift of a. paper

you have read, the loan of

an

entertain-

ing book, some little tangible token of
kindness, will not cost you very dearly,
‘and they will be beyond price to her.
Opportunities for neighborliness are
all about us, but we can not avail ourselves of them unless we have a heart at
leisure for sympathy.
We must come
out of the domain of selfishness. Our
own

ambitions,

fears,

joys,

sorrows,’

hopes, even our own households and dear
ones, must not too exclusively occupy
us.
What a wonderful amount of good is done

by one really neighborly soul, whether

of man or woman, to all who come under
its influence. Mrs. Browning,in a tender
little lyric called ¢¢ My Kate,” thus draws
the portrait of a neighborly woman,

and

I am tempted to quote one or two stanzas here, they so perfectly describe the
ideal which I have in mind:
“1 doubt if she said to you, much thal’ could
act

or suggestion;

she

did not atP

In the sense of the brilliant or wise ; I infer
"T'was her thinking of others, made you think

of

her.

‘“ She Hover found

fault with

plie

you,

never

im-

away with deaf indifference

E.

Sangster

in

Chris.

moil and bustle through life, little

think-

ing that all our fuming and striving may
make but the slightest difference in the
things that most interest us. And many
things which we could never bring to
pass by our severest exertions, will come
themselves if we are willing to wait the
Jrope time. No man has power
to make
is corn grow to. perfection in a single
day. He may plow, he may dig, he may
sow, and he may cultivate, and he may
fret with all his might, yet when he has
done all, nothing will bring the

corn but

patient waiting until God's sunshine calls

forth first the blade; then the ear, and
then the full corn in the ear, to reward

4.60

¢¢

and “Scribner's

5.75

¢

and

statistics, nor

¢

deacons giving alms, or ladies: tractg;-all
good, but we want Christians, whether

¢¢

and “Smith’s Bible Diction.
BEY eeernsnessvinencennssnnes 4460
and ‘‘Lite and Epistles of

%

and

:

Not ministers

going

their rounds like

policemen, with black clothes
neckties ; nor elders taking

and

they be smiths, or shoemakers, or tailors,

’

and
“Fruit Recorder and
Cottage Gardener?” (.ee....

3.20

¢

and

3.20

¢

and ‘National Temperance

will be sots ten

reason

should exist longer.

and

without

comfort,

like

a

stately palace with the lights gone out of
its chambers, that once echoed the sound
of happy voices, now silent as the grave.
.There are others who try to forget their
troubles, after the manner of a certain
tribe of savages in Africa, who bury their
dead in the silence of the night, and then

driving cattle over the newly-stirred
earth, seek to obliterate every sign of the
burial, and go away, never more to men-

wait, and watch.

w

y

it

thi

that
e

long for will be granteq, or others

more

precious will satisfy our hearts; but we
must wait in patience for the whole.
The life that is the most fruitful is a

life of waiting as well ras of working; a

life of patient endurance as well as active endeavor ; and the hopes that fill the
heart with purest joy, are those for whose
accomplishment, we have ‘waited longest
and watched with patient but intense desire.

Ruskin has well said,—

“There is no music

°

in a ‘rest.’

But

there is the making of music in it, and

people are
the

always

missing

that part of

life melody, and scrambling

out counting.

on with-

People are forever talking

of perseverance,

and

courage,

and

for-

titude, but

patience is the finest and worth-

iest part o

fortitude, and the rarest, too.”

We may find twenty
persevering persons to one patient one, but it is not only
the patient one who can thoroughly do
his work, and enjoy it, and reap its full
reward, for patience not only helps us to
bear our pains but also to win our choie=
est pleasures.
‘‘My brethren, count it all
joy when you fall into divers temptations,
nowing that the trying of your faith
worketh patience ; but let patience have its
perfect work, that you may be perfect and
entire, wanting nothing I” And remember
“that tribulation worketh
patience; and

tion the name of the departed. Alas!
experience,
when men try to overcome troubles in pusienice, experience; and
| | these ways, how futile are all their efforts. | ope ; and hope maketh not ashamed, beIn contrast, how blessed is the hope and cause the Tove of God is shed abwoad i
comfort which, in the day of trial, is re- our hearts by the Holy Ghost which 1s
vealed in the heart that trusts God and given unto us.”"— Christian.
flies to divine sources of refuge and help !

MINOR SELECTIONS.

children from troubles. They often fall
with overwhelming severity upon them,

whose life has verified, as so many have
done, the words of the apostle: ‘* Tribu-

lation worketh Litience; and patience,
experience; and‘ experience, - - hope.”

KEEP THE HEART.

I know an ancient fortress which one (his is to have the soul, taking
root in
‘brave man ‘could have held against a the midst of parthly, trial and trouble,
host. Perched on the. summit of a lofty blossom forth in the beauty and strength
rock, around which the sea goes foaming, of an immortal hope.— Evangel.

and parted from the mainland by a dizzy
chasm, over which a narrow arch, hangthe like a thread in mid-air, is thrown,

that old castle stood in other
+ days im-

pregnable. There was but one. way of

ap jpcachs and that such as one man could
hold against
thousand." As might be

WHO I8 MY NEIGHBOR ?

little

¢

‘and

hindering child,” who

you, with his

plea of

** Talk
to me,” ‘ tell me

comes

*:Read

up to

to

me,”

a story,” just

out of it are the Issues of life,” it is other- vant in your kitchen, who rises early in
wise with us. “With appetites and pas- the morning, makes the fire, sweeps,
sions, each of which

may be made an in.
strument of sin, our hearts lie open on
“many sides to attack,
, for exams
ple, the most innocent of these petites

that of hunger—:¢
Give me:

neither pov-

erty nor riches,” says the wise man, praying as much against the first
as the second;
because, though happily we know

Lord

3.25

....iveiiniennnene

‘ National

Sunday=

"

School Teacher”... vesasaene
two years and ‘Memoir of
Rev. Geo. T. Day,” (old
subscribers)
esecsecs sencasoasss

¢

one

merchant

year

Reve.

and

‘‘Memeoir

Geo. T.

Day,”

3.60

5.10

of

(new
2.60

subscribers,) ceeecssececescanes

The Christian life is along and continual

tendency of’ our hearts towards that eternal goodness which we desire on earth.
All our happiness consists in thirsting for
it. Now
this thirst is prayer. Ever desire to approach your Creator and you will
never cease to pray. Do notthink it nec-

The

Minister's

Manual.

This work meets with special favor from
all who have seen it.

words.—Fene-

difficult for a hungry
man.

The empty

proverb says, cannot stand
he tempts the poor thro
it

to

tempt our

himself—saying to Jesus when he

LOZENGES,
i

When long continued are pains in the head,

dizzi-ness, nausea or sickness at the stomueh,
general
uneasiness in the abdominal region, congestion of
the liver, and hence an impeded
cireul
of ‘the
blood, colie, and especially the
.

'

Every pastor should

eral sale.
cloth.
¢ RuLEs

into one loaf, and the juice of many
grapes
is made wine in one cup, so the multitude

cents, postage

the last

off from that Orin n, math
also by
right side. Under and ana

DYSPEPSIA

nt
dischare-

Appears there is always languor or debility,

tion

exer-

, the pulse 1s weak, the

ed, the extremities cold, the tongue sleep thedlstarh
most
part furred or covered with a creamy formucous
the morning. No person with a constipated or ir-in.

r state of the bowels can have sound health.
t is evident, that some gentle laxative,
tly
stimulant to the mucous membrane of the
intes- tines, joined with a tonic, that increases the secre-tions of the iver and gradu,
siren,
stomach, must be a reasonable com
reach the case. That this comb
roof, of which we are apps to be able to refer 0.
disappoi
H
liable Physicians, Who Lave leng used this 2
edy in
ce;
0 10 ev
apothecary b;
whom the Peristaltic Loze!
4 a
Hy

These T.ozenges will repair, the mischief caused

Patent Pills with

orms, they are a proper remedy.
“Price, 30 and 80 Cen
o Wor saleby drug-gists, wid mail on receipt of price in P.O. stamps

E. S. HARRISON & C0.,
49 UNION STREET, BOSTON,

paid,

, LAMB. 59 Carmine 8¢..N. Y. .
aC

containing

anmuni on Tables, Chairs

of the ¢ Manual,”

parliamentary rules.

Price

10

cents per

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and postage paid.
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Dover, N. H., or,
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with Assorted
Jewelry

Drops,
$1.

BRIDE & CO, 11 Clinton Place, New Yorks

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A YEAR.

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

rested

NOT,

:
Jove

Send orders to
I. D. StEwART,

We have little conception of the soul's
Joy, or capacities of joy, till we see it established in God.
The Christian soul is
and

|

The very book, for all young men who
want a full and yet concise statement of

in vain,

unto God,

du oe

designed especially for deliberative bodies.

Say, hast thou ever sought
E’en when
His hand it was
©
That gave thee pain?
Ask thy poor broken heart
Trembling from conscience’ smart
If with this truth ’twould part—
“He loveth me?”
:

a

whichever form

y
:
oF ORDER,” is the title of a lit-

fifteen pages

cause of Dyspepsia is de.
orpidit of the livers

and 60 cents in

tle book in thick paper covers,

of a Christian congregation receiving toether the Lord’s a
are made memrs of one body, knit together in like
faith and charity, and having like hope of
salvation.— Cowper.

one that has come

75

for leather, flexible cover;

— Samuel Longfellow.

God’s help

Price,

PILES.

The grand proximate
bility of the stomach.

and Q. M’s are buying it to aid in the business transactions.” If ought to have a gen-

My restléssness to still ;
Around me flows thy quickening life,
To nerve my faltering will ;
Thy presence fills my solitude,
Thy providence turns all to good.

The effects of

COSTIVENESS.

have a copy, and some clerks of churches
Thy calmness bends serene above,

[Pe

CREPE

Agents wanted. Busi

ness legitimate. Particulars free.
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Now is the time to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning
Star.
Please read the following offers :
To every old subscriber, who will
pay all arrearages for his Star, and
two years in advance ($5.00), or
will pay for his own Star one year
in advance ($2.50), and at the same
time send pay for a new subscriber
one year in advance ($2.50), we
will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢¢ Open Communion or

RICHARDSON
NEW METHO
+
FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

Close Communion.”

concluded that the only remedy would be to

e postage on each book thus obtained will be ten cents extra.
The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for
his own SZar one year in advance;
and

also to every new subscriber

whe

will

send

his

own

name

Price $3.25.

question or to deny the fundamental truths

and the everlasting sanctions of the Bible.

book, by the same author.

Men are rising up in every denomination
whose boast is that they have cast ‘off, as
shackles of thought, the creeds of the
church, and have become independent

thinkers,

Others.

are doing

the same

work by
decrying every
Sept
to
maintain the truth, or eveh to maintain
the integrity of church confessions, as
bigotry, as an illiberal enforcement of

bakes, scrubs,

and

relieves

you

of“ so

In their eyes
all opposition to recognized symbols of

NEW

‘“ Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of
these criticisms, (by many eminent composers
and professors,) and convinced that great improsements were: obviously needed, I deter=mined,if possible, to remedy the defects, Profiting by the experience and advice of the best
practical teachers, I commenced a thorough and
critical examination of my first method,
and
bring out a new work on an improved plan.”
This new
MODERN

New

pay her wages of course, ‘yet I think you
owe her something beyond them, which

is never rightly paid, if you fail to let’her
feel that she is at home in your house,
and that you care whether she is sick or

well, prosperous or afflicted, improvin

as she grows older, or remaining always
ignorant and narrow-minded. It is
possible to so treat a servant that she
alacrity,

ing calculation

instead of with

a

grudg-

of how little may be done,

:

‘That men,

above can

not

in life

or

with the profession, and is the only true * Richard-

son.”

:

offer than

time, as they say, and who have

no high-

at $2.00 a year and we'will double

of the days that are
passing,
men should turn deafly away

that such
from the

er conception than this of the employment

voice of the Lord, is not to be, wondered
at; for every word
is in warning,

whieh
in

he speaks

rebuke,

to

and re-

But does it not geem strange to
ou as honest men, that those who are

end for growth, and who desire above

our

list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done.

We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order

these other publications,

at the following rates :

.
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and where its virtues are known, no one hesitates.
as to what medicine to employ to relieve the dis.
tress and suffering peculiar to pulmonary affections. CHERRY PECTORAL always affords in.
stant relief, and performs rapid cures of the
milder varieties of bronchial disorder, aswell as.
. the more formidable diseases of the lungs.
As a safeguard to children, amid the distress.
ing diseases which beset the Throat and Chest of
Childhood, it is invaluable; for, by its timely use,
multitudes are rescued and restored to health.
This

medicine

gains friends

at every trial, as

the cures it is constantly producing are too remarkable to be forgotten. No family should be without it, and those
who have once used it:
never will.

:

Eminent Physicians throughout the country
preseribe it, and Clergymen often recommend it
from their knowledge of its effects.
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THE CURSE OF RUM..

Rarer

the

be asked for, unless

results that can be desired.
In almost every
section of country there are persons, publicly
.
known, who have been restored
from alarming and:
even desperate diseases of the lungs, by its use:
All who have tried it,acknowledge its superiority ;

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

Close |

Those who have said, ¢ put the Star

a

defective

which has been revised and re-revised, until it is
‘the most perfect of music books, is a great favorite

the Star, is lib- |.

are

purely sensual, who live to have

the

Method for the Pianoforte.

The offer of ¢¢Day’s Memoir,” or

Communion

for

tely tikes its place

Establishment to ‘become bankrupt.

whose interests

substituted

and ‘another

the one asking it should’ wish the

A Strange Fact.

shall become your faithful friend,
per: such,
forming her ‘stipulated offices with a proof.
loyal

¥Y, 0b-

erver.

much of the hard drudgery of life. © You

work,

SCHOOL, was Richardson’s

/

of “Open

odin.

METHOD :

Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad-

faith is well and good, but all attempts Communion,” and
to defend and ‘maintain the truth are illiberal. The idea of the church as ‘‘the eral indeed.
pillar and ground of the truth,” is quite |
A more liberal
opposed to their ideas of the freedom of
suman thought and opinion.—N,

Mr. Richardson’s

from the following, taken from the Preface to the’

being new subscribers, can have the
vance.

public that it will continue to realize therhappiest «.

fon of the merits of this first effort may be gathered

and

arrearages shall have his own paper

last half century, is a sufficient assurance to the-:

250,000 copies sold. Sales have surpassed tnose
of all other books combined. Be sure to oxder by
the above full title, and do not accept instead of
this, THE MODERN SCHOOL, which is an older

pay for one year in advance ($2.50). |
Postage, ten cents extra.

and one for a new subscriber one
year, for $4.00 in advance.
Clubs of six ‘or more, one-third

The reputation it has attained, in consequence of *

the marvellous cures it has produced during the -.

By Nathan Richardson.

The Establishment has also offered,

Decline of Simple Faith.

our nearest neighbor is often the dogma, as heresy-hunting.

inferre from thiese wordsof Scripture, when you are most interested in some
Kgep thy ot with all diligence, for work of your own. It is often the ser-

this a petite who used

Christian®......

Advocate?”

who has goods to send: abroad, and has
them all packed up and in readiness for
the first sail.—R, Cecil.
.

The things that grieve

us will pass away, and the
bless us will
e; the
thi

but he is always near to them, and in his
own good time transmutes them into

bb
re

sack, as the
upright ; and

“The

i

PERISTALTIC

3.80

Greek and
3.83

.

must be so prepared as to be like,
who is called to set 6ut on a sudden journey, and has nothing to do but to set out

on.
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Concordance’.....

¢

|

send, whether it be by his word spoken
through the preacher, or any other.
He

Sssury to pronounce many

© Critical

Engilsh

The Christian must stand in a posture
to receive every message which God shall

at a moment's notice ; or like a

England Fare

Panl?? coeecesnrsserssssnersese

or grocers, or coach’ drivers, or advocates, bo
to rémember their: résponsibilities, their
own immense influence. for good.—Norman Macleod,

¢“New

Monthly”

INCE seenseasessennsariiesion.

white

One evidence of a decline of simple on a slip sent in the Star . (and we |
2
And if the country should be searched
faith
in God and in his word is to be found here repeat the offer), that any sub- |" 7
from center to circumference, it would be blessings. Every 5 e,, almost, of the
(JN
;
for in the growing tendency, even among scriber who has paid or will pay all
impossible to find any good resulting from Bible has a word of cheer and comfort
professedly
Christian
people,
to
call
in
TRBAT,805
those in trouble. -Happy is that man
this traffic, or a single

man to be an honest.

’
5.80,

and ‘“Arthur’s Home MagaBANE
us snnansr teins aan vasass

his labors and satisfy his desires.
So in the peace of God. It dares to call him
through patience we may win many | Father, without any sense of daring.—
great and precious blessings. They do Horace Bushnell.
not come by calling, they are not gained

Our Heavenly Father does not keep his

who

500,000 homes destroyed.
\
1,000,000 children worse than orphaned.

nothing of it, it is

$4,00

and ‘“Harper’s Magazine,”’
« “Bazar” or “Weekly”....

¢¢

Living Epistles, not Dead Ones.

As the bread of many grains is brought

‘Patient waiters are no losers,” for in
our patience we possess oursouls. Much
of our strength is wasted, and we toil and

ZINE) sssssrssrirennasinanes

¢

The world, if ever itis to be reformed
by men, and through men, can only be so
by the personal intercourse of living men.

Intelli-

PATIENT WAITERS.

popular new juvenile maga-

them and which would

inspire them P— Rew. S. H. Tyng.

Your Wiong by her right, and yet men at her
si e
;
Grew nobler, girls purer, as through the whole
town
The children were gladder, who plucked at
her gown.”

—Margaret
gencer.
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turn
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it is

the

capaci-

should

count of frames and feelings, for his hope

mile, to equal the United States, and
every one hundred and twenty years the
actual cash value of the world
is consumed in these drinks.
:
The materials used in the manufacture
are annually as follows:
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United States,
Great Britain

Him who
to be as
sare and
seen ren-

be

soul,

8,784,246

United States of America. Allowing the
average value of the world, per square

M2,971,145

may

and

Bushels of
Grapes.
Value.
2 $42,805,

Cost of liquors in the world in ten years,

The World,

when

again,

mind

down many fathoms beyond the reach of
vision, it has hold of the bottom of the
by striving, our heartsmay be hungry for
fs
useful:
them and our hands may reach out to take
that is seen is not hope.” We must not | them, but we shall never have them unexpect
open vision in this world. * We less we wait. The fruit upon the tree of ' Send in your orders for the REGISTER of
walk by faith, not by sight.” ‘ Whom Providence
must not be plucked until it is 1878. Price, 96 cents per dozen, postage
not having seen ye love.” We must ripe; the things that God has appointed paid if the money accompanies the order;
learn to trust and obey, for those are the us will come to us as blessings in their otherwise postage of one cent per copy |'§ j
fundamental elements of all personal proper time, while if we seek them unSsttee
: Wo
at 25 cts.
godtiness. I remember while our dear timely, we shall find them like the unripe willbe added. For fifty or more copies,
The money |
was ill,—I think in 1815,—~he read fruit which children steal,—not only bit- at the rate of §7 per hunfired.
| WARNER BROS. 351 Broadway.N, Y,
the Life and Diary of David Brainerd. ter to the taste, but hurtful when they are will be returned for copies unsold after|
One morning very. early, as Royal and I eaten.. Childhood can never attain to due effort to dispose of them.
lay in the trundle-bed, I was awake, and manhood but by waiting. Ignorance will
Caras,
Damask, Kepp,
name
overheard father say to mother that he give place to wisdom if we study, and
20 Fine
on 13cts.
CLINTON BEB. Giana
Co

$64,405,042,284, or twice the value of the

Germany,

but as thou wilt,”

set before us by
Our hope
is said
the soul, both
anchor that is

ders no service; but

314,081 PH gallons annually,
“
.
“
Wii,
aaE
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TASSE9,

Bushelsof
Grain,
United States, 89,348,620
Great Britain
and Ire
, 63,920,550

‘“ Notas I will,

is the example
redeemed us.
an anchor to
steadfast. An

27,000,000 gallons annually.

Spirituous liquors,
Beer,
'
'
a
N
vy
:

attain-

he is silent? Yet if our own hand is in
his, if he holds us up, and leads us, and
throws around us his paternal care, why
should we not be assured of his love?

Liquors consumed in Great Britain :
Spirituous liquors,

difficult of Christian

ments is to trust God in the dark. What
though we se8 him not? What though

69,572,062 gallons annually.

:
neighbor,

He

is interested in something above him.
Temperance Advocate for which paper All is gloom; he cau see nothing; but
thesestatistics were carefully compiled by his affections are attached to heavenly
as he feels these
Rev.T. F. Parker, whosays that they are things; and fo long
| heavenly things pulling upward he knows
as nearly correct as they can be made:
that the conviction is not dissolved. -One
Spirituous liquors,

voice, which wins

he

found a little boy sittiug in the door-way,

The soul forever.

bor.
Your

tract

As a pastor called on one of his parish-

And fadeth never;
The hand which upholds it now, sustaineth

ties of the

As a thought

S--B-b-b
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All which is real now remaineth,

in‘ My

hence

the warning, Cease, my son, to

Why shrink from death,

= Whittier

en-

Keep thy tongue from evil, and‘ thy lips
from speaking guile~his ears, and hence

‘There is nothing in heaven, ‘or earth beneath,

*

gin

eyes to keep, and so Job says, I have
made a covenant with mine eyes—his

That phantom wan?

O restless spirit]

which

ter the window and open the door for
‘bigger thieves. The man of God has his

For thy sure possessing ;
Like the patriarcti’s angel, hold it fast
Till it gives its blessing.

Save God

by

called, that are like the [urchind who

The rock beneath,’

Why fear the night?

avenue

may find access there—gnarding against
none more than the little sins, as they are

Fall on the seeming void, and find
The present, the present

trai-

Hence, he who would keep his heart from

‘Whate’er thou hearest.

Not

nothin

Like

natural corruptions are ready to open the
ates and betray wus to the enemy.

_ Round Him in calmest music rolls

hing

hath

tors lurking within a beleaguered city our

well, my soul, God’s hand controls
hateor thou fearest 3:7

4
Roy

and

We can not say so.

all things an enlargement of the

but it is possible only to those who realize what is meant by love to the neigh-

i
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chi
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can not be classed among the liberals

the erratics.

life have earned for him a glad hearing
from the honest-minded
truth-seeker.

" WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1878.

In writing of the present

All communications designed for publication

A

agitation

over.

~ should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
- on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

the question of future punishment, the
Doctor advises—what ? That because our

+ addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

fathers decided the

Sr The Western Editorial Office is at 9 Clark St.
«Room bh
52, Phicago,

we should be content with that decision? Not at all; but that each generation is called upon to decide for itself the

NEWSPAPERS AND CONVICTIONS.
*On the first page of last week's issue

opinions on

gave cuttings of various

we

the press, drawn partly from the words

incident

to the

. Samuel Bowles,

sources.

recent

death of Mr.

and partly

A few thoughts

from

other

suggested by

_ ‘these extracts, as well as by the subject
in general, may not be out of place.

There are certain very good men and
-certain very

eminent

men,

as

well

as

people neither very good nor very eminent, who have a habit of sneering

,press.

at the

Then there is the elite of society,

who hesitate to sneer

at anything

what-

. ever, but whose placid spirit showsa refinement of condescension in deigning to

. speak of newspapers,

and who

expose

their disqrimination in picking out this or

“that journal as high

toned.

Outside of

‘these there is the vast ‘multitude . of the
«common people, at whose imperious call
‘the newspaper sprang into-life, and to
supply whose daily need-is. its frue mis.sion.
But the common people, while
| Jrattedlly indorsing the newspaper, and

-giving journalism
a place not inferior to
that of the other

professions,

are never-

itheless inclined in theory to receive their
opinions from those above them in social
position or church life: . So that through
all the grades of society as a whole there
is an indefinable something which leads
‘to the ranking of the minister, the physi-

© «ian and the lawyer as pursuing an avo-cation intrinsically superior to that of the
journalist. This tendency is in the very

“air. Itis so common that only
treme manifestations are noted.

its ex-

“One reason for this is that journalism

Tacks the prestige which tens of centuries
* have given the other professions. : But
~ journalism itself must in a great measure
be held responsible, as many of its representatives have sadly failed to give a

«zeeord alike creditable and honorable to

- the beginnings of this new profession. Yet
+ a part-of this censure must be laid at the
. feet of its youth, .and condoned on that
-

gceount.

To
reflect priblic sentiment is one theory, to mold it is: the .ether theory, concerning the duties of the press. And by
“way of a paventhesis let ud remind the
‘reader that.the one or:the “other of these
*theories is seen to-control every page of

the paper, and is by me means confined
sto the editorial eolumns.

It i8 coming to

be realized more and more fully that the
«power of the press to-day hay been gained by its steady, continaed
and reiterated
efforts in. molding publie opinien in act.|
ing the part of a leader.

Earnest, honest and,

matter,

thus and

‘But we can find a ** Germantown” near-

or

His seventy-six years of

so,

er

home

than that, where

of a similar method

have

the

results

roll at the foot of Bunker Hill Monument

been quite

as successful. We refer to the Twentysecond Ward of Philadelphia. It contains 25,000 persons. Beggary had bes
come a nuisance. A company of visitors
was formed, composed of the best Christian and philanthropic people in the

Ward.

The lady who owns a fine establishment
might be far below her poor neighbor in all that goes to make up an
intelligent, conscientious and high-mind-

could hardly be said to have spoken with-

No visitor could have the care of

out reason.

:

Considering the two forces opposed to
each other "in this civil service contest,
and the nature of the principles involved,

we do not know

why

ed citizen. Butthe poor neighbor could
not vote and the rich one could—she or

the better party

her property—which would be the voter?
Atthe same time we are approaching that
condition in this country in which the
national existence will demand some suf-

should not as reasonably expect a victory,
as did the anti-slavery pioneers. The
cause to be sure lacks the brave leaders

more than four families, and every person
that begged was obliged to bring his case

in Congress that the anti-slavery party

dent, who was paid a salary.

and a victory.
But the reform that iss noeded isi not con-

teaches in regard

to this

matter.

The

first

We return again
to the central fact that a difficulty encountered was the indiscrimi-

their complaint that it is unjust

man must be born again into the truth pate alms-giving from private houses. fined alone to national offices, neith
before he can himself receive benefit from | Then they arranged that when a beggar it be achieved so long as the people,
it or make . its publication a benefit to applied for assistance his name and ad- whether in their individual ot their assoanybody else. If you wish to have your dress should be. taken and sent to the ciated capacity, hold themselves aloof
clock denote the exact time, it is prefera- Superintendent for investigation, and a from it. As is justly observed in the
ble that it should be regulated by the ticket given him. Thus the individual article from which we have already
-,| quoted :
‘sun, than even by another clock which beggars became known, and the im]
has been regulated by the same sun. tors were soon exposed. It was soon
Much discussion is needed to combine
There have been a great many clocks in found that outside the poor houses in the high sentiment of the country upon methe religious history of the world,’ which Germantown it cost but $11 a year to aid thods that are reasonable, practicable and
constitutional. The evils to be removed
by their owners have been believed and each deserving family, and $2 the individ- prevail in the civil service of the States and
trusted to be with the sun, but, alas, have ual. No money, but only food and clothes the Nunicalives, as well as in federal
offices
ey are at our doors everybeen found to be strangely
out of the way and fuel, is given.
when put to the test.
And the - church
Manifestly a defect in any such {system where. The people need to organize debate and act for their removal. They
which refuses, or is even unwilling, to as that is the fact that the most deserving
ought not to fold their hands and wait for
have its liturgy, creeds, and treatises put poor never apply for aid. But faithful the president alone, or the president and
to the test. by every new-comer, at the visitation will discover them. Another Congress, to deliver them. ~ It is the comsame time holding itself in readiness to defect is hinted at by Mr. Cook himself mon cause of the people, aided by all
ood officers on one side, against all that
look at and, if found in accordance with when he said, ¢ Three great spirits must
18 corrupt in
i office and all that is venal
God's word and laws, to adopt any further be united in this work: Tiberius Grac- and vicious in partisan politics on the
light which the new-comer may reveal,— chus to redistribute the land, George Pea- other side
great deal may be done
such a church must be superseded, if the body to build lodging houses, Thomas speedily t
est abuses and to secure for
word of Christ can be relied on; for he Chalmers to come down out of the unseen merit those places which partisanship,
and corruption have monoposaid he would send the Spirit of truth and whisper to us renewed enthusiasm oe
ize
which should abide with us and lead} us concerning his scheme, which after all
It ought to be borne in mind that this
into all truth. Practically speaking, one was better than Elberfeldt or Germanmovement has already made real advancefact is beyond a doubt, and that is that in town.” Chalmers’s scheme contemplated
ment. It is much more difficult to-day to
the.chureh of Christ, it is the opinionat- a system of self-supporting
churches. keep a rogue or a mere partisan schemer
ed men who are the disturbers of its among the poor, which diffused conscienin public office than it-was ten years ago.
peace, and not tke men of conviction. tiousness among them, the lack of which
The public sentiment towards such things
This principle branches into every de- makes more beggars than the hard times
is greatly improved. Its recognition on
partment of life.
Look at those news- to-day. Let us insert a paragraph from
the part of the last National Conventions,
papers which allow themselves to become Mr. Cook’s ‘prelude :"
and its indorsement by many State and
opinionated, and see how quickly
they
minor
Conventions since, have been unThere
is
a
necessity
for
a
union
not
ouly
plunge into a sea of trouble, and how
of churches of one
denomination, but of qualified and emphatic. The party manlike a dream their influence vanishes.
all the leadinne denominations, if we are agers may indeed oppose it, as they do,
If we catch the meaning of Mr. Bowles,
to have anything like the Elberfeldt plan
but if the people show themselves equal
when he says the true newspaper should or the Germantown earried out. One of
to the occasion, such opposition can only
the
results
effected
at
Philadelphia
was
a
rise above the weaknesses of individuals,
very careful astertainment of the history bring rebuke and defeat to its instigators.
it is that the geperal secular and relig- of individual cases and a registration of
ious newspaperssotght not, and can not, the persons relieved or applying for aid. A
CURRENT TOPICS.
afford to be the mouthpiece of any sort of tramp soon becomes known if there is a
——THE
Pope
is at length dead. There
union
between
ne
Eee
His
oe
extremists.
Humbly seeking direction ]
's
ik
he
and stimulus from-abovebeing olerstood at the pron Agecy. the part of the faithful because he sur
over the affairs of men, it shall with a If there is no union of the churches,
‘broad and well balanced mind fulfill its cheat in one parish, found out, may only vived the late Victor Emanuel, whom
great mission to the world by the utter- ly become a successful cheat in another they regarded as the great enemy of the
ance of its ‘own convictions in stamping parish which has no nelljgence of what church. But that satisfaction is likely to
be short-lived ; for the king's successor is
the relative value of things; apd this in its neighbors have ascertained.
Now the point for us to emphasize in without that good-natured, easy, patient
words so bold and plain that nome can
misread or misunderstand. thems. Such a connection with all this, is that there bearing towards the Vatican whieh charThe pontificate of
paper will travel the even tenor of its should be a determination on the part of acterized his father.
aid, net:te be Pius Ninth has been the longest, and perway, confident of the support of its vast every person applied-to-for
army of constituents, who say but little imposed upon. Good: natured, and indis- haps one of the most remarkable, on rec~
It has been characterized by thé
in words, but whose life-long terms of crimidaté 1giving, fro’ Sbably Be notions ord.
fsa sin. “Probably “fo ur-fifths declaration of the dogma of the immacsubscription make the mutierifigs, and of perry
ha

Itmust

be conceded

by all

of the

that the

house of Harper & Brothers stands with- out a superior in
‘riedicals on the
.success. On the
-Harper notlong
«cial supervision

the placing of their pebasis of a permanent
death of Mr. Fletcher
ago, under whose spethe. Weekly was begun

:and conducted, Mr.

Curtis,

the editor

that journal, incidentally revealed

of

one of

— Secrets
fhe
of their suceess. —Sbmetimes
.thepolicy of the Weekly did not coincide
-3vith hat which Mr. Harper would have

rel ~ chosen for it; but the proprietor, knew
* that in order to, place af the head

of

his

_ paper an editor who should

give charac-

. ployed on ‘the

of being al-

fer to it, such
an one could ‘only ‘be em.

Jovan.

candition

the fie
fyedom. of3 (the | eonvic-

tions. born © indepénddnt
gz,
i which . convietivns. might not’ always

vas

to

tax

their property without giving them any
voice in making the laws that control it,

Tres

“So Masons of history

Mr. hy that” ¢ with its indeIraaiedes
:
it will lose all which constitutes
its value.” ‘“ Policy” is about. the
anewspaper can adopt.
t
policy that
br)
wi5
. op

Is fhe pe that, containsmerely

: gma

valued

on the assessor's books at a million anda
quarter of dollars.
Besides this, they
own over a million dollars’ worth of city
property, are taxed on about $250,000
worth of cattle, horses, mules,

ete.,

it is stated

‘ they

enumerated

in thé

The poll books

have

$2,100,000

above”

not

in Georgia.

of the State show

84,164

voters among the colored people.
In
view of the above facts, it is not strange
that thoughtful people in the South begin
to ask with some anxiefy after the tendency of the movement which would
drive such a class to seek for homes and
independence in Liberia or elsewhere.
——THERE is another and promising aspect of this color question which appears
in the social position which we are told

that worthy colered people are gaining in
the South. A colored lawyer has lately
been admitted to the bar in Kentucky,
said
to be the first case of the kind on
{ record, and iin a contest for the presidency
gentleman’ and two white competitors,
we find Jeff-Davis and Senator Lamar
both

indorsing

the

colored

eR

|| self-questioning, more exereise of person-

al responsibility and individuality, with

the corresponding freedom

of thought

and action. The changes are not altogether bad. = So faras they tend to.. reck-

lessness and skepticism they are to be de-

as is selfsuttered.
;
:
|;
‘away with the importance of the ( wegtion,
How to déal with the able-hodi “poor?

candidate,

We know of no

r method than the

| But these good citizens must atthe same

truth.

zealous pommelers of
part

of the Christian church in England and
America was originally and organically
anti-Calvinist, while the professedly Calvinistic churches are only partially so,
outside the creeds. The N. W. Christian Advocate, speaking of the peculiarity
above named, well says:

Why in

the

world

do

not

speak-rs understand, and give the
people
to understand, that Galvinjom, outs
tarde of
the five points, is not ** orthodoxy” exclusively, and that inside these points * the
churches” fought the battle against fatalism before Beecher ever peeped on the
subject.

BRIEF

NOTES.

At the request of several correspondents we
publish in another column the * Form of Bequest” to the several Benevolent Societies,
Those

who are

interested in

the object

for

which the Harper's Ferry jubilee singers are
working will be glad to read what is said about

them on ghe first page,

Christian fdethbll, and thht is! to insist, | slowly.

They ought, howevar, from | the

—THE

mn

legislature is

to every minister whose

name

is on the sub-

scription list of the Morning Star.
A young lady in a Canadian town was recently sent to jail twenty-one days for profine
swearing. She may thank her star that she
didn’t liveunder the reign of Louis XIV., who
used to cut out the tongues of Canada swearers.

The Advance says of Mr. Beecher's

recent

sermon in Chieago, that it * was for the

great-

er part a broadside against old New England’
theology, In the negative portions of his dis» course the preacher’s style was strikingly

sug-

gestive of Col. Ingersoll.”4
Rev. George
TOS

]

the pastorate of the ‘Warren » Avenue

church,

which we mentioned last week, has been accepted. Mr. Pentecost says thut God has called him so unmistakably to the work of an
evangelist that he must obey the call.
Major Whittle, of Chieago, and Mr. James
McGranahan, the singer, began 8 three weeks’

not reached by anyof the churches or by Mr.
. Moody's previous labors.

good.

~nPERHAPS the record of John China
man in the police courts of San Francisco is one occasion of the hatred manifested
by the average ‘‘citizen” of that place. According to the record of 1875, there were
7,643 arrests for drunkenness,
To this

number, the 60,000

Chinamen

contribute a single offender.

failed to

Out, of more

than 3,000 paupers sent to the alms-house
for the same year, just six were Chinamen. The same year these people paid
in taxes into the city treasury $100,000.
Terrible
men !

fellows,

these

same

China-

The Massachusetts Total Abstinence Society
has voted to issue an address to the elergymen
of Boston on the ground that more than onehalf of them are social wine drinkers# Either
the Massachusetts Total Abstinence Soeiety is
composed of fanaties or the Boston elergymen
need improving,
The popular notion that insane persons neyer weep is disproved by the case of an mmate

of Blackwell's Island asylum, who never
ceases to weep. She is constantly weighed
down with a sense of domestic misery, and
has wiped her face raw, poor woman, with her

‘handkerchief.
Dr. Reynolds,
started his

——LET us all read this paragraph from
one of Maj. Poore’s Washington letters in
the Boston Journal, and be thankful « that

it is true.

the

red-ribbon

reformer, stated last week to
porter that since three years

He is speaking

of the state

~——1It will be somewhat surprisingto our
readers to learn that, after the faverable
experiences of the past twenty years and

present

temperance

a

Chicago reago, when he

movement,

over 300,000

men have signed his pledge, about 85 per cent.
of whom he estimates
have kept it. His
workin Chieago gradually enlarges and bids
fair to result in great good.

The

Evangelist

tells

church, in the interior

of

a

of New

Presbyterian
York,

agrees to employ a Methodist minister

which

for six

months, with the stipulation that he shall
preach good Calvinism!
A church
which
would aceept and a minister who would render such service should certaigly be widely
known—as humbugs!

One consolation that an editor can feel in receiving poorly prepared manuscript is in the
eonsideration J he may be less inexcusable

owing the excellent
use forof all
nti¢ayTheexcSecret
sve
poem,
Peace,” to be printed
“The Secretof Power,” as it was
of Jan. 30.

in the

Star

Notwithstanding the article “about tramps,”
on an inside page,

we keep

about that class of vagrants.
tions in afi-cases, but the

our old

opinion

There are excep-

really worthy

deserving persons that appeal at our doors

and
for

bread are very few compared with those who

have no place in their hearts for the very charity that is often gushingly inyoked mn their behalf.
-

Let it be borné fn" miibd that, in accordance
with the notice in the next column, all funds
collected for the several Bemevolent Societies
should now be forwarded to the Financial Secretary, Rev. E. N, Fernald, at’ Lewiston, Me.
This forwarding of funds to! ene person, and

more, the co-educationof the sexes is a
failure. Such iis the verdict of a committee
the simple manner: of reporting monthly re
of Wisconsin wise; men, otherwise known | | ceipts in the Star, we believe will give general
as the Board. of Visitors for the, State satisfaction.

separate Fe-

be- male College be- established by the Board
of of Regents. ‘The report was referredto the
the Faculty of the University, and a commit
It: tee, of which Prof. Carpenter-is chairman,

many, who became interested in the subject in

connection with the International Series of
Sunduy-schoal Lessons. There will be a sec:

ond installment in, the April number.

| The commen: councit of Milwaukee, by reso
Stioniprotésts against Biblesreading or any rehas just made its ‘report. The report de- | | liglows exercises whatever, in the State Uninies in toto 'the conclusions reached by versity and voritial schools. of ‘Wisconsin: Of
the examining gommittes as to. the health} Lcotirse; ‘Why oth If ‘the argument for the
of the lady students, dnd, emphatically | banishment 6f these fro the ‘common ' schools

should it not | be equally good
Why d,
of the sexes | be soun
‘However * that may’ say that the present relation
‘when applied’ to the" State ‘schools ‘of higher
district visitation, with a population of that ye quoted Jastwoek on an inside page. be, it’ is ‘quite clear ‘that the strongest ‘in the institution is’ every way ‘desirable gridés? Parents fivay' soon have ‘to ¢hoose be80,000, able-bodied paupers have-Béen re- And still later, than that, the: man ;who points against the hill are to be made on ‘both on the score of economy and of ef tween prayerless State tiniversities and Chris
threatened to eventually call his slave- the property qualification that it calls for. ficiency. The testimony of President tian golleges for their sons and daughters.®
duced froni one in ten to one in eighty.
|

eit free the German town of Elberfeldt, where, by

for front MabshicHsetts” in he lang age.

.

fore be dismissed.

:

Reports of our Benevolent Societies and the
Minutes of the last Conference have been sent

with a good prospect of his receiving the
election. Of course it may be urged on |
the other hand that these are exceptional
cases, and put forward for effect. But series of meetings at the Tabernacle in Boston
willbe made to
eyen that may be safely granted, for we last Sunday. A vigorous efort
ings to those
can not doubt that the effect will be extend the influences of th

Board recommended
that a

finie be contentto see the reform advance|

i

these

strength of the young ladies; and the | ites from Egypt, It will attract attention from

:

nature of things, to expect to 866 it finally sieged by several female tax-payers
«classes, that they be helped to only such |1triumph. Fifty years ago not an aboli-: the State who have petitioned for
to vote at municipal elections.
necessary things as they acttally can not’ tionist cotild Be found in Boston. Twenty | Tight
18
elaimed
by the opponents of the bill, of!
years
later
than
that,
so
slowly
'
had
the
‘provide
for
themselves.
Rev.
Joseph
ich
Cook discussed this question in. the
pre-. anti-slavery ; contest . advanced that the both sexes, that the petitioners represent
spoke reas only a small proportion of the intelligent
"| Tude to his last week's Monday lecture, | veteran Se nator from 1Missouri
t | He' especially dwelt upon the exdmple of sonably when he addy essed the new Sena’ ladies of the State,and that it should there-

The ¥enerable Doctor Tan certainly

It would

simply.

theology,

be well for these

cessful acts of party manage ment, since:
of co-education there, ‘one: reason given scientist, in Sunday Afternoon, the new
among an enlightened peopleit is’ most tions, and absolute, honesty with one’s
mont!
J for March, brings together in print,
sure to gain for a party both honor and } self, so far they lead’ towards, the era of, ‘being that the requirements: of the class for the first time, the results of the latest scienroom
were
t00
severe.
for,
the
physical
power.
tifie investigation into the exodus of the Israclemancipation from ‘everything but the

shall
of

Va
4] nkers, who have even stolen , vocab
A
intytos large extent?
El

is

Calvinistic

and

have upon deposit a trifle less than $100,000 in money. Besides these estimates,

also more and deeper study to-day, more

de-

pulpit

great

hits, peculiar to that

“ gcience and the Exod; ? by Principal J.
University at Madison, Their repo last
oiiige it'involves a mation’s ‘des:
and industry. - There is no curse pro- manship,
tiny, but that it is one of the most suc- plored; but so far as they foster and en- summer was adverse: to the continuance|.| W. Dawson, of Moitrenl, the ‘wellknown
nouneed upon the tramp, J excepting such
courage fidelity to individual
conyic-

tbe 3 o frightened at. the men- {iwih all btapér lave and chtity!
fr these
t we
arg

There

Mr. Beecher, in his re-

Calvinism to remember that a large

dinners at the Presidential mansion :
shelter.
: shall take the appointmentof public offi- ' such manifestationsof Divine power and
The table presents a strange appearWe hardly know how anybody could be: cers out of the control of those persons love as resulted in the conversion of
ance to some of the older dignitaries, who
more willing than we are to help all of
who secure the appointments chiefly as a | many souls,” and raises the question why have for years found when~ dining "there
the genuinely deserving poor people that}
a rd for party service, and put it into such results are not witnessed to-day. ‘gix wine glasses at their right, which
were filled ‘during the repast with as
are in want, whether they are classed as
the hands of those who: chiefly recognize i He agrees that. ‘“the worldly-minded. many kinds of wine. Now, cold watér is
tramps or not, nor how any one could be personal fitness for the - duties of the of- ‘ness of professors: and pupils” has a
the only beverage,and a praiseworthy exmore unwilling to aid the great company fice. That is what most people mean | good deal to do with it, but gives two ample 1s thus set to the country.
of able-bodied fellows that are at present when they'talk of civil service reform. principal reasons for the difference, the
‘We have no “doubt that most people
begging for a living that they will not | Public sentiment has doubtless come to
one being the change-in college life, the will agree that the country can thrive on
in"such a pitch on this question, that but two | (other the change in college thought.
| work for, -and-thus -encourage—them
a cold water regime, whatever they may
their idleness. The Lord intended that we Yresulis are possible i—the tripmph of the |
These changes are really the “incidents of think of the civil service order or the
shonld all earn our living, ify re
reformers or the more absolute supremacy | thegrowth of our country. The college Southern policy. We can not think too
by the sweat of the
of the spoils system. That issue ought to | of to-day is in" =’ Rind of metropolis. muchof the home feeling. So we will
words, by the exercise of A.v
bring every citizen to a position. Mr. | Then it constituteda small world by it~ add this clause from, the same letter:
of ability has been i
’
' Dorman B. Eaton,in an antiele in the Feb- self. Now it is impressed by the life
On Sunday evenings: only ViedPresiTake these tramps,oF
1
“nstam
| Tuary Athantic Monthly, does not state the around it, instead of as strongly impress- dent Wheeler and a few old friends are
| we are complainedo
d- case too strongly when he says:
\ing its surroundings as it did then.
The admitted, and hymns are sung in the
geloverthem. We agree
withiacorre
We have deluded ourselves with the: worship was then in the college chapel, good . old-fashioned style. The White
taa gherment, rightin prinei- | and conducted by fervent men. Now itis House is indeed the home of the Presidentthat they are ‘poor and homeless,” theory that
frame-work, can be car- divided among the several churches, and dent. »
But why ? Chiefly because they are lazy ple’ aod 80
in the matter.

as meaning

‘“orthodoxy” and Calvinism

the same thing.

of it.

They own 457,635 acres of land,

ot

sonal feeling

ical housekeeping for themselves to treat

theg old
claimer, at ** orthodoxy,” ' meanin

——THE ability of the colored people,
when afforded reasonable opportunities,
to accumulate property and become valuable citizens is becoming more and
more apparent. According to the Comptroller General's report, as given by the
Atlanta Constitution, the colored people
of Georgia show an enviable record.

oy

* Hasperwaswise and far-seeing enofigh to toil. We speak only of those who are statesmanship means
management.
: - realize that- the worth and the perma- -able-bodied, but unwillin to work. There | Such a theory is eq
delusive, whether:
the government be a republic or a mon1. nence.of.a paper depends upon the jimosi- is absolutely no good reason
aréliy ; and the conditions of good wi
same industry and econc
i five expression of convictions.
| istration are much the same in both. We
©,
The royal right of the press iis; ‘the gained a home and live
need to’ comprehend that to secure honest,
“ogal right of the individual—to speak should not for another.Mal
economical, and efficient administration,
day by day and year by year, is not only
* ‘the truth. ‘This is what Mr. (Collyer
fc sobriety one of the highest achievements of states_ meansin saying of the press, ‘I want it and there is still an open eld
ji mo matter ‘who

shorter

a

with

And a score of colleges,

the question is a fair one or not, whimsical people will always be raising it, and
will be likely to make more or less use

ried on by the in rested aid of mere pasty
' agree : with those ‘of his own,’ “Mr. and idle, and insist upon living without managers
and their dependents, and that thereis a corresponding deerease of per-

and fon

whether theybe made
intellectual ' grounds.

of co-education,
or
on moral

in view of the fact that hardly one of cent sermon at Chicago, indulged in some

‘them has earned her property ? Whether

“1
Refuse to give to any of them, excepting al power, and the promulgation of the
* soul, can alone persuade the ‘common | sophomoric flings and; jibes] of 1 the opin- such as are undoubtedly deserving,or will
doctrine of papal infallibility. A man- of
. people to higher thinking, and. better jonated few among its’ readers seem inrepay;in work.:; There would be ne bet- simple habits, he has nevertheless wieldsignificant
Jndeed,
¢
Suvi
.
living. . . It is npon this rok of truth that
ter means of carrying out such a system ed a great power in the church, and has
A
a
ot
journalism lives, grows: and has its be- i
than by a union of churches and parishes sustained himself well, considering the
-ing; and upon this-basis alowe.it is forcTHE ABLE-BODIED POOR.
in the cities and through the country. An revolts, the dissensions both without and
_ ing the-good and the great. to recognize
organized
attempt to force these classes within the church, and the general perSeveral things have lately been said in
zit as a power in the world: «It is high
The
into industry would be worth the while, plexities that have surrounded kim.
these
columns,
in
a
general
way,
that
+$ime that the almost universally *prevaileven if several of them were starved by choice of his successor will now be the
“have
led
some
of
our
readers
to
complain
~ “ing misconception,
that its success depends
the experiment. ‘That saying may seem important business to which the atten“largely, if not wholly, on flash “and sen- that we are a hard-hearted party, with no
¢“harsh, for a Christian paper,” but we tion of the Cathelic church and indeed of
“sation, was exploded.
The servile ‘and thought or sympathy for the suffering believe that on the. whole it is just and the world will be turned.
poor.
Such
an
impression
could
not
be
sensational press will have its constitmerciful.
- uents, but eertain lawyers, doctors and further from the truth,—unless it were
~——A contributor to the Examiner and
© even ministers have like constituents. the one that we feel a kind of indiserimiChronicle refers to the results of the day
AN ADVANCING REFORM.
- These papers come and go, but to judge nate, -over-flowing affection for every‘of prayer for colleges in past years,
‘wthat journalism as a profession depends body that begs, and would see all the inDoubtless most good citizens are ready which was ‘‘marked by the thorough
‘on them for its work and life, is to give dustrious, provident people in the land to agree that a change greatly needed in ,reconsecration of professed believers to
turned out of doors to give them food and the eonduet of national affairs is one that the Master's service, and followed by
the lie to the very structure of things.
based on the profound convictions

effect,

while everybody knows that Michigan
University has been conducted on the co.
education plan with marked success. The
experience of Bates , Hillsdale and Oberlin
most effectually substantiates the claims

history of experience, only corroborate He testimony
had in the days of Sumner and his co-adtruth or falsity of a doctrine; and the
a property already given.
:
Doctor shows an energy which puts to before one of these visitors for investiga- Jutors ; but the demand for this later rebad one.
hinges on ——1I is quite the style now for some of .
shame many a younger man, in calling tion. + The méthod was lately described form is more and more finding expresupon the men of learning to center all in Sunday Afternoon. This company of sion among the people, and that of itself this petition ofthe Bay State ladies, and that the liberal preachers who have left the
the erudition of the age upon what the visitors had one professional Superinten- will be likely to Sovelop both a leader is, how much force ought to be allowed Calvinistic household and set up theologBible

frage qualification, and the
Rhode Island has shown that
qualificdtion is by no means a
There is-another question that

Slagle, of the Towa State University, in

his recent report, is to the same

-

1-

0

{
!
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Denominational Hebos.
Ex«of the Treasurers in the Star that the

olent
ecutive’ Boards of the three benev
MisHome
on,
Missi
ign
societies, —Fore

that heregion and Education,—request
churches
the
in
cted
colle
after all monies
sent to
be
shall
ties
Socie
the
of
either
for

Treasurer's notice of

. the Home Mission and Education Societies
has already appeared twice in the Star;

that of the Foreign Mission Teasurer,
avhich was expected for this issue, has not
Teached us.—Ed.]
All fands so forwarded will be receipted
or by return mail and will be reported in
,
the Star, regularly, the first of each month

.the month to the three causes. ‘
This action is taken in pursuance of the

general movement for co-operation, to re-

church is holding no special
Five persons

:

Order,

knowledges

desiring a pastor.

church

has

not

Creek, N. Y., gave their’ pastor, Rev. Robert
Martin, a donation of $130.00 cash on Jan
22..4..0n April 1, the resignation of Rev. R.

L. D. Preston, as pastor of

a
the
has

= also got money enough pledged to build a meeting-house, and the work is commenced.
privilege

of

is

the following swords in regard to Mr. |
Kinney:

* In Bradford,

Me.;

the

labors

of

which he has been pastor of the F. B.

have expressed a desire to dive

a better life,
Bradeen,

churche¥

have, with

good will be accomplished.

ligious interest promising much good, Bro.
Myers has just commenced his work here.
He has previously spent some six weeks in
preaching in adjoining counties. The people
are manifesting great interest in’ his labors.

plainy industrious hard worker, and so inter
ests himself in the children, education, temperance, the social and domestic well-being of the

Roger Williams
each had . bapother accessions.
St. churches are
good results are

people

UNxiON

CHURCH,

FOSTER,

R.

I.

that they at once give to him their ears

and their confidence.
His ‘view of the ordinance of baptism—immersion— is that whichthree-fourths of the people accept. His cat ho

Con.

lie view

Some

“weeks since, Mrs. J. M. Fenner,of Providence,

of the basis of fellowship—acknowl-

edged Christian tharacter—commends itself to
the people.
To most of us here, this is not
only in harmony with the spirit of the age but
of the gospel also. I hope the Tree Baptist

commenced to labor with this church, of which

Rev. Daniel Green has been for many years
‘pastor, Christians had been for a long time
in a cold and somewhat divided state, but as
the result of her labors, God has visited his
“people, and sinners have been converted.
Acrcording to late accounts some thirty have found
“peace in believing, and Christians have been
greatly encouraged and united.
The revival
“has been in some of its manifestations one of

brethren will raise up and send into our midst

- great power.

and very much improved, at an expense of
nearly twelve hundred dollars. The tower has

north. « He is needed here as the: north does
not need him, This temperance wave, passing
over our State and calling upon the people by
the grace of God to take one step in the way of
right doing, will, in’ some measure, prepare
themto take all stepsto Christ, and De the
forerunner of that entire consecration that will,

been rebuilt and a bell and

clock put

#5 T hope,yet give this land to our Lord.

ithe right of the pulpit. “The

house

The interest is still unabated.

;

Com.
2/

CaANDIA,
N. H.
Within the past three
months our meeting-house
has ‘heen repaired

same.

in the

The singing seats have béen placed

at

has been

repainted inside, repapered, &c., and presents

4

very

neat

gppearamce.

The

re-dedication

took place, Jan, 20, with appropriate exercise

-es.

Rev. Joseph Fullonton, of Raymond,

gave;

4 very interesting history of. the rise of the
church, and of the revivals which have been

, enjoyed to the present time.

the prayer of dedication.

Fe .also offered

The sermon was by

the pastor. This work was commenced with
the resolution that we would not be encumber
ed with any debt, and through the aid of kind
friends and God’s blessing we ‘had: been so
prospered that at the re-dedication less than

fifty dollars remained to be raised.
i

B..P.

FP.

On. Sunday (Feb, 3) we had

the privilege of listeningto an excellent

such laborers as Bro. Myers.
We shall
pastors to go and take charge of churches
Bro. Myers will organize. The indicaare that he can organize many.
He js

called to, and adinirably

fitted

for, this field;

and, in my opinion, he ought never to go back

JOHN G. FEE.
OHIO.
The Campaign and Middleport F.
Baptist churches, under the pastoral care of

Rev, W. J.

Fulton,

are

enjoying refreshing

seasons from the presence of the Lord.

Sev

eral have been added to the former church,and:

some are expecting to join the latter,

Twen-

ty-two have been recently added to the F. Baptist church in Huntington, and about ‘as many
more reclaimed. At Harrisonville, there has
been a good revival among the Methodists.

Upwards of thirty persons have been convert.

ser-

i oy by the Revi A. H. Hanscom, from Dan.

in

_at-

called

to

assist

he

to the

chair.

Was

ing, increasing

numbers

and

:

:

Business Fotices,
Consumption

Cured.

An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy, for
the speedy and permanent cure of consumption,
bronchitis, catarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung
affections, also a positive and radical cure for ner-

vous debility and all nervous complaints, ‘after
having tested its wonderful curative powers in
thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make it
known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive, and a desire to relievg human suffering, I
will send, free of charge, to all who

desire

it,

W. W.

Sherar,

126 Powers’ Block, NoRhustel

of time

and

labor,

and

brilliancy

gloss, are secured by use of Raven
Polish; a single trial ensures this.

Paste
:

SEED

CATALOGUE.—
Our

readers

weeks

vivalist, has been holding a series

COD

LIVER

OIL

JELLY,

For Jung

diseases the most mild,

bland

Oil

and nutri-

can

double the quantity of any

be, used,

liquid oil.

delicate stomach will not reject it:
ill

Charming

The ‘most

goods,J. L.

1y42

introduce

will send

a !

their

Patten & Co., 162 Wiliam S8t., N. Y.,

A
The
e AY
e Pictures | py
New York, or
of this
Cincinnati, 0:
Aa-Catalogues

of Decal

‘any object: 80. as

transferred

to

to imitate the .most beautiful
Wale)

adie.

+27, ‘We hope that all who heard. this sermon will weigh themselves in the balance and

on Sunday

afternoon. - The united choirs gave us excellent music. The York,Co. (. M. meets with

us, Feb. 6, 7. : We are very glad to welcome
to our midst.

‘We: hope ‘that: ‘every

it.

‘person

who attends the session avill: havo his hour.
warm with the

most being adults, arose for prayers! Six hundred have professed conversiqn, among the

number one ‘man who was once tiled for ‘murder, and who spoke to the eongregation, attrib-

uting his change of heart té'the prayers’ of his’

that wll will “Christian parents. He ‘spoke about fifteen.
| thiniutes very féelingly, and “as he concluded
~ earnestly pray: for simmers in thig place, iL,
3 1
love: of Christ;
t

there was scarcelya dry eye in’ the "house.

bop,

£ APALACHIN, NYY. | Our last Owego Q. Mo.

During thé past week,

four’ ¢hurches' in this

Vieidity— Albany, Pageville, Middleéport, and
and Itwas a very'precious season’ The ‘tonth 1"Cheshire—have beet ‘favored’ with lectures
previous this church re-dedicated theif” shinctu.: from Dr. J. L. Phillipd. * His pathetic appeals,

_ ‘was held in the church at Warren Center, Pq
ary, which they had rémodelod, enlarged

and

gredtly improved,at’ wt vkpensde’ bf keveral
hundred

dollars, all of which

was paid.

At

Have awaketied 4 deeper frterést inf the cause

of ‘whissions, and will, we trust, bé ‘productive
of much permdrent good, 10
:

SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.

erciges.
Xo.
3

:

;

“day,

church

| ——————

Feb,

e

!

Q. M. will'hold itd Heit session

at West Waterville, commencing

, at 10, A. Mr,

FS Bow,

Has been in use over

Accidents, Bruises,

Cuts,

Sprains, are relieved

almost instantly by externul application.
Promptly relieves painsof Burns, Scalds,

to try

Excoriations,

‘Respectfully,

Chafings,

Old

Boils, Felons, Corns, etc.

|

Sores,

Arrests ine

flammation, reduces swellings, stops bleeding,

LoVRLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.

removes discoloration and heals rapidly.
LADIES find it their best friend. ' It assuages
the pains to which they are peculiarly
subjeet—notably fullness and
pressure in
the head, nausea vertigo, &e.
It promptly

‘Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of

kinds of inflammations and ulcera-

most all kinds of medicine, and says the

HEMORRHOIDS or PILES find in this the
only immediate relief and ultimate cure.
No case, however chronicor obstinate can

gives her relief.”

KIDNEY

ok ge
Nae

we FON.

HOLL.

a ———

ameliorates

Deer

JANE A. ASHBROOK.

I have

taken a cold

edy

Towa.

nose,

often
PHYSICIANS

:

esr,

CAREFULLY

LOTS

lungs,

Earache,

permanently
of all

are all

and elsewhere.

Neuralgia

and

alike relieved,

and

cured.
:
:
1s who are acquainted with

skin diseases.

:

Smartingj

and

a

Pimples.

and

heals Cuts, Eruptions

fond
Lo.
|
Tagefphia:

Complexion.

the

improving

Stock

Extract. No

FARMERS—Pond’s

TG

and

invigorales

It revives,

refreshes, while wonderfully

r, Man can afford to be with
no Livery
Breede
ont it Tt js
used by all the
leading Livery
jorsen
s and
Stables, Street

in New York City. It has noequal for Sprains,

* Staffn

Cha

Saddle

oteow13

OF

Schbol

Ithasnoeéqgual for per

commendation from hundreds of Physicians,
many of whom order it for use in their owa
practice.” In addition to the Joreguing; they
order its use for Swellings of all kinds,
Quinsy, Sore Thriat, Inflamed Tonsils, sample and chronic Diarrhea, Ca=
tarrh (for which it is 8 specific),
Chil=
Stings of
Feet,
blaine, 'y Frosted
Musquitoes, etc, Chappe
Insects,
all. manrer of
Hands, Face, and

8, &i

SELECTED BOOKS

For the Sunday

It is the only sure cure.

TOILET USE. Removes Soreness, Roughness

er bottle, or three bottles for $6 60. = Pills and
FREE,

a

Pond’s Extract of Witch
Hazel recommend it in their practice. We have letters of

cold in twenty-four hours: . Ask your druggist
ford DR.
JAMES’ CANNABIS
DICA, and
if they fail you, send to us direct.
One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. §2 60

N. B—~CIRCULARS

stomach,

Rheumatism

lately, and

Address,
Sanaa]
"

VEINS.

DISEASES.

TOOTHACHE,

will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh

tacos >$1 26 each.
GRADE
:
:
:

heals

:

manent cure. |
.
.
!
- BLEEDING from any cause, For thisitisa spe=
cific. It has saved hundreds of lives when all
other remedies failed to arrest bleeding from

she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends.

permanently

long resist.its regular use.

VARICOSE

Respectfully yours,

RIVER, PowEsHICK,

and

tions.

yelief
it a

Library.

ne
1 Pond’s Extract has been imitated.
wine article has the words Pond’s

FROM $10 TO $500 WORTH,

blown in each bottle. It is prepared

on

only persons living who ever
.. Refuse all
how to prepare it
Wi
). Thisis
Physi
and in the
ind Europe.
Pond’s
; sent: free on application to

Sent to any Sunday
School desiring to replenish
their Library. The bes t discounts will be given .
an is wanted will be sent,
and a larger number
in order that tommittees way have a still further |
opportunity to examine the volumes and return
such as aré not kept. After several year’s experience in the selection of libraries, I feel confident

bing

0 Co.,

able

TRACT

of

to satisfy Sunday-schoel Committees.

Algo for sale,

i

:

MABEL HOWARD. 1.25.
Lothrop
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Co. Publishers:

a day at home. Agents’ wanted.
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and terms free.
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Outfit
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A NEW S. S. BOOK BY DAME DURDEN.

Doston 3 D.
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P
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PHOTOGRAPHIC

I » Latest invention. An
S49 with perfect success.
8 to $80. . Ch Chromo I

13t2

‘APPARATUS.
can

operate it

i y ooou hits, $8;33
eliograph, $2.50. Send stamp for full in.

formation to

BTR

OE. SACKMANN
& €
CEM.

© Manufacturers,
28 Pear! st. X, Y.

HONORS
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& HAMLIN
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2!, commencing
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session

HIGHEST

s

Vegetable

No family can afford tobe without

Contusions,

GENTLEMEN :—I have just seen your
advertisement in’ my paper; I know all
about the Cannabis inaica, Fifteen years
ago it cured my daughter of the ASTHMA;

Paris, 1887; Vienna, 1873;
Santiago, 1875; Philadelphia, 1876;
i
“7 HAVE AWARDED THEIR

ol Hotices andy Wppointiments. 5

of ‘excellent

.

virtues cannot be excelled.

Pond’s Extract.

Cannabis Indica is the only thing that

| {i

Ly lyie

<

OXFORD Q. M. Wwitl#hold its next

Nola

News

Destroyer.

CHILDREN,

Ointment. Mother has been suffering with
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried

| Ehaddd 1f RECENT TEARS

Rey. JOSEPH. T' INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

New Haven Papp Feb.
Friday evening
will be

indo

Ameriean

Pain

GeNnTs :—Please ‘send me three bottles

Matchless — Unrivaled, — FRANZ Liszr.

the ‘subjects of | jal dise

N.Y.

the

speak

things,”

EXTRACT — The great

- curative

JACOB TROUT.

mailed

I will

i

, thirty years, and for cleanlinessand prompt

cE

Sells for 50 cents.

most news dealers, or

him

Extract,

nism
A A
——

for

i

I gained: fifteen pounds while tak-

PES a

ALL: SEETaITOng

"ACARD,

His labors there have been attended with the

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:. .
®
GENTLEMEN :—Please send .me-twelve
bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of
Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as your

POND’'S

three years ago, I want

for Pond’s.

Take no other,

Feb. 10, 1873.

just the thing for him,

1878.

Ask

M.D.

ing the first three bottles, and I know it is.

15 cents per number.

supplied
by
EE

W. KIMBERLY,

*SHUTE'S TIME-SAVING LIBRARY RECORD,
anch House, Williams & Manss,
, :
Highly commended by Librarians who ‘are now
.
sent
books
of sheet music and music
using it. Send for descriptive circular. Priee of
Record, $1.50.
8. BRAINARD’S SONS, Publishers
EBEN SHUTE. Dealer in Sunday-school Sup0.
Cleveland,
;
J
plies,
52 Bromfield St.. Boston,

with illustrated catalogue, to every reader

painting.

Sold by

"The Universal Pain Extractor.
Note:
«Hear,

them.

receipt of price’by the publishers.
For $1.50 we will send the. MUSICAL WORLD
one, year, Sontaining over $20 worth of new music..
THE FEBRUARY
NUMBER contains an illustrated
supplement, giving
the history, full description
and a fine illustration of the grand new Cincinnati.
Music Hall, in
addition to the usual la
amount
of musical reading matter.
Now is the time to

Soldhy drug

:

Pietures. — To_

A. Jungmanu.

15 cts.

gists and E. H, TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.

:

most eminent

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON. Co., Kv.

PAUL WALTZE. -Arranged as duet for
ST.
‘!
four hands. Sells for 30 cents.
But all this choice music is included in the MUSICAL WORLD for FEBRUARY which sells for Only

ap-

with more benefit secured to the patient than with

of meetings

the work are a’ large number of the students
of Marietta College. "The Hammond revival
see il they are found wanting. . Sir, we. ‘meetings at Parkersburg, Wedt Virginia, a
'ghort'distance from Marietta, have been emis
would see Jegusy’ wag. the text of a * fine
dis- nently’ successful. / Onenight;*a hundred,
course preached:by Rey.A Bryant

by

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
tious form in which Cod Liver

the

THERE
IS
NOT
A
SINGLE
SYMPTOM of Consumption that this rem-

‘The leading musical monthly.
Each number
contains 30 pages of beautiful new music and
choice reading matter, edited by Karl Merz. The
_dare to warrant
their freshness
and purity, is of “February. number contains
that class of bold, brave acts which the public ap- NANCY LEE.—The pepul
© 8. Adams. Sells for 40 cents.
Sadi
preciate. Though the warranting is of necessity
By Collin Coe.
ECHOES. —Beautiful waltz song.
limited to refunding the value of the seed purchasSells for 30 cents.
;
:
GWENDOLINE.—A choice composition for pi| ed, still, under it, Mr. Gregory must sell good seed
.
ano-forte.
Sells
for
30
cents.
or make a dead loss.
;
1t7
HARP SOUNDS.—An elegant fantasia for piano

in Marietta, the first settled town in Ohio.
most happy results. ‘Among

FEBRUARY,

$1.50 per annum.

Sh
ha ai

5

BR :

as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,
you will please send me a $9. box of your | iY
medicine.
Respectfully,
0
of

known seed house advertised in our columns.
To
handle seed with such eonscientious care as to

are easily

two

FOR

will find fhe catalogue of J.J. H. Gregory’s well

QUERUS

also consulted

some

BRAVARDS NOSICAL WORLD

of

Stove
45

al

GREGORY'S

usuall

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Nv Y.

<>

EcoNoMY

the medicines

:

Died

receipe in German, French, or English, with full
directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper.

.

PONY EXTRACT.

story, as the following ex-

HENRY

. In East Cambridge, Mass, Jan. 81, Joseph Hoit,aged
father, and
68 years, He was a kind husband and
highly esteemed by all 'who knew him, and who now
BROOKS.
N.
mourn his sudden death.

this

coloréd, beautiful, and

For

EXPRESS.
& Qi Boston Mass.

N.Y. Aug. 1, by Rev. mage Loomis,
Mr. Wm.
G. Poole, of Gouveneur, N.Y., and Miss Jennie Mayhew. Dec. 25, at the house of the bride’s mother in
Fowler, N. Y..Mr. L. G. Draper, of 8, C,. and Miss
Jan, 39, at Keene Station
Helen Scott, of Fowler.
hotel, Mr. Seth Coltow, of Fine,and Miss Emma Chase,
of Russle.
:
In
Highgate, Vt., Feb, 2, by Rev. R. 'W. Collins,
Mr. W. W. Thomas, of Waterbury, Vt. and Miss
Luna A. Gay, of Elmore, Vt.
‘
In Davenport, N. Y., Nov, 13, by Rev. E. Smith, Mr.
W. H. Mills, of Masonville, aud
Miss Annie E. Hanson, of D. ‘Jan.21, Mr, Willard Coe and Miss Lottie
A. Swart, both of DD.
foi
In Raymond, by Rev, B. S. Manson, Mr. John A,
Young snd Miss Ida E. Wendell,
:
In Candia, N. H., Jan. 24, by (Rey. Benj, P. Parker,
Mr. Manson M.Brickett, of Auburn, N.
H., and Miss
Betsy A. Hall, of C,¢ ¢
»
In Brownfield, Mé., Jan: 17, by Rev, E. 8. Jordan,
Mr. Samuel Ricker and Miss Ann Eliza Leavitt, both
of B.
prey,Mr.
In Northwood,
Jan, 13,by Rev. H.P,
lia
E. Z.
Alfred M. Greenleaf,
of N., and Mrs.
Flint, of Pelham.

Ww. Smith, Clerk.

eyes, and imperfect
and irreg

sand sold during the firstweek of their introduc-

menced using the Hemp Remedies he
“began to improve in health until I regarded him as aboutiwell.
'

N. H., Jan. 1, by Rev.C. E.
In New Hampten,
Blake,
Mr. Milton, S. Bean, of ‘Plymouth, and
Miss
‘Hannah B. Smith, ot 'N, H.
yh
In Newfield, Me., Jan. 23, P1ieh
A. E. Boynton,
Mr, Henry C. Maddox and
Miss Lizzie R. Clifford,

commencing fourth Friday in April.

the

Batondons. They. give universal

cost of delivery is too high to individuals.
. Previous to’ using the Cannabis Indica, I

- Married

intelligence.

/

tion. They sell at sight, and Five over 100 perct.
rofit, Sample Button-hole
Werker and sample
utton-hole Cutter pscked in. a neat case, with
full directions for use, fogether with a sample of
our new and novel way of canvassing, mailed to
any address on receipt of 63 cents, or two for
$1.00, Orders Lk
receive prompt attenfion.
Address WERST
M'E'G CO., Manufacturers, ANSONIA,
CONN.
Please mention 7 the sao
Morning Star. ~
arte
SMT

merits of this strange and wonderful plant,

C8 Flanders New Hampton N H.

The ministers are faithful and industrious.
Next session with the Dicusburg church,

J

;

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

D Lothrop

This Q. M. is prosper.

in

ers, straining

Arworked

tracts from letters verbatim will show:
# Gayoso, PEmiscor, Mo., Nov: 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
©
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the

‘N Ricks Cairo Ill,

a re-

h

:

satisfaction. Ladies who use them say that they
are worth their
ht in,
.. Over eleven thou-

quest from the Mount Zion church, for the exof N,. Jan. 24, Mr, Charles F. Pipper and Miss
amination of :Bro. Rutter for ordination. Her} 3 both
Della a, Davis both of NL
+ Sp
is Cai
was examined. by the committee.
They reportt
the Free Bi
st parsc
© al
rague’s
rner,

od him incompetent.

tively indep
ent of the sey
machine, and

physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon as he com-

bik

There

1s one of the most
important mventions of the
!
The most
t
Button-hole Worker ever invented.
So simple that a
child can work a
more perfect but- +
ton-hoie with it
than the most ex.
perienced
hand
can work withou

all that is claimed for it, and that one
bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
its positively and
permanently curing
Consumption, Bronchitis, and Asthma.
Instead of devoting a column to the

I had

EppyviLLE
Q. M.—Held its last session
| Jan.
The churches were all represent25-27.
ed by, letter and delegation, Bro. J. 8. Man-

ning called

Awarded first premium at the American Institute
and Maryland Institute Fairs,
1871.

when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

had used all

ow, CHARLES BALL, Clerk.

wool

Patented June 27, 1871, and Feb. 3, 1874.

are entitled to credence

better tell the

JF

ing 3d Friday in April.

-

BUTTON-HOLE
WORKER.

we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
‘that those who have suffered most can

|

Next term with the Union church, commenc-

id ,
8

| 1ast a life-time. @Does away with pricking the fin

and feel that we

LW Tucker Shammock Mills R I.

The
meetings of worship were spiritual and
instructive; many expressing ‘a’ desire ‘to be:

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

B

vig

and Gentleme ny,

3

~ WEBSTER'S PATENT

in future the afflicted can obtain these
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
we have, at great’ expense and trouble,
made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining * Pure Hemp,” gathering
it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a native), we know that we

Gvien—B 8 Gerry—
Glle-D D Garland—

—

.

members of Tem
noe Organizations and other: 3
jwerested Sirsthe
Tem
nce cal
Should assist
n
Tomo
sale of
work. P For fu
culars address
Yalusble
J. P. FITCH, Publisher,
s Conn.
;
6

the United States our Specialty, and that

ET Spear Anson Me.
Rev D H Enyart Dundas Pulaski Co Mo.
H G Joy Saco M
RevH

Ts it Josie
Soul Sitate fotrr 1 beat tom

.

Ladies

made the importation of this article into

Rev J M Purkis Chepachet R I.
Rev GH Howard Ortonville Mich.
Rev E Toothaker Phillips Me.

ordained | f

or training school.
8. That this conference advise the churches
on the west side of the Ohio river to take let
ters for the purpose of organizilg a mew Q.

come Christians.

y Agents ‘Wanted.

as in India for the cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma,
°
We now inform the public that we have

Books Forwarded.
BY MAILS

That a person joining us from
shall not

Address. P, FITCH, Publisher, Haetford, Conn.

obligati

pn

an

id

Ee

‘SBubseribers
will be under no

Dr. 11. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp; raised in Calcutta, and
repared on its native soil from the green
eaf, has become as famous in this country

Abbott—J
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the work u} Binding ‘equal

CONSUMPTION.
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L BRO.S Flower and Vegetable Catalogue. Our
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ROCHESTER, N. Y,, or CHICAGO, Has.
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r mailing
expenses;
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ed, and , thirty-seven joined the church. In
Belpre, a place noted for Universalism, about
fifty have professed conversion,
and the meets

past, Rev. E. P. Hammond, the celebrated re-

SPRINGVALEMg.
, - Fhe union meetings are
8tll
in progress,

more
need
that
tions

L

8 Bush—R OB lair--Leon

T
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Ma
, Glory
of the Immeorta
, ete,
th a
full description of the origin and
of the
New Plan of Labor 4 the women up to the presot time. By T. A. H. BROWN, Reporter fof the
:
e
nnati
tte, w
been
field. Illustrated. vl
ae b nts only.
CONDITIONS. = The work will contain 500
8,
17 Full Page IMustrations, be printed on substantial book Joper, from new eleetrotype plates, illus-
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were read from all
following resolutions
”

denomination

Bro. Myers is eminently fitted for this field of
labor. He is an earnest, - good preacher, a

others,

manifest,

J. A. 8.

BEREA, Ky. Under the labors of Bro. A.
Myers, of Hillsdale, Mich.
, there is here a re-

something of a harvest

is being gathered in. The
and Olneyville churches have
tisms and they have received
* The Greenwich St. and Park
* holding special services and

God

bors of those churches, and we trust that great

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 'In connection with the
“union efforts in this place, led by Moody and
our

to

Has blessed and i§ abundantly blessing the la-

-pastor,* has a live church and people, who
are desirous of giving some of their ‘time and
money to the Lord; in return he gives them
. temporal and spiritual prosperity.”

quickened, and

May

ed Jan, 6, and is still in progress (Feb. 4), with

the

insert the

other Societies Is the

Sy

2. That this conference approve the plan of
calling a convention of the members of this
| Mission for-the purpose of arranginga plan to

'*

some thirty accessions to both’ churches.

5

reen—T J Fu
D Fairb
ro ACT
ZD Goraon—y G

until he has been a member six months.

M. E, churches,of Maineville, Ohio, commenc-

¢ South Parsonsfield;”

Pentecost,

Resolved, 1.

"A UNION protracted effort with the F. B. &

J

* THE ehurch in So. Parsonsfield, Me., is enjoying asefson of spiritual refreshing.
Dur1ing the last month between thirty and forty

" been

commencing

preach the opening sérmon,

«ed and reclaimed inspires us with new cour

says Bro.

III,

28, at'7, P. M.' Rev. 8. T. Dodge’ appointed

convert-

i

ant chairman.
Letters
but two churches.
The
‘were adopted:
.

held at Prairie City,

meets at Cottonwood,

was

the chair and Bro. McNary was chosen

Jan. 81—Feb. 1. The attendance was small,
owing to the bad traveling. The next’ session

“have been wonderfully blessed. As a people,
we are all glad that God has segt to us so good
and able a nian. The revival interest is still

+ age for work and prayer.”

was

A full delegation was

Bro.J. S. Manning

the LO

Prairie City Q. M."

church,

good, and the goodly number already

Carmy church.
tendance.

last session of the Ministers” Conference of the

Rev. Thomas Kinney, during the few weeks

Legislature
of:

—J J Butler—J W Barkér—- E Binkley—!
B Ball—G H Button—S8 Blanchard—A

Ux10N Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with the

another
Wis.,

%

Burg

Next session with the Hillsboro’ church,
commencing on Friday before the first Sabbath
in March.
Business conference at 3, P. M.
. D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.

Western.
Ridge,

by the

New Hampshire,——(here

. J Boyd—A B Burgess—E M Baxter—N W_Bixby—F
BuokunaMrs BJ Aldrich—M Atwood—A B yi ol

names to the Lockridge church.

the Williamstown

REV. A. TURNER, of Lime
slowly regaining his health.

incorporated

of

A

Letters Received.

Elds. E. Tibbetts and J. H. Decker, and some’
eighteen rose for the prayers of God's people.
Four of the number have already given their

( Vt.) church, takes place, He is at liberty to
correspond with any church desiring a pastor.
'
3

the éarnest labors

Soclety,*

*Mhe form of bequest to the

which, it is Bopeds will add material strength
to the Q. M.
The auGeling was protracted by

yet

others

of Rev. R. W. Collins many have found
Saviour, and still the works goes on. He

_. saying

The

thelr way into public favor, nntil they are
“1 knewn and msed nearly all over the world.

Misston So-

*

femplars; Good.

the Prophets, Christ and the Apos

The Bron

chial Troches have been steadily winning

VAN BUREN (Iowa) Q. M.—Held its last session with the Lockridge church,Nov.1—Dec. 2.
Two churches were received into the Q. M.,

1,

chosen his successor....The church in Cherry

is enjoying

the

April

enza, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, and Consump-

tie Complaints,

:

CAUSE.

NTEMPERANCE, the Joa national curse, threatening the Lar and
bili of our institutions,
gecalay and religious: the
frui
source of pover, crime, and
n of the individYs
ual and
family. Deseri ng the Process of Manufacturing Liquors; Polsonous
ents
Adulteration; Official
rtsof
from its sale, Hintorical Sketch
means adop
r
suppression Shrough Legislation
and secret; Ri

Washingtonians;

chitis, Catarrh, Influ-

:

THE

tans; Daughters of Samaria, etc., from the
t
o TEA
ety to the present time.
His os k rélinble and eminen kb at
y
an

mediate relief in Bron-

|

As ywe

°

ashe

ritation which induces
roughing, and gives im-

same, excepting
that for the Education Society the
word '* Education” should be inserted instead of the
word *
Home;” and for the Foreign Mission Society
the word '* Foreign” should be used instead of the
word ‘“Home,”
and **.
6”. instead of * New
Hampshire,”
All bequests shouldbe duly witnessed.

CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

and is at liberty to correspond withany church

revival in-

“terest. Many are being reclaimed and
* are seeking the Lord for the first time.

asks

effect

Clerk.

Next session with the Washington church,

Franklin (N. Y.) church....Rev. G. H. Button
has resigned the pastorate of the Gilbert's

Rev. H. J. WHITE writes that the church in

CORRESPONDENT

Falls, Vt.

Beatt

“Brown’s Bronchial
Troches’ will allay ir-

amount) tobe, by my said Executor, paid over to
the Treasurer of sald
Soelety, in ——— days (or
ths) after
my d
e, 10 be used for the Purpose
for which said Suciety was incorporated (or forthe Permanent Fund).”
In giving real estate the word ‘‘ devise” should be
used after” bequeath.”

hope some

good was accomplished.

toocook, N. H., March 20....Rev. E. Smith acknowledges
a donation of $70.00 from the

to take

the Stare

been desirable. Business done har-

were continued a few days, and we

Jan. 28....Rev. J. C. Osgood terminates a pastorate of five years with the -church in Con-

Mills (N. Y.) church,

Mission

CORINTH (Vt.) Q. M.—Held its last -session
with the East Orange
church. A fair delegation present. All the meetings were well attended and were interesting. We were favored with the presence and labors of Rev. B. F.
Jefferson of the Strafford Q. M. The meetings

+«««Rev. B. F. Marsden, of Sherburn, N. Y.,
writes that he received a donation of $75.00 on

0)

A feel-

R. J. RUSSELL.

of sixty dolfars, on

¥'.

intro-

17148
Men in each State for the Detective
Service and to report crime. Pay
1
nclose stamp,
and address AMERICAN AND
. 8, Curtis,
Treasurer Home Mission and EdSERVICE C0., Cincinnati, Ohio.
ugation Soc ieee, Concord, N, H,
] EUROPEAN SECRET
: Rev. E.N.
Fernald, Financial Secretary, Lewis
Ladies and Gentlemen of ability and
on,
Me,
J
good address, to sell a Temperance
ork,
(500
pages
17 full age Hlustrations.) The
¥orm of Bequest.
best work on this a
ever published, ome
Agent
gold
182
in
3
weeks. Liberal terms,
1
“1 giveand bequeath to the Freewill Baptist Home

moniously. We were blessed with the labors
of Bro.
Mark Atwood, from the Wheelock 3
M., which were very well received and muc
prized.
;
Next session will be held with the West
Franklin church, March 1-3.

H,

Star,

v. J. F. Locke,W. Buxton, Me,
ev:N Bro ks, Treasurer Moreign
: ter, N. ).4
clety, Manches|

ENOSBURG Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Enosburg
church. Not so well attended as”
would have

in the

OF

TEMPERANCE

warranted
15

Coughs and Colds.

_.. Post-Office Addresses.

—

The

Personals.

a donation

with the people.

el

churches at
All contri-

. _J,J,BUTLER, Treas. W. Ed. Soc.
Hillsdale, Mich.
i

to the

& Knox church, March 1-3.
Jos. HIGGINS,

last Sabbath

Dee. 28, from friends at Enosburgh

Ministers and Churches,

A

prayer

butions will be duly credited

new,

et
ae Paar Tock
IANS
ington, N. J.
Lh

employ no agency, we rely wholly on these statements

of the case, and request ministers. and
once to take collections for this object.

ing of union and brotherly love was manifested and a desire
to press forward. Rev. M. H.
Tarbox was present, which added much to the
interest of the meeting. He is doing an efficient work in this and other Q. Meetings.
Next session to be held with the Thorndike

Rev. A. E. Boynton will close his pastorate
on the last Sabbath in Feb., with the Newfield,
Me., church, where he may be addressed....
| Rev. J. F\. Locke is a member in good standing
of the Free Baptist church in Laconis, N. H.
By some oversight his name does not appesdr
inthe Register....Rev. R. W. Collins ac-

,

Through

the good Spirit was

at pres-

ALLL
Ministerial

It is hoped that this arrangement of the
Boards will be as satisfactory to allas it
is simple and economical,
|
PER ORDER.
:

- glorious revival.

requested

evening.

Owing

$175—bran

Other bargains, want them

W. H, SMITH, Clerk.

the churcl Jes mad nreth hrer furnish the means.

severity of the weather and bad state
of the
roads, there was not a very full delegation, yet

Let us

services

opening

8. SCRIBNER, Clerk.

Mountain chureh.

Pianos,

8’ test trial.

The friepds of our young men at the West
preparing for t
Josnel ministry, should be reminded that
their contributions are greatly
needed at the present
time, Applications
from worthy young men are very
coming
in,and we can answer them only as
frequent

March 1, at 2, P. M.

M.

iy

| FIFTY YEARS! HISTORY

Superb $340 Organs, oily $95. Pianos, Retail Price by other menufacUrers $900, only $260. Beautiful
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Western Education’ Society.

. M.—Held its last tern: with the

UNITY

Dixmont

ex-

ent, but the regular services are largely attended, and the revival interest still continues.

_ any sum for all three Societies, simply-des.ignating how the money is to be divided.
“All funds so received will be forwarded
to the Treasurers by the Financial Secreta* ry once a month at the same time they are

ThE church of Bolton, P. Q.,

work.

not despise the ordinury means of grace!

By this arrangement pastors and church
one
« collectors can forward in one letter for

“Biddeford, Me., is enjoying & good

i

men, in relating their experiences prebaptism, refer their first serious conback six months, to a time when the
was making no special revival effort,

but merely doing her regular

t"lieve the Treasurers of the details of collec
ting,
repor
of
od
meth
the
ify
simpl
to
ing,
and reduce the expense of the same, to enthe
able contributors to see at a glance in
once
s
cause
the
all
Star their full credit to
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_a month, and. for the special conve
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to
of those having funds

reported in the Star.

roll church, commencing

ORGAN

commencing March
A.J. Davis, Cone,

by |:

characterized the
Rev. H. Graves;

present at the

"

cess rather than a failure.
;
Next session with the Springfield & Car-

feature of the work is that

and encouraging

represented

;

against us, we have to record the session a suc-

interesting

Another

Whittle.

ducted by Maj.

Such

of services on Saturday, it was feared that the
labor of the entire session must devolve on
him, but the Rev. Mr. Bessee, C. Baptist from
Lincoln Center, put in a timely appearance,
Saturday, P. M., and by his words of cheer, instruction, sermons, and fervent ‘prayers added
much to the interest of the occasion, and notwithstanding outward
circumstances were

held in Dec. con-

tent of the union meetings

several
viousto
victions
church

quite

This was also true to

reached.

it in one place for the full contributions of

postage, and in one check or P. 0.

being the only minister

a little remarkable for the relatively large number of persons in middle life who have been
an

were

letter, union and dispatch
‘business of the conference.

The work has been not

the Lord in baptism.

each church and individual receiving cred-

+ than one of the Secieties at a time.

Although most of themt

LAWRENCE, Mass. Last Sabbath (Feb 3),
ived to the First Free
thirty persons we!
Baptist church. The last month has been rich
in blessing. On one Sabbath nine men were
baptized, seven of whom are heads of families,
and whose average age is about forty years.
On another Sabbath twelve persons followed

the
ithe Financial Secretary, {nstead of to

4—6.

Rock,

MONTCAYM Q. M, will be held with the Howard
Clty shurehaMarch
1-38. Opening sermon by Rev,
G.
offety. Let therebe a full delegation, as we
have an interpsting programme to carry vut, and also
a change is
pjoposed.in thé Constitution,

was the condition of the roads that no messengers from other bodies arrived, and but three
of the churches were represented by delegate.

in this church at Apalachin Village the 14th and
15th of March, to begin Wednesday evening,
the 18th; and to be deyoted wholly to worship.
All real workers in Christ's vineyard are invited to attend. May God greatly bless the
H. WHITCHER.
proposed session,

es
It will be seen by consulting the notic

[The

with the Springfield church, Jan.

h at East Castle
P.M.

8,at2,

SPRINGFIELD Q. M.—Held- its winter term

session

the Q. M. it was voted to hold an extra

FORWARDING FUNDS.

NNEPIN Q. M. will hold its next session with the

Quarterly Meetings,

the dedication the sermon was preached by the
writer, to a full house and a joyful people.
The singing was very fine, and a good time in
general swas enjoyed. At the recent session of
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Poetry.

Sometimes a farmer, bolder’ than the || as to,stay a-plowin’ and tendin’ cattle—
rest, supplemented these hearty approv- | The doctor took off his hat and wiped
his forchead slowly.
als with an explanation.
*
¢ One of the boys, Joe, went.
I. think
«Children, work for the cause of temper+ Seems as if us was afeard for Doe to
ance, pray for the salvation of the youth be out of sight. He's such a powerful one he was mainly anxious to make money,
and no doubt he made it. The other? At
of our land, or cur noble country will be for fevers and pneemony.”
ruined,”
Or, ‘‘Seems as ef the backbone was tuk first he was so overjoyed that the very
rocks seemed to grow hazy and dim beout of things when Doc goes away.”
Yes. God answeel the provers of
“Who.is this hero?” I askell. ¢ The fore him, You see every chance lay outside of the gap, as his friend said, and inthe mothers and sisters of Elmwood ; at rich man of the district, I suppose?”
first the cloud seemed to be only lifting a
“Rich!
No, indeed; though he'd be side only hard work and poverty.
«Well, boys, will you go? said his
little ; butat last, we could, See the sun- comfortable ef he didn’t help his’ poor
light of peace and jjoy in those homes.
neighbors. He's purse-carrier as well as friend. ¢ Whoever passes through - the
gap with me has decided his fate; and he
“Robert Adams never faltered, he was sense-carrier for the deestrict.”
walked through.
a man of influence among his associates,
‘ Yeur leading politician, eh?”
¢ Joe hurried alongside, and the other
and one by one they joined the ranks of
“No; Doc ‘don't’ ‘meddle in politics.
temperance men.
He's just—well—Doc—nobody ain't like boy was following, when he saw on his
sleeve a long gray hair. It was his mothInstead of the nightly carousing there him, Hyar he is! How d’ye do, Doc?”
‘It will break her heart,’ he
were debates, lectures and social meetA gray-haired, round-shouldered old ers,

PERPETUAL YOUTH.
BY J. W.

BARKER.

Youth lives in fairest beauty evermore,
And buds and blossoms when the heart is
young,
And scenes far brighter than were known before,
And sweeter songs than ever yet were sung
‘Will greet us in the winter of the year,

If spring be
storm;

shaded

from

sin’s withering

And snowflakes, seattered deftly in our hair,

‘Will bloom to roses if the heart keep warm.
There is no age to those who pant for life,
At the clear fountain of eternal truth;
And they who seek, amid this scene of strife,
May tind the fountain of Immortal youth,

ings at the hall.

There is no age,~time is an atom flung
From the great circle of eternal years,—

4TH

The Children’s
tution now, were
their bright faces
The seed sown

Forever old, and yet forever young,
The grand creation of the heart appears.
And when our weary work on earth is done,

man

Band, an honored instioften seen there with
and sweet songs.
on that bright J une day,

++ From the upheavals on the sea of time.

TWO SIDES OF A SENTIMENT.
‘When two-year old May-Blossom
Comes down in clean white dress
“ dear Auntie,”

And claim
her sweet caress ;—

turer at the hall, and as ts

Then Auntie takes up Blossom,
And her eyes—they glow and shine,
“ Oh, pretty Baby Blossom—if you were
mine! Ps

evils of intemperance, so vividly does he
bring the scenes before them that it

only

- | dear sister, of a son cherished

High Souied on a chair,

And her eyes—they glow and shine,
“Oh, naughty Baby Blossom—if you
"only mine!”

Circle.

——
ELMWOO0D.
BY r.c.

CH APTER IL

in

When he looked up, and

we

saw

the

of the old country physician should be attended with as much interest asif he were

the most weighty of public men.

Doc sat down by me.on the top of the
stage, The whole atmosphere brightened.
Burt's jokes flew fast and furious; even
the drunken passenger raised himself on
one elbow to look at the new-comer, and
the wretched, hot insiders vainly thrust
their heads out to hear the talk overhead.
The stage stopped frequently at houses
as we passed. Now a woman ran out
with eager face fora word of consultation
with Dr. Evans about her baby. Now a
man wanted to know ‘‘ ef he'd thought
over that little mattér,and what would he
advise?”
- Nobody made any objections to these
frequent halts; nobody in that tranquil

loved

him,

mountaia country was in a hurry. It was
a recognized fact that Dr. Evans was, as
Burt called him, the *‘sense-carrier” of

the district, and that they had a right to
draw on him for such supplies as they
needed.
Once, when he was busy with some
farmers, the artist said, ¢* That man has

In the twilight sat Cora Alston, think. home, to find two graves in the cemete-| never left his own neighborhood ; yet his
ing about her scholars, and praying that ry on the hill-side.
His sister had been obliged to go out simple, homely wisdom and goodness
they might be saved from intemperance,
praying, too, that the parents might for- into the world to seek a living, and he have made him one of the most influential
men in the State.”
sake the cup and turn back to a better had tried for years to find her.
-But the'old neighbors were gone, all
“life.
“Never left his own neighborhood!”
_If she could oly be sure that the hie old associations seemed broken up and Our drunken passenger gave a triumph-

his search was tn vain ——— “cit
and ridicule! She wisied so to Sumi
‘I sm that son, that brother,” said the
her scholars that they might learn how to lecturer, with such a sad, weary tone,—
cope with life's enemies, and to know “do you wonder that I consecrate all
‘whereto look for strength in time of my talents, all my powers to. the cause,
weakness.
that, if possible, I'may save others from a
She was not morbid or gloomy, but she like fate?
held that the sooner the little ones begin
J was Guy Alston, and who could pictto work for the Master, the sooner they ure the meeting between Cora Alston
know that he will receive gladly their and her brother, so long lost to each
services, the easier it becomes for them
Ever cheerful, yet there was a look on

her face as of one who had seen sorTOW.
Some time after, at a meeting of the
Miss

looking suspiciously Yowu at the ragged
heap behind.

among all, the happiest

now, but

.

the

-on the coach
stranger, who was

asleep, and myself.

The old doctor and

but Dr. Evans,

bright

are there, and
is the home

/

Before sunset the other passengers had

of

yestook
and

ern North Carolina,” carried us to within

three miles of the top of the Blue Ridge,

once to two boys here—a little thing, but

.for
how

hills,

Guy Alston and his sister Cora.

aa

‘ Yes,” said she, “I will tell you a

¢ «Cheer up, sister,” said Guy;

homes

faces and ‘happy hearts

for a story, & temperance story.

sad I felt.

denly sobered. ‘‘I hed a chance once as
good as Doc Evans; ef I let it slip, you
needn't throw
it in my teeth.”
I throw nothisgiinyer teeth, an’Idon't
know how ye come by my name, either,”

I fell into talk, which presently grew free
and friendly.
“Jt is thirty years since I passed
through this gap,” he said, looking up at
the wooded crags on either side, ‘I remember an incident which happened

Alston

story of my own life, It seems but
terday since brother Guy and myself
our favorite walk through the wood
down by the brook.
‘¢ On the morrow he was to leave
college ; it was our first parting and

«¢ That's enough, Burt,” he replied, sud-

her happy homes will ge forth, an influence that
shallbe felt.
No drunkards’-

Why; Pve been in every

State in the Unjon.”
.*Whar did ye get the best whiskey,
eh?” said Burt:

‘other?
Sik
i
And now we will leave Elmwood, but

10 work valiantly and boldly when ‘older.
:

Children’s Band, they asked

tant-chuckte:—

ATI

A

WHAT DOO SAW ON HIS SLEEVE.

. The little, shaky railway, called ‘‘West-

it may interest you.

and stopped abruptly in a deep cut in the
where

stood

‘‘ Henry’s,”

“They were sons of mountaineers, and

a hotel,

close neighbors. Like other mountain
boys, they knew nothing outside .of the
poor farms on which they lived.

loosely built of planks, according to the
fashion of the region.
Before daylight the stage-coach,a bulky
vehicle of most ancient shape, mounted on leather springs, and glaring in a
new coat of red paint, appeared at the
door. It was drawn by six stout gray

°*the

few years will soon pass, and I thea will
come back to you.”
¢¢ ¢« Bat, Guy, will you return the same
true brother ?’
¢¢ ¢ Do you fear to trust me?’
“ ‘Forgive me, but something more
than the parting troubles me; promise
me that you will never touch the winecup. You know what a curse it has been
to our family. Oh, promise, Guy.’
¢¢ ¢ Never fear for me,’ said he, draw-

horses.

The

driver,

a

mountaineer

« They plowed, drove the wagoa

butternut homespun, a well-known whip
through all‘ that country, clambered to
his seat, placing about half a ‘peck of
stones at his feet, to throw at his leaders.
Inside of the coach were packed two

ing himself up proudly, ‘could I touch
it after seeing what suffering it has caus-

or three women in linen

dusters,

of the world outside, and were wild with

anxiety to break loose to seek their fortunes.
“ Why, I—I mean one of those boys—

an old

used to look at this wall of mountains

man with crutches, and numberless boys,

ced?

babies,

‘¢ We returned home, and earth was 80

colored

nurses

and

aid

steer to Waynesville twice a year, with
peltry and corn to barter for salt and cof
fee; wore the cloth spun at home—as I
do now—ate the corn and pork they raised
—as I'do now.
¢¢ My way of life in many respect§ is
not different from theirs. But they heard

in

thought ; and he tyrned and went back.

Half a dozen He ran, so that he might not hear the
And he never saw them
him, and a others calling.
again.”
_*“ What became of him?” :
“Well,” said the doctor, indifferently,

keen, kindly blue eyes, and benignant
smile, we understood why the movements

till he sank lower, dzeper, ln all the better nature seemed to be destroyed.
How the fallen one wandered from
place to place, homeless and friendless.
A childis sweet pity for the poor inebriate, as he lay in the street, first roused
the slumbering reason, and Christian
people took him by the hand and, with’
the help of God, tenderly led him back
to the light of God’s love. . At last the
wanderer returned to his childhood’s

were

;

in hand,

* How d’ye do, Doc?”

of a

within

behind

¢“ Good-by, massa!”

asson never was before, of how he yielded to temptation, of the inherited love of
drink, thus roused, burning

Family

and

crowded

Good-by, father!”

thrills his audience through and through.

When Blossomyin the pantry,

valise

swarm of blacks.

pictures the

Listen! he tells of a happy home,

waiting,

front of a farm-house gate..

efforts of the Children's Band were more
efficient than would appear at first.
Think you, little ones, that your winning ways and gentle attentions to father
had no influence in bringing him back to
his manhood?
Think you that love for his children
had no voice in the matter ?
One evening there is a brilliant lec-

Shall spreadiits glory on a life sublime,
And we shallknew.
the glory that is born

stood

children:

by Miss Alston, was destined to spread
far and wide;.it may be, too, that the

' And we have lain our earthly vesture by,

‘When the glad morning or the midday sun,
18 dropping,dropping down the western sky,
A radiance, softer than a summer morn,

And runs t

they!

hy:

afew days

with & 1 friend

;

of the gap reminds him of the chance
has lost. Aha! who comes here!” *
‘“ Now, now, you'll hear!” cried

he

Burt,

ecstatically cracking his whip. ¢ Now
you'll know why you was sent for to
town. Here's the committee to tell you
you're nominated for Governor! And the
next Governor you'll be, please God I”
The committee took possession of the
old man, who was bewildered by his sudden triumph, but not elated. He looked
back, smiling to us as they drove away.
Well, I wish he'd fipished the story,”
said Burt. *¢ I understand part of it well
enough. That boy who had no chance
will be our next Governor. . But what became of Joe?”

“ "Tisn’t the chance, it’s the way you
use it"—came, with a drunken

from among the trunks.
Youth's Companion.
re

hiccough,

“I'm

Joe.”—

Qh iosé stpadily, winding|

«When he was going ‘away,

ET

with me?

A RECEIPT FOR~MUTFFINS.
As we all know, there are some women

who are natural cooks.

The * natural de-

:a

be?

of frou

“ Good again

« All right!”

Joseph

Cook.

Coming

himself before

most momentous of all, it is no’ wonder

that

people at frst had a mind to inquire about his
credentials.

But itis somewhat unusualto say

the least, that he should so suddenly have won
ple, and that he should have continued so long

to discuss

fhese

debated questions withsuch

freshness and vigor on his own part, and so
general assent on the part of the public: = He
has found critics, to be sure, and to some of

them he has not always replied in an ideal
manner. But these ‘criticisms have become

“Well, if eggs are cheap, I break in a

egg.”
She pauses, as if that were all. You
timidly. suggest—
« Cream tartar or soda?"
Alook of surprise creepgover her face,as

if she would say, * What does the woman
mean by asking so many
she says—

questions?” but

“Well, if [ have sour milk, I don’t use
cream tartar; if the milk’s sweet, I put in

a-couple of spoonfuls of cream tartar and
one of soda.”
You wish you dared ask whether ivs
table or tea-spoonfuls she means, but if
you are a novice, think it must be tablespoonfuls, the muffins are so very light.
She evidently now considers the thing
complete.
“You haven’t said anything about the
flour?” you inquire—with inward trembling; but you really do wish to please
John.
The look of surprise changss to a wideeyed amazement.
“Flour? : Why, I supposed * any goose

church ir] Adrian, Mich., has made a

success-

ful attempt in trying to eripply the want.
It is
a volumeof 146 pages, neatly bound in cloth,

and composed of two parts, the first containing
¢* A Plea” for Bible readings, giving 'nstructions
how to prepare them, and then
how to
give them effectively; and part second

containing sixty-five*Bible

Readings,

ferent phases of Christian life and

on

dif-

experience,

and prepared by various persons.
lishers will send the book post-paid
of $1,00,

The pubon receipt

\

Of a

somewhat

differeat

nature

from

the

above is The Bible Reader, whic D. Lothrop
& Co. (Boston) publish, and which is’ composed ‘wholly of ‘passages of Sceipture, soculled as to be unobjectionable

publie schools, for which
intend it.

for use

use the

Ivis really a reduction

in the

publishers
of “The Un--

erring Guide,” a volume that was referred to.

in these columns several weeks singe:

It is

an open question whether the Bible in this selected form would be any more acceptable in

the public

schools than

in its completeness:———

be something unusual in the mental qualifications of a man 'who can thus claim the 'attens
tion of the best informed classes of his coun
trymen, of whose utterances such men as exs

But whether that should be the case ornot,
there are several good and forcible reasons
why Seripture for public reading, and especially among young people, should be put in
this form.
Considering that the volume is
neatly bound in cloth, fifty cents is - a price for

President Hill and Prof. Peabody

it that can by no megns be complained of,

in spite of methods, or use of facts, there must

of Harvard

could speak so approvingly, and which

geon could say were

‘very

Spur-

wonderful,”

and

the Dear of Caimterbaty could describe as * remarkably eloquent,

vigorous

and

powerful,”

and the Lendon Quarterly Review could say
‘* these wonderful lectures stand forth alone
amidst their contemporaries of the class to
which thpy
belong.” We are ready to agree
with thig

general verdict, but at the same

time

are not prepared to admit that the actual
sults are goingto be the

best

possible.

reWe

do not believe by any means that the chief objections against some of the theories
Cook

has

attempted

to maintain

that Mr,
are

those

raised by the scientists, What is to be the influence on this generation of leading them to
watch so closely the utterances of Tyndall and
Huxley and Darwin as bearing upon the fact
immortality of the soul? Is there not great

need of a man to follow Mr. Cook who has
drawn his arguments from daily contact with
men and the illumination of the Spirit, rather
than from the libraries of Europe and the il

cussed, and often quicken the faith that

may

oouple, if they. are deat, 1 don't glways:” | have needed such mental stimulus as the
lectures afford. ‘They are a part of the litera“ You use some butter?”

Oh yee! ;a piece about as big as an

(New York)

entitled
Hints'on Bible Readings.
Inquiry is
often made for just such a volume as this, and
the author, who is pastor of a Presbyterian

the confidence of nearly all unprejudiced’peo-

pravity
of inanimate objects” seems lumination of the German philosophy ?
The present volume, the third in the series,
charmed away when they get hold of bowl contains those lectures that dealt more esand spoon.
Their ovens always bake pecially with the so-called orthodoxy of belief
on both
top and bottom. ~~ Soups on the great questions of immortality, the dinever scorch, nor biscuits sour. They vine nature, the future life, etc. The titles of
always carry their recipes
in their the eleyen lectures are, * Is there Nothing in
heads. With what exasperating indefi- God to Fear? “The Trinity, a Practical
Truth;” ¢ The Trinity, the Martyr's Faith;”
niteness do they answer you when you
Theodore Parker’s Self- Contradictions”
ask them how they make any particular * The Atonement in the Light of Self-evident
‘Truth; PLL TY The
Harmon ization
thing—muffins, for instance.
“Dear me, 1 never have much - of a rule with « ts "Environment; 3? “ True and False
Optimism ;” *“ A Consideration of Mr. Clarke’s
about such things.”
« But can't you give me a little idea? and Mr. Hale’s Criticisms” ¢¢ Skepticism in
John has so often spoken of your muffins New England ;” * Theodore Parker as sn Ane
ti-Slavery Reformer ;” * The Sources of Theosince we took tea with you, and I really dore Parker's Errors; ;” and the “ Preludes on
should like to learn how to make them.”
Current Events,” often among the most reada“ Well, I stir up a pretty stiff batter; ble portions of the yolume, These comprise
10 to May 28
depends something on how many folks I the lectures delivered from March
of last year. They illustrate the qualifications.
have to tea.”
of the author, which are more those of the
Do you use milk?”
rhetorician. than the philosopher, and of the
Xe if I have it; if not, take water.” poet than the logician, But they slso handle
“Any eggs?”
skillfully the important subjects that are dis-

Mrs. Handy how she makes her muffing?

a

ie

| think it over:”
’

Rev,

received so much
attention
persons as thése lectures by

the public almost unknown,
and grappling
boldly with questions that are the deepest and

the

e

1"

and a half have
from thoughtful

of inspiration, or. the stability of orthdooxy,or

pen

They're something like.”
el
were blacing tionif he had been an * outside” beside re wens “with him to this place, one
You nerve yourself and pleasantly ask
] garrying his
hi Yalise, the ther his case of
a
rother, when
if they had wine | I
Bw op
if he wouldn't like a slice of dry toast.
» 48 Was their custom.
Ch
ihed Gandto! that free, the (Such a ‘comfort as dry toast is under such
I know not how nor why, but Guy up broth the hights until it reached a
circumstances!) Ina week. or two, after
the
summit
of
th¢
Blue
Ridge.
Sus
tasted.
i
and with hak ot hs se
‘a series of experiments, You finally evolve
As the morning wore on, Burt stopped fore them, he.
we
bn it, I will from your ‘inner consciousness,”and flonr
now and then, to water his horses in a to make to you. If you
make
all
right
with
your
parents.
In our and eggs, somg very creditable muffins—
:
i
Ri cool mountain spring, or to let them rest, college, there is provision for the free
ed- but you don’t call your experience judgpanting, in the shade of the thick hem| ucation of a certain number of young ment.—Mary Blake in Scribner for Feb.
Jocks.
;
{
Sometimes he halted a6 a Tonely log- men, | Twill secute tio ©
a perpetual
cloud and
disgrace.
“ We all knows,” said the school com: “ He knew not ‘where he was going. house to take in or set down a passenger, Apips. for. you. It will make men of you.
is'rio’ cance which’ other boys have mittee man to the new teacher he was
There was always a torrent of questions, “Th
i
after.
which you will not have. ‘Will you come examining for her position, ‘that A, B
which invariably ended with—
an’ C is. wowels, but wot we wants to
“Doe going down with you to-day, |
know is wy they is so.”
| Burt? . ‘Hheas
*¢
He
said
much
more
to
the
same
purheerd?”
* He's goin’ down, but he knows noth- port, and then gave them half an hour to
iw, a

Preludes
on
Current
Cook.
Boston: James

R: Osgood & Co.
12mo. pp. 313, ($1.50).
[Boston Monday Lectures.)
Probably no utterances during the past year

& Co.

that will be sought by many,

ture with which every public teacher ought to
be familiar.
HEAVEN

A

ITS

WONDERS,

AND

From T pings Seen and
ane Heard.

HELL

By Eman

el Sweden!
nally
publishéd n
Latin
Tos, A. on 758.
hiladelphia :
:
B. Lippincott & Co. "1878.
12mo.. pp.
There
is doubtless always more or less demand for books like this,
Swedenborg’s revelations, which he believed himself divinely
instructed to make, are of 80 strange a character, and also contain so much that is pleasant
to contemplate, that the curiosity of men, to
mention no other quality, will always keep

an open market for them,

It was doubtless in

view of these considerations, partly, thas-$his
edition of the would-be
prophet’s works is
issued.
However that may
be, whoever

wishes may here find the description of the
Heaven into which the New Jerusalem church
hopes eventually

to be

Hell which they

would shun.

gathered,

and

tions, the attendance,

speech, there

are writings there, but no postal cards or other mail service 18 mentioned, and there are in-

thie awards, the exhibits

of various countries,the condition of education, .
trade, commerce, industries,

ete.,

in

various

parts of the world,as illustrated by the displays
that were made, and of

and special features

various

other

of the great

whole making a volume

of much

minor

fair: the
interest and

real worth,
Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine for March
makes its appearance thus early, and is well.
supplied
with sketches, stories, poems and
miscellaneous articles, besides a great num-

ber and

variety

of

illustrations.

‘ Some

Leading Incidents in the Life of our

Saviour”

is a compiled article, but is skillfully prepared
and will be interesting to many readers.
Rev.
Dr. Henderson undertakes to define Evolution,
and has succeeded reasonably well. There are
several good poems ia this number, and articles by Dr. Cuyler and Rev. Alexander

the latter describing the Murphy

Clark,

temperance

movement,
a sermon

snd several editorials on
York: Frank Leslie.

timely

topics. —New

The Sanitarian isa valuable health journal,
giving weeful hints and information as to the
preservation
of health without being so complete 8 hobby-rider as: such journals are apt
to be. Thearticlesin the February number
on sanitary science and on various subjects:
relating
to medicine and disease are of real
worth. This publication is also the organ of
the Medico-legal Soviety, of New York, and
becomes

more

valuable on that account.—~New

York: The Suaturian, 8. 0. Box 1956.
Robinson's. Epitome oof Literature (Phils
delphis) contains much literary news and gossip, besides well digested reviews of many recent publications.
An editorial article on
“The Private
Libraries of Philadelphia”
shows that the Quaker city has very many
thoughtful loyers of literature and art within.
her bounds. It may make new friends for
| the Epitome to say that it isthe new and improved publication that has been known as
* Bentley’s Book-buyer.”’
A——

The Literary

World for February

in choice and instructive reading,

a good idea of the nature
better books of
work on Forms

and

the month.
of Flowers,

abounds

giving

one

teaching of theDarwin's latest
Lubke’s History

of Art, Miss Martineau’s Household Education,
Allen’s Physiological Xsthetics, and various
volumes of sermons, travels and miscellaneous

works are reviewed in its pages. —Bostori: E..
H. Hames & Co.

MUSIC.

of the

This Heaven

has light and heat in it, is divided into two
kingdoms, is made up of three sub-heavens as
it were,
has a correspondence with all things
of earth, has habitations for the angels, has

space and time, its angels have

' The valuable articles that Mr. Francis A. ~
Walker prepared for the International Review on ** The World's Fair,” and which were
originally published there, have now been is-sued in compact form by A, 8. Barnes & Co.
(New York). Mr. Walker was Chief of the
Bureau of Awards, and was thus enabled to
‘givea critical account of what constituted the
real history of the great Centennial exhibition..
The volume in which the articles now appear contains 66 pages, and treats of such
features as the administration of the Exhibition, the agricultural display, the appropria-

From Oliver Ditson & Co, (Boston) we have

received the songs “Awake,” ¢“ What are They
to Do?’

“If

you

Want

galop entitled “ When

We

a Kiss,

Take It;”

Laugh,

a

We Live,”

by E. Strauss; a quadrille, *“ La Marjolaine;”’
a‘ Farewell Schottische,”” by Mueller; Dit-

son’s - Musical Monthly, each number of
Which contains 20 pages of music] Dwight's,

that shut hind, as if it-were a prison would know about that. A good bowl- | fants, and marriages (we follow the orderin |
the book), and joy and happiness, and rich
cell. He wanted books, companions,and
ful, of course. I always use my own and poor, and also people who are not mem. ad

Iunch-bask-

with the dignity of Kis posi. {the
rich
people, and they Tittle! been inflated

TEE

ORTHODOXY,
with
Events. By Joseph

Auson b. F. Randolph

publish a

as publicas the press could make them; so
that they need not be dwelt upon here,
They
-| have come from sources that command ' attention and respect, but do not as a rule bear so
«He did the best he could, afterwards, in much upon the conclusions of the cultured
his narrow place. But doubtless the sight lecturer as upon some of his methods. But’

ets.
. beatiful that I could not remain sad.
On top, behind the driver, seats were something outside of this dog hut and judgment about the flour.”
¢¢ The sunlight came down through the
daily plowing and pig-feeding, The
You retire from the field discorhited,
leaves in little golden flakes, glancing arranged where sat a pretty ‘young girl
other boy, T don’t thick he eared for the but not being easily. discouraged, try to
and
an
artist}
each
intent
on
¢¢
effects”
of
and dancing as M playing hide ua, seek
education he could gain there, though I follow these ‘ directions.” The result is
different kinds.
withus.
may wrong him”"—
something very different from Mrs.
1fousday
&
place
behind
them
on.
top
of
‘It was the lot walk I ever tock with
“No, I'll bet you don’t, squire,” ‘said Handy’s delicate muffins. John breaks
the
“At the back lay a ‘bloated,
Guy.
the fellow behind us.
“Tea to one, he one open very suspiciously, and after a
* Among our people, a love of drink ragged fellow, sleeping off the effects. of :
wanted money—to make his pile by fair ‘minute's inspection, pushes back his plate
last
night's
whiskey.
:
soem. tobe inherited, good rinciples |
—with that expression of huge patience.
Burt cracked his long whip, and we means or foul. Go on, I'm listenin’.”
and .
upon "God had
ad
saved
my
“which men assume when they want to say
“There
was
a
man
from
New
York
mide
a
jumphant'
start,
the
six
grays
|
.
father, “but we feared for Guay, our fiearly
making a scientific tour in the mountains something severe but don't-—and says: |
idolized one, who had never left ony _hap-' tossing thelr heads, the negroes staring
“ Haven't you any bread, Mary? Don
that
summer,” ‘continuéd the dootor, “a
from
cabin
doors,
‘the
landlord
bowing;
Py home
home before.
professor
in one of the large: colleges. let the children touch these. They are as
the
driver
winding
his
horn
loud
and
“Months passed, abd inan
i
evil tiour Gay
long. The meekest of men must have Fellil ed these boys, Imade com anions of tough as. leather. ‘Why don’t you ask
W

¥iten ary Rebieto,

“It was rum which made my brother a

wanderer, rum which was the ruin of
Guy and broke my poor mother’s heart.

“Well,” cried Burt, eagerly, < they
| went? They weren't ‘such ‘tarnal ‘fools

It doesn’t pay to prophesy; if you

get

relieble piiblication; and Octavo Cho~
ruses and Sagred Selections, whose contents
bers of the church.
The portion of the vol- are edpecially adapted to social singing, being
ume devoted to * The State of Man after in the form of four-part songs, glees, and saDeath” contains a good deal of wholesome cred pieces, with plano or organ accompanimatter. The Hell of the Swedenborglans is Jueént. These are prolific publishers of good
composed of a plurality of hells, over which ‘muse at moderate rates,

the Lord reigns, and to which the spirit of the
bad man, and not the Lord, casts itself down.
LITERARY NOTES.
But’ thers was revealed to the dreamer 4 kind
of equilibrium between eaven and Hell, so
A change of importance to business and lit-.
tha he torments of the latter place seem to be erary circles fs announced. The two large
deal relieved. The volume is chiefly publishing houses of JamesR. Osgood & Co.
valua le a8 enabling one to become familiar and Hurd & Houghtori have been united, and
with a system of faith that is by no means an ‘willbe knowii Henceforth as Houghton, OsInsignificant one, whether viewed in relation ‘good & Co.’ The union’ of these publishing
to' the character and standing of those who
have embraced it, or the philosophy which
underlies the statementnt of its

houses ‘brings to the catalogue of the new
firm a most remarkablé array of authors dfs

Fifty Years” History of the Temperance’

fellow, ‘Emerson, Whittier, Bryant, Tennyson ,.

Cause is the title of an octavo yolume of 500

pages, prepared from authentic sduraes by J.

{E. Stebbins, author of. several well. received
books, | The volume is illustrated, and aims to’

tinguished in American and English literature,

Among them may be named Hawthorne,LongDickens,

Scott, Lowell, Holmes,

Browning,

Mrs. Stowe, Carlyle, Macautay, Bacon, Cooper,

‘DeQuincey, Howells, , Aldrich, Bayard Taylor.
Warner, Thomas Hughes, und many others.

reveal intemperance as the great; nationsl The long line of British poets, from Spenser to
curse, threatening the purity and stability of ‘Wordsworth, also forms an important element
our religious and

secular, institutions, and as

the fruitful source of poverty, misery, crime,

and degradation of the individual and family.
It also describes the process of manufacturing
liquors, shows the poisonous ingredients that

and'gives the official reports
into them,
ente
r
of revenue receipts; from its sale.

There are

in the list.

Standard

law and medical books

have become sid will ‘continue a feature of
their publications. |The firm controls the Riv‘erside Press, one of the mort

making

famous

book-

establishments fn the world both in

the amount and the

excellence

of its praduc-

tions, - The heliotype process,which has shown

the various means such large. resotirces of book illustration and
of art, will also be under the
adopted for its suppression, by legislative, the development
moral and other means, both secret and open. | firm’s control, With the eombination of such
d& Co.
There is added a description of the erigin and ‘elements , Messrs. Houghton,
progress of the new plan of labor by the wom- may. reasonably be looked to for efficient serv-

‘historical sketches of

en up to the present time, and various statis
tics, anecdotes and illustrations of

value to a

it right, nobody remembers it; if you get persott who would be fully
posted on fthe subit wrong, nobody forgets it.
Jject.—Hartford, Conn, J, P. Fitch,

foes in the highest class of book

produc-

tions,
;
The Royal Library at Berlin, the largest in.

Germany, contains over 700,000 volumes.

|

.
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| Witerary Wiscellany.

with certain other
Daudet

:Serene will be our days and bright,
And happy will our nature be,

WWhen love is an unerring light,
And or its own security,
And they a blissful course juay Hold,
bold,
Even now, who not unwisely
Live in the spirit of this creed,
Yet seek that other strength according to their
i
Dear
— Wordsworth.
we are young, nothing seems quite so
hi
glo ~Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps.
0
‘What I desire that others should net do to
me, I equally desire not to do to them.—~Con-

in

his home.

He

always carefully preserved her
ila.
Monsieur and De
Daudet reside in
that portion of Paris known as Le Marais.

hotel

is a vast

details
aces

and imposing

of architect
of Florence.

another

Daudet.

window

where

sits

Madame

A pretty child runs to and fro.

when meekly

| attempting

to give an.idea of the wayin

which
udet works.
He generally
writes a chapter three times over.
The

first time he lets his pen go as it will, and

y OT

roportion to the beauty of
wil be kept for centuries.—
v

. BIOGRAPHIUAL,

[i

the abundance

ressionS and ideas:

is

© Emerson.

to the bench,

however highly they

lege,

may

of his im-

The second time

© goes over the whole with care, weeding out sentences and words, and finally
gives

weighing

the last

lish

each word,

and carefully scru-

Small

The New

Investments.

Daudet could, if he pleased, acquire a
large fortune, for he really spends as
much time on one romance as would
suffice to write three. But money counts

of household or

charitable

work,

house in Lyops,

backs, Daudét’s edu

sufficiently

Inspite of these

draw-

was'at sixteen

advetiedd for him to seek and

obtain a posifion a8 téficheér’ift & school.
A little later he was summoned

by

his

elder brotherto Paris=-a summons-only

too gladly obeyed by the young student.
Le Petit Chose goes on fo describe the
busy life now led by Daudet—his inces-

York ZTribune takes up the

and

It adds:

Until recently, France was the land of
hoarders, the home of the communist, and
the womb of revolutions. The people
had

no stake

in

were trained by

the

government.

Few

pecuniary responsibility

whole truth,

The

nation

triumphed

which

- sant toil and frequent hunger, for he often

‘went supperless, and without a light, to
+his couch.
Daudet’s first publication was a volume
« of poems, which made its mark and penetratedto the Tuileries.
The Empress
saw it, admired it, and herself read some
of the verses to the Duc de Morny. The
Duc wrote a most charming letter to the
young poet, who immediately presented
himself'to express his thanks in person.
The Duc was so pleased with the youth
that he at once offered Daudet a position
vas his private -secretary.
Alphonse had
been brought up:in the political - faith of
=a strict Legitimist father, and at first
shrank from accepting a position about
the person of a nobleman so high in the
ranks of the: opposite party.” With the
artless frankness of

pressed
orny.

«Jam

a child, Daudet

these ‘objections

to

M,

ex-

de

a Legitimist,” he said.

« You may hold whatever political tenents you please,” answered
the Duc,
laughingly, *¢ provided you will only cut
your hair!”
)
This Daudet, however,did not do then,

nor, so far as we can léarn,
since done so.
Mrs. Lucy
scribes
him, ¢¢ with - Jong
dreamy eyes.” The Puede
full of kind consideration fo:
in'whom he detected
td
—talent that only lac

If kindliness of

disposition be the essence of good

man-

ners, our subject is seen at once ' to shade

off the. great one of Christianity itself.
It is the heart that makes both the true
genflemen and the great theologian. The
postle Paul (see speech delivered on
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-raphical hints scattered through ' his in giving his well known advice to an be
bills or of disorder? In New England, always assured his friends that he should live
+books.
orator—that eloquence consisted in three New York and New Jersey, much more to see the downfall of the institution of slave+++] was bornia 1840,0n the thirteenth of things, the first ‘‘ action,” the second than half of the voters are either deposit- Iy His convictions of Hight were not easily
‘May, in a town in Languedoc, where one “action,” and the third ‘ action”—is ors in savings banks which invest their changed, Hig voice was always lifted in support of temperance but yet {Pprosed to secret
‘finds
a great deal of sunshine, not a lit. suppo-ed to have intended manner only.
jog and useful life went out at
capital in
in Government bonds, or societies.
«tle dust, a Carmelite cotvent, and two or A telling preacher in his opening re- are holders of bonds themselves, or of last as calmly and peacefullyas if he had but
three Roman ruins.” It is thus that Le marks gains the good will of his hearers, stocks in banks. Far more than half sunk into a quiet slumber, As he retired from
Petit° Chose opens, and it is in this ex- and makes them feel both that he has have the investor's interest in the public active life, his kind old heart opened to the
+quisite romance that Alphonse Daudet something to say and that he can say it order and the public credit. As a conse- children who crossed his daily path and none
will miss him more than they,
.gives us the details of his childhood. We ~by his manner. - The suecessful medi- quence, no scheme of repudiation, no
+ MARY M. ELLIS.
have but to read the first fifteen chapters cal man, on entering a sick room, in- plan for robbing creditors at the ' expense
‘of this work to learn much of the au- spires his patient's belief in himself, and of public honor, finds any encouragement
DEA. IRCEAVERLY died in Lowell, Mass,
Dec, 6, 1877, aged T3 years. As a business
thor's early life,and we supply eetialn inat hope which is so favorable to longev- in these States. But at the West or South, man
and3 citizen,f Dea. Caverly Be was
every_ tentional deficiencies with ease.
or ex- ity—by his manner.
;
s
is
:
manly
ample, Nismes, in Languedoc, 1s the sun- jurymen are scarcely personifications un» stake in the good order, good credit, and worth, Coming to this ity in 1832,
he very
ny town designated. , There Daudet’s mixed with passion or prejudice, a bar- general prosperity of the country.
$ soon after its organization connected himself
with the 1st F. B. church, and was immediatefather was a silk manufacturer.
His rister can not afford to neglect manner if
Hence, it thinks that Secretary Sher- 1 chosen, deacon, which office he filled with
factory stood but a stone's throw from the ha would bring twelve men, one after anfaithfulness and ability, He passed with the
pretty home set in the midst of trees and other,to his. way of thinking.
Again, man shows great wisdom in proposing to church through some of the severest trials in
ardens, where Alphonse was born. has the business man any stock in trade place United States bonds before the peo-’ her historyas well as to share in many of her
undry financial dis
two fires--a that pays him better than a good address? ple for subseription, and in such amounts triumphs. Her times of trial were testing
times to those who guarded her interests, but
lawsuit—and finally ' the revolution’ of And as regards the ‘‘ survival of the fithas those ‘who proved thei
1848, effected the +h 5 Datdel the fest” In tournament for a lady's ‘hand, is that small investors may find therein a shie.hdad and still
greater
worth when thas tested. That .is the
elder, ard the impoveris
amily
too
it not a ¢ natural selection” when the old place for their savings.
better service which stands the fire. Bro. C
refuge in the ial Ak floor of hee
motto, ‘“Mannors maketh man,” decides
loved thelehurch for the truth’s sake and hot
The Tramp,
Alphonse Daudet.

ve.

aod
oes Co pana Soyoors | Posies
paldy trpubiaber,
and left many precious proofs that she was
ZALES Shar. and Migrtle

fine lady, spending their day in pretty
idleness.
Thegonly question that seems
to be asked is; * How can I best amuse
myself?” ” Dr, Crosby's remedy for this

3

to. his work,

With the reputation that he has made
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ape: of
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r Star.

Packages pet,
self-improvement. He thinks that young Joined the F. Baptist church,where Be ronan
A.W. Roor.
Pay toils ach, «
e
without having learned how, and that the women trained in that way are more ed until death,
right way to govern a political party is likely to get good husbands than are
MRS. PARTIAN D., wife of Jonathan Ferrin, | allowed on money ry

to care for social order. Of all Western
tions, France hoarded most and investHnising e general effect. = We have de- ed least. The marvelous success of that
scribed this method of Daudet’s because it nation in finance has been ascribed to its
is a very clear indication of his character. frugality. This is truth, but it is not the

he

naturally gravitate to commerce,
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law, medicine, science or Sivinity; but
the gitls ata. like period be n to play the

be distinguished for general intelligence
and personal virtue. But the Wingiples
of common sense which are so vigo:
ly applied to the liberal professions are

Fresh flowers are on every table, and. to put it under the care of persons who
wild grasses and ferns wave in tall vases have no practical knowledge of the mech«
Tribune.
j
of Japanese bronze.
In summer the anismof politics. —N. ¥,

writes from
from
and £
(the lines drawn,

formed by men who are ‘‘ no actors.”
It is not usual to value a doctor for his
ignorance, or to select gentlemen who

Here, ina library hung with soft, dusky too often forgotten when we come to
irs. of state.
The docdraperies, Daudet works day after day. deal with
His writing-table stands ina deep re- irinaire reformer believes that he can
cess. A small lacquered escritoire is at practice one of the most delicate of arts

refine

bys

Sunday Afternoon, advice to . mothers
about the training of their daughters.
He says that the idea of uselessness asa
fashionable necessity for a young woman
is wrong.
* The boys, after leaving school or col-

rect the evil tendencies of the stage by
Asisting tht all plays should be per-

Freewill Baptist Publications

church in Sutton, where she was held a mem
ber, until called to join the church above. She
leaves a husband and two children who dee
ly feel their loss. Sister 8. was a faithful wife,
a loving mother, and all who knew her say a
woman has fallen. She was a member
of Keyser Lake Div. Sons of Temperance, and
due respect was paid by them at her burial.
J. D. WALDRON.

The Proper Training for Girls.

The Rev. Dr. Howard Crosby gives, in

mendation of a candidate for a political
post that he is ‘“ no Dolitigian ;" which is

have never practiced law for elevation

‘borne. Our day thought soos by thorn 8
A LL
whileit family take refuge from the discomforts
may still be made a
tortures. Cast it away, and, like the prephet’s of the city at Champrosay, a lovely vil:
wvand, it changes to a’ snake.—Douglas Jer | 1
on
the Seine.
rold.
ecan not close this article without
ET

are too ‘much

inclined to consider it the-highest recom-

much as if they should undertake ta cor-

structure
whose
ture recall the

ment must be madeto feel! the man entirely
.refined desires to reflect.— Goethe.

{There is sanctity in su

is happy

The reformers of our day

who was not only capable of ‘appreciating her husband, but of sympathizing
and aiding him mn all his labors, and can
herself make her mark in literature whenever she chooses.
She has written. for

Their

is contented if he sees but
man of more

same

more than one magazine in Paris, but has

Suctus.

The rude man
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married, some ten years since, a woman
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author, translated by the same lady.
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left a

widow
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0 trust still in the merey of the God who has
promised to be her God.
+
MRs. D. E. SHATIQCK wife of M. B. Shat-
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ging March 25, 1878.
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Sister Moody,

and the

blow falls he W upon them in their déclinin
years, ' Sister S, experienced
a h pe in Chis
ut the age of eighteen years, while attending
school’ at’ New’ Hampton. ‘She held faithful
for # number of years; and: was! baptized by
‘Rev. N. Rowell ‘and united with the: (F.'B.
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Rural

Pedéstrianism.

one, indeed; and the blue glass furor is fast |
losing the reality of a dream, save in windows

Congressional.
:

look

historical.

Pedestrianism

Bland silver bill. In the House, the consular | Miss Von Hilleru, and let us add the name of
and diplomatic appropriation bill was reported | Henry Schemhl who completed his 100th mile
and specially assigned for the 12th instant. A
in 23 hours and 11minutesat St. Patrick’s Hall,
proposition was made to suspend the rules and
adopt a resolution Testoring the tax on incomes, But the motion failed, a less than two-’
thirds vote being obtained.
:
* TUESDAY.
In ‘the Senate, Mr. Eatod, of

New Orleans, on Tuesday night—do not

feats indicate a return to healthier living,

of

bearing interest at 3.65. - The House passed a
bill authorizing the holding of a special term
of the United States circuit court for the southern district of Mississippi, on the Tith of}

March, for the trial ofthe all
timber depredators. A bill
rted
extending the
time for imple
the : Vorthern Pacific Railroad ten Fe.
e military academy approin. com-

THURSDAY. In the Senate Mr. Blaine spoke
at length
on the pending silver bill. The bill
was

The

Suge ,by a vote of 136 to 125,admitted Peter D.
inton (Democrat) as Representative from

hk jourth congressional
nia.
FRIDAY.

district of

Califor-

Speeches were made in the Senate

on the silver bill by Messrs. Hill and Withers,
and an adjournment was taken until Monday.’
The House was engag¢d-in the consideration of
a war elaim, appropriating $18,430. for the use

of the Pioneer mills in Alexandria, Virginia,
by the United States authorities during the
war of the rebellion. After a protracted discussion ‘the bill was rejected. The elections
committee Teporedd in favor of giving the

from the

third

Louisiana

district

seat

to J. H.

and

Greenbacks.

Some of the silver lunatics and knaves are
apparently beginning to be ashamed of them-

selves.

"Without doubt this healthy symptom

must be attributed to the simple fact that their

own people are beginning to be ashamed of
them.
It is this which is bringing the Green
backers into sight again. ‘Well, there is considerable in a name, after all. Whatever may
be said of the Greenbacker himself, he surely

looks highly Teepeutiblo when Placed beside
take adv: antago of this and are calling
reenback es
in the
platforms of
they have considerable about ‘ coin”
but not
a word about silver or gold. The con-

fo

Slade,

made

an hon-

Earl of Shaftesbury is President.

Every Saturday night President Hayes and
family and a few friends meet in one ofthe
rooms of the White House to sing old Methodist hymns , according to home custom.
Kate Claxton advised two of her aunts to invest their money
in stocks through a Wall
Street broker, who has gone under, leaving
them penniless.
And Kate has paid them the
$12,000 with interest.
Rev. Frederick Bradin,
resident canon of
Wells Cathedral, England, since 1812, has recently celebrated his hundredth birthday. He
giadusied. from Trinity College, Oxford, in

Samuel Baker,
in a brief adStanley on his
African travel-

Mrs. Hayes has repudiated

and

the traditionary

system of issuing invitations to State dinners
at the White House,and makes selections from
the judges of the Supreme Court, the Cabinet,
Senators, and Representatives for the same

talk in one

or two quite prominent London papers, decidedly averse to lionizing Stanley, on the avowed
nds. of his inhumanity to some of the
can tribes. Those who know Mr. Stanley

ay.

«claim that he is a man of cool temperament
and not one who would allow Inasactes which
essary. At any rate the outcome
thseSir hod dg

«»
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LIME IN SOIL.
The total quantity of lime taken up from
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Orleans, finishing in

Berea College, Ky., has five professors and
six lady teachers, with about two hundred

students, male and female, colored and white.
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there is no favored spot where labor is nnand

privation
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the same toil

in the pursuit

of wealth

his fortune.
It is the man, not the
mate farm, that commands success.
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at

this question
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farm is exported;

Massachusetts,

why

wheat is

quoted at seventy-five cents in Nebraska,
and at $1.35 in New York city. Our home
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For sale by all newsdealers or sent, postpaid, on
Tegeipt: of market price. Ask for the Riverside

VEGETINE has never failed to effect a cure, give
ing tone and strength to the system debilitate by
disease.
VEGETINE.~—No medicine has attained such a
great fepiiiog as this justly celebrated compound.

Nowkax L. MUNRO, publisher, No.
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Yepetine is Sold Wyby. all Druggists,

10PER CENT. NET.
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of leaving their New KEngland and New
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mand it would take along time to make
much impression on the: reserve supplies

ing the other half to market. Those who
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SY MisaM.E. Braddon

lime in the soil of every acre producing
potatoes is diminished to the extent .ofwon-

since the property is forever mortgaged
for half its products, to pay for transport-

natural drawbacksto successful
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mercial sense, twenty to thirty cents more amount to from one thousand to' two
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little doing in Cranberries, and prices are
un unchanged.
GREEN APPLES.
‘
The stock of Apples is getting reduced and
holders are ve
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A
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we look
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CRANBERRIES.

about two pounds of lime,and in the wheat’
but little more than one pound. In the
cereal grains we should have similar insignificant quantities of lime, and even if the
potatoes are sold off the farm, as is often

to consume the
while

$2 25 per bbl.

pounds or

ful comparison has been made between
‘the compositions of the manure of a mixed herd of cattle more lime has beeu found
in the total manure than inthe total fodder supplied, and this excess could have
been derived from no other source than
the water. The lime in the clover and
timothy is not then lost to the farm if the
manure is cared for in any decent manner.
The same is trae of the wheat and other

price of grain for the
farmers of the
world, because Great Britain is the largest consumer of imported food, hence
the value of wheat and flour and corn increases in proportion to the proximity
to the English market.
This is the reason why corn sells at twenty-four cents
per bushel in Kansas and at seventy-five

cents in
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by the young, growing animals for the
production of bone substance is more than
the animals drink;
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a little farther into the matter and see
how small a proportion-of this lime is actually exported from the farm in the crops
ordinarily sold,and how large a proportion
goes back to the soil from which it came,
in manure, the little need of ‘taking pains
to supply lime to plants‘ for food will become still more plainly apparent.
On any
well managed farm the hay is usually all
eaten by the stock, so that none of the
lime in that part of the produce of the

inani-

makes

potatoes,

hay about34 pounds of lime. When

from a com-
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crop of

among the

very best. Weare enabled to speak of these instruments 8 with confidence from personal knowl
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160 bushels at 60 pounds to the bushel,
would not need more than pounds.
A
crop of 20,000 pounds of beets only 7
pounds, and of 8,000 pounds of timothy

aver-

six to eight hundred dollars: The smallest ane
nual expense is reported at $471, and the largest at $2,600. There are plenty’ of good col
leges, East and ‘West,which turn out men who
are heard from after Commencement quite as
frequently a8 Harvard men are, and where
he av
expense
thes
Ne
pense
is a good dea 1 Jes than

Hei
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Rose- Growers, West Grove, Cheste:
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Stren Arges:
OWERs
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cuts, would require

-about 120 pounds of lime. A crop of wheat
of 25 bushels, with 2,600 pounds of straw,
would not require more than 10 pounds.

sota, $10.16 and $7.65.
Honest statements of many int:lligent
investigators,
who have personally exam.
ined the persistently ‘ advertised claims
of Kansas, Nebraska, Texas and other
points
in the ‘West, are to the effect that

‘West, In other words, railroad monopolies
age expenses of students at {Harvard are from could well afford to give away their farms,
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the soil of an acre by an average corn crop
of 50 bushels of 60 pounds to the bushel
and 6,000 pounds of stover would exceed
25 pounds.
A good crop of clover, 5,000
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trade sustains prices ‘and exchanges gold
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velt, one of the wealthiest eltivons: of for, grain. During 1876, the total export
New York who was recently nominatedb
Friday, the terms of the
between
of cereals alone aggregated 128,026,829
President Hayes for Collector of that po
Russia and Turkey, and also announced that and . rejected
‘bushels, and was valuedat $129,026,980.
the Senate, died a
the government had dispatched five war ves- night,
47 years. ——idecn a: Cons, | Increased farm products.
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There has been a quiet market for Beans, with
The N. Y. Times says: * Waters’ Orchestrion
the tendency in favor of buyers. We notice sales
Gite
un
» 18 a beautiful little instrument, simof Mediums at $1 75 @ $1 80 per bu, and although
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ing.at $1
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did

and done greatest injury, but selected such

$14.04; Arkansas, $9.36 and $7.79; Minne.

success;

but

in settling the present year the insects
avoided those counties in Minnesota in
which they had hatched most “numerously

but $8.64; Nebraska,
$8.10 and $8.39;
Iowa, $7.50 and $5.49; Texas, $12.50 and

to

over,

not alight, and the
province seemed miraculously delivered.
Professor Whitman tells me, again, that

special

would coin equal results in Massachusetts
as in Texas; that society is so primitive,
educational advantages so limited, rates
for the use of money so exorbitant, liability to disease, flood, drought or insect
depredations so great, communication by
rail so expensive in these far-off regions,
as to outweigh any seeming advantages
in cheap land, fertile soils of broader fields.
Successful
men rarely emigrate.
It is
usually he who falls short of his expectations though perhaps not of his deserts,
who attributes his failares to soil; climate
and markets, and who fancies that an entire change of surroundings would make

losophie Society of Great Britain, of which the

applause.
Prince of
a speech
The Afri-

a terror-stricken imagination would deem

value

hear Dom Pedro say that things must be reformed as it does to hear some other people say
the same thing.
Henry W. Hillard was Thursday confirmed

orary member of the Victoria Institute, or Phi-

Napoleon;

in France

cash

necessary

ers could folly appreciate Stanley’s great feat.
From another source we learn
while Stan-

ley was receiving high honors

Un-

ton.

When Stanley concluded

1taly, there was a good deal of loud

average

ion League on Washington’ ’s birthday.
Somehow it doesn’t sound as hollow to

Rev. Joseph Cook has been

Pacha.
Stanley is reported to have occupied
two hours in depicting scenes and incidents of

can traveler and explorer, Sir
Tolfowed the prince of Wales
After complin:enting
ri “achievement, hesaid onl

city,

as United States minister to Brazil,and GenerA Underwood to be surveyor of the port of

and Midhat

he was greeted with prolonged
After the cheering subsided, the
‘Wales addres-ed the assemblage in
filled with compliments to Stanley.

York

ety.
President Hayes visits the. Philadelphia

Wales on Thursday evening, afier which he
went to the meeting of the Geographical Society, where he was received by some 8000 persons, including many of the nobility, beside

his African journey.

expelled

' member of the German Anthropological

from

the African explorer, dined with the Prince of

Louis

the Spiritualist, has been

Bertha Von Hillern is a native of Tribes,

which will be
so that by Re

of Egypt

of Portsmouth,

Baden, and a zealous Roman Catholic
Dr. Schliemann has been elected an hop

Stanley in London.

Prince

native

from Vienna, and also from Berlin
.Ex-Mayor Havemeyer, of New
lefta ve hid of over $4,000,000.

A London special states that Henry Stanley,

the son of the Khedive

after

Ne

it will be pretty ioc

the prince of Wales,

$13.21; Minnesota,

$8.30; North Carolina, $8.88; Arkansas,
$9.65; and Indiana,
$10.63. Taking the

$23.40; Connecticut, $24.05 and $18.85;
New York, $29.41 and $19.65; while of the
Western States, Illinois shows. svalue in

-

James T. Fields is a

He
the hauls either in New York or Boston, they
time if reaches them
money,

Kansas, $10.37 ; Texas,

and $21.02;

New poems from Tennyson soon,
Mrs. Lydia Maria Child is 76.
" Bret Harte has had a mud scow named

currency capital, so as to circumvent the operations of the Bland silver bill, should that be‘ome alw,
Human nature sticks out of one
prtsidents
who says when the
hii
them only in silver,
sent by express in Quantities,
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Ex-Sehator ‘Wade is recovering.
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tion act; the remonetization
of silver; that the
national debt be aid fu Soubacks unless coin

York

farming can only reach this desired end
through the sale of their! surplus and unconsumed products of the soil. In this

time in progress, is likely soon to succeed.
The Suez Canal is doing an increasing and
profitable business.
It raised $5,777,260 in
tolls in 1875, $5,994,999 in 1876, and last year
the aggregate was $6,552,279.
3 clyclone passed over a portion of Augusta,

of Greenbackers held .in Jackson,
ay, adopted the following
Calling for a repeal of the resump-

the meantime it is stated that New

in
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ing ’ several public
uildings,
besides doing
the value of $24.49; and in wheat per
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age to private residences.
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Acklin, the Democratic contestant.
SATURDAY.
The session of the House was
consumed in diseussing the silver question,
Messrs. Chittenden. Kenna, Harrison, Ellsworth, Hayes and Haskell making speeches.
Remarks were also made by Mr. Joyce, of Vermoat, on civil-service reform, and hy Mr.
*Bell, of Seorgia, in
I favor of pensioning soldiers who served
in the Mexican war.
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the most of the article :
Most men are. actuated by a desire ta ac-
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Messrs. Thurman,
Kernan and Christiancy
making speeches.
The former Senator favored
the pending measure and the two latter opposed it. The report of the -committee in the .
Wigginton-Pacheco contested election case was
discussed at considerable length by the House,
.|
the subjeet going over without.action. .
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The discussion of the silver
bill occupied most of the time of the Senate,

for the relief of insolvent

comparative
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an outlet from the Black Sea, suflicient to depress
prices very materially in all the leading markets.
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Buyers in consequence will not anticipate their
wants for auy length of time shead and the prospects of the trade are not very encouraging. Our
ence td the habits of the grasshopper :
receipts the past week haye been unusually small
" ¢ In mapping out the country in Kansas but t A market is well supplied with all kinds.
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greater desire after more robust manhood and
womanhood; and so in themselves have the
seeds of a permanence not found in any of the
more sensational clap traps of a day?

Connecticut, spoke atdength in opposition to
the pending silver bill, and Mr. Howe, of

FARMING IN EASTERN STATES.

runs

on wonderfully,if you class it among the sensations of a day. Is it not something more
than this? Do the feats of Mr. Weston and

Moxpay.
Inthe Senate, Mr. Bayard, of
Delaware, spoke at length in opposition to the

Professor

| news from abroad is a little more warlike, but it
id generally believed that ledce will be established
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